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CHAPTER I

THE STUDY

The Purpose. The drive for formal political independence by

the territories of Sub-Sahsu:an Africa heis necessarily been followed

by the difficult task of evolving viable nations through socio-economic 

Two major objectives of this development are the creationdevelopment.

of national unity and the establishment of a modem economy with educa

tion viewed as an essential instrument for the pursuit of both of these

This vigorous focus upon educatipn, a.worldwide phenomenon, 

has publicized the primitive state of our knowledge of the educational 

process and the outcomes of its use in such circumstances, 

enormous complexities posed by the acceleration of modernization through 

education became increasingly apparent, the interdisciplinary study of 

the role of education in national development evolved.

To date, insufficient research-based literature exists in many

'auspirations.

As the

Hopefully, this study will make aaspects of this important activity’, 

minor contribution to the understanding requisite to effective educa-

It is based upontional programming ^or newly developing countries, 

the assumption that much can be leeimed from the experiences of the

And, eis the preva-Europeah powers in the realm of colonial education, 

lent educational systems and philosophies in the newly developing

countries aire largely derived from European models, it may provide 

American educational advisers®with a greater understanding of the

1
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Mimicontinuing influence and interests of one European power, France. In 

addition, the study attempts to reveal certain basic problems which m^ 

be inherent in all bilateral and multi-lateral educationeJ. programs.

However, since the reseairch is oriented toward am inquiry into 

French^ intentions and plans for Sub-Sahairan education, it deals with 

the complex problems of policy implementation at the grass-root level 

in Africa only as an element influencing the metropolitan policy
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2process.
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The study, then, consists in the chronologicauLThe Problem. i
1reconstruction of French educational strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa 1
fit

in their developmental context and an anaO-ysis of this history to 

clarify French intentions through time and to determine, in so far as 

possible, the causal factors and the developmental patterns contributing 

to the evolution euad to the characteristics of the identified strategies. 

The history commences with the events leading to the first educational 

planning for French Sub-Saharan Africa in I815 and terminates with those 

occurring in 1962.^

The inquiry seeks to explore these basic questions:

1. What were the French educational strategies?

2. What intentions or purposes motivated the formulation of

■•f
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these strategies? I
I^The term "French*’ refers to the indigenous people of metro

politan France. lii

i
^The phraise ’’policy process" refers to the development and 

implementa^qn^f policy.

\o the knowledge of the writer and of various French officials 
questioned about this matter, no such study has been previously conducted.

i
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I
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3. What factors led to the development of the identified inten

tions or purposes?

4. How were these intentions translated into explicit policy and

programs?
***

5. What factors hindered the policy process pertaining to Sub-

Saharan educational development?

6. To what extent may the findings be generalized beyond the

French experience in Sub-Saharan Africa?

Although, as stated above, these questions are primarily concerned

with French metropolitan^ attitudes, objectives, and actions rather than

subsequent events and outcomes in Africa, it is impossible entirely to

divorce metropolitan policy-making from cplonial-level personnel and

Thus, the interaction between metropolitan and colonial officials

and the occasional detailing of African conditions and events become

2
necessary ingredients of the study.

Definitions. Although the application of the word "strategy" to 

the field of education is a relatively recent phenomenon, the concept of

Certainly, the French,

events.

rational educational pieinning is not at all new. 

who frequently refer to themselves as rationalists, have practiced the

art in relation to ^their colonies for well over a century. According to 

their own testimony, as the text will reveal, they have best been able

to prescribe rational social development plans where they have met the

/
^"Metropolitan" is derived from "metropole" which refers to the

motherland.

^The role of key French colonial officials and the coopted 
African elite in the metropolitan policy process will be described in 
the historical chapters and lyzed in the concluding chapters.ana
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Hence,least cultural resistance; Sub-Saharan Africa is one such place.

it is believed the term '‘educational strategies" may be accurately

Such strategies are defined as the plainniflg andemployed in this text.

fifing of educational development based upon socio-economic objectives

derived from French colonial policy which, in turn, may be considered as

one aspect of French national policy.

Another term frequently employed throughout, the study, "the 

policy process," refers to the development and implementation of policy. 

Since policy is defined as goals and guides for actions, the policy 

process consists of the^ formulation of goals and guides to action and 

the inauguration and direction of appropriate programs to implement

policy.

Procedures. Ck)nducted in three phases, the study proceeded as

follows:

Phasel. The preparatory work consisted in the survey of the relevant 

literature available at Stanford, the formulation of the problem, and 

the establishment of overseas contacts.

Phase II. The second stage, made possible by a Bureau of Cooperative 

Research Contract, United States Office of Education, with Stanford

University, was coijducted during the 196I-I962 academic year in Paris,

It involved theFrance, followed by a brief period in Dakar, Senegal.

following activities;

1. Study of the Literature. Official documents furnished the
\

/
bulk of the information for the study, although other sources played a 

vital role in filling voids and in providing critical analyses.

2. Tnterviews. Interviews were held with leading French 

officials and with some Africans in France and in Senegeil. These

/
/
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discussions primarily pertained to French strategies and Franco-African
■

politics of the post-World War II period and psirticularly to the most- 

recent and projected French educational projects.

3, Participation-Observation. The writer was able to participate

regularly in activities such as a seminar on educational planning designed

to prepare Frenchmen as overseas technical advisers and to groom Africans

for important educational positions within their own countries. Such

opportunities provided insights into a variety of problems confronting

both the African and the French, although some of these are peripheral

to this specific study.

4. Visits to Educational Institutions. Various types of schools.

and educational administrative and service centers were visited in France

and in Senegal,

After returning to the United States, the research data werePhase III.

analyzed and prepared in the dissertation form. Conclusions were drawn

and suggestions for further research were made following the reconstruc

tion and analysis of the history of French educational strategies for

Sub-Saiharan Africa.
The Literature.^ The literature employed in the study may be 

divided into offic|.al and unofficial categories. In turn, the official 

literature may be sub-divided into a primary group of original official 

texts while the secondary collection consisted of commentaries and 

reports largely svunmarizing past accomplishments in quantitative form, 

but occasionally reviewing policy and problems of policy implementation.

These materials are described below;

^For specific titles and sources, see the bibliography.
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Primary;

1, Ministerial reports to the President of the French Republic and

statements of purpose prefacing executive decrees. i
I

Executive decrees and ordinances.■ 2,

Ministerial correspondence and instructions to colonial officials.5.

4, Laws and treaties.

Records of parliamentary debates and committee reports.5.

6, Records of meetings of colonial directors of education.

Intra-ministeriaX memorandums.

Ordinances andvinstructions of colonial governors and education

7.

8,

officials.

Reports of official bodies and individuals in official publications. 

Specific development and education plans or projects.

9.

10,

Secondary:

1, Reports compiled primarily for public consumption,

2, Comprehensive intercolonial reports primarily designed for wide

spread official consumption.

The bulk of these materials emanated from the.ministry responsible

for the colonies with some of the decrees being cosigned by a number of

ministries. Other important sources include the Ministry of National
I

Education, the Ministry of Cooperation, the General Secretariat of the 

Government, the Journal Officiel, the University of Paris, the Government 

General of French West Africa, and the Republic of Senegal,

The unofficial literature may be divided according to subject

matter into a category pertaining directly to Sub-Saharan education and

Much of this material, particularlyone bearing indirectly upon the topic.
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that on education, actually represents a shadowland between the strictly 

official and unofficied extremes due to the extensive nature of French-

"Statism" which encompasses both the scholars and educators. Further,

some of the journals and conference reports carrying the materiads were 

or are partially subsidized by the government. Nevertheless, much of

this literature is critical of official operations. In generad, the 

writer found that the French material directed toward metropolitan 

consumption wais much more criticed than that aimed at an international

audience.

Sub-Sahairan Education-oriented Literature, These writings, primarily

the product of high French colonied educational administrators, are 

lairgely focussed upon the development and implementation of educational 

strategies at the colonial level. In these cases, references to the 

metropolitan role in the educational policy process are usually brief 

and incidental.^ The most accessible to the public, this literature
■C,

tends to lead the reader to the assumption that educational policy 

originated at the colonial level. This impression is furthered by the 

structure and function of French administration which will 'Be discussed 

in the chapter on the development of educational strategies.

Since some pf these authors, as chiefs of education, were fre

quently responsible for the restricted auid unavailable annual and special 

education reports to tQie Ministry, their critical unofficial publications

probably reveeil generalizations of the detailed information fed back to

Thus, when combinedthe Metropole in the official, confidential form.

^One French dissertation on the educational development of Senegal
It wasfrom,1817-1854 deals with the metropolitan policy for that epoch, 

particularly helpful due to the inadequate documentation in the subject for
It also was the only dissertation on the topic uncov-this early period, 

ered by the writer.
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with a study of the official metropolitan literature, these works assist 

in the.clarification of the total metropolitan-colonial policy process

The reaction of the Ministry to feedback and the responserelationship.

to raetropolitain policy within the colonies become more apparent.

A few articles prepared by Africans in the late 1950s provide

abbreviated and extremely critical versions of the educational develop

ment in French Sub-Saharan Africa. They indicate the attitude of, at 

'*^least, one vocal faction of the indigenous peoples to the French educa

tional endeavor at a time prior to independence.

Other-oriented Literature. This category of the unofficial literature 

includes a wide range of topics published in the form of scholarly books, 

journal articles, and dissertations. Although predominantly comprising

French publications, American and English sources provide important sup-

The major topics investigated are listed below:plements to this material.

French history.

French colonial policy.

1.

2.

French national character.3.

The structure and fiinction of the metropolitan government.4.

The structure and function of French colonial administration.5.

The deyeloplient of French Sub-Saharan Africa.6.

The French Union.7.

8. Post-World War II French aid programs. 

Biographies of. pertinent French peraonalities.9.

Metropolitan education.10.
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The Organization. The dissertation falls into two major parts 

totaling eight chapters with each part comprising four chapters. The 

introductory and three historical chapters make up the first section 

while three analytical chapters and the conclusion compose the second.

The history divides itself into three definite periods forming 

the three chapters which have been entitled the Primitive, Formative,

An attempt has been made to integrate in thisand Modem Periods,

chronology of events the various raw materials to be analyzed in subse-

Thus, the concern goes beyond the sequential descriptionquent chapters.

of educational strategies to include the conditions, the events, and the

attitudes which led to their formulation, activation, and modification.

While this tends to produce a potpourri, the writer believes.the wider

context provides a more realistic background for the following chapters

than a mere recitation of educational plans.

. The first historical chapter, designated as the Primitive Period,

covers the period from 1815 to 1870 beginning with the, conception of the

first development plan for Senegal and concluding with the Franco-Prussian

War. This fifty-five year span wais characterized by major'^litical changes

within the Metropole and shifting policies for Sub-Saharan Africa. Another

distinguishing feature of this era was the concentration of metropolitan
I

attention upon one colony, Senegal,

The second historical chapter, the Formative Period, covers the 

life of the Third French Republic, commencing with its inception in 1870 

aind concluding with the Brazzaville Conference of 19^^« This period 

witnessed the development of a permanent colonial administration, the 

popularization of colonialism within the Metropole, amd the establishment
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of a comprehensive educational plan for West Africa based upon clearly

For the most part, Equatorial Africa remained on thedefined objectives, 

fringe of the French educational endeavor with the missions permitted to

dominate the field. Only near the end of the period did the government
^e^n seriously to structure public education.

The third and final historical chapter, the Modem Period, begin

ning with the conclusion of the Second World War and continuing through 

1962, marked the rise of the coopted African elite to the metropolitan 

policy-making level. This phenomenon forced a reorientation of the 

educational strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa resulting in problems and 

conflicts which remain to be resolved.

The three historical chapters attempt to expose the raw materials

to be ansilyzed in .the three subsequent chapters which form, with a con-

The first analyti-
■ ^

eluding chapter, the second half of the dissertation, 

cal chapter is concerned with the presentation of the intentional aspect

of the educational strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa. Obviously, plans 

are devised for purposes and these purposes constitute the subject matter 

to be made explicit. Since the stndy covers almost a century and a half, 

the problem arises as to the consistency of intentions through time and

poses the following question: Did the ends remain essentially the same
i ""

despite changing conditions and variations in the means throughout the

V,

period?

The second chapter of the section deals with the deriva,tion of 

the educational strategies. The problem involves the identification of 

their source or origin with the central question being the following: 

What causal factors brought about the formulation of given strategies?
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These factors range from the nebulous, the French psyche^ or-world of 

mind, to more definitive elements such ais economic and political aspira- 

tions and nfeeds.

The third chapter considers the modes of development of given

educational strategies, noting particularly the characteristics of both

private and public organizations and their roles in the formulation and

implementation of national policy. Inter- and intra-organizational

friction and tendencies to abort rather than support stated policies

are demonstrated as well as conflicts between different aspects of ^

colonial policy.

The concluding chapter consists of a succinct restatement of the

most significant findings of the preceding chapters with an emphasis upon

continuing and emerging French educational- strategies for Sub-Saharan 

Africa, including those factors which operate for and against their suc

cessful implementation. An attempt is also made to abstract from these

findings those entities which appear to have universal relevance for

cross-cultural educational endeavors. A final statement concerns the

needs for further research.

{

The French psyche refers to certain assumptions and attitudes 
appearing with sufficient consistency throughout the study to be classi
fied as a national phenomenon which definitely affected the policy 
process. The French national character is another term which could be 
employed here.



CHilPTEfi II

?
THE PRIMITIVE PERIOD: I815-I87O

This chapter is organized into six chronological 

periods with each division signaling the commencement of a significant 

metropolitan governmental change or policy reorientation or both, 

these changes affected, either immediately 6r eventually, the educational 

strategies devised for French Sub-Saharan Africa, each serves as a 

departure point for an account of subsequent innovational and continuing 

policies and practices.

This fifty-five year period was characterized by the concentra

tion of metropolitan' attention, ais far as education is concerned, upon 

Sub-Saharan territory, Senegal. The French had contact with the 

West African coast as early as the fourteenth century and a permanent

Introduction.

Since

one

trading post was established at the mouth of the Senegal River near the

A few other trading posts developed as

But these small and

close of the sixteenth century.

French ships ranged south along the Guinea Coast, 

isolated stations could hardly be cleussified as colonies, 

the fall of Napoleop Bonaparte and the subsequent treaties of Paris and 

Vienna opened the way for the, development of a French Sub-Saharan Africa,

Paradoxically,

\

Napoleon had been too involved elsewhere to be concerned with such trivial 

But after his fall and when the Treaties of Paris andtrading posts,

Vienna brought token restoration of the Empire in the form of a few

scattered and small islands, five cities in India, and the posts located

12
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in Senegal, the French regained a slender symbol of grandeur.

Primarily for reasons of national prestige, the Constitutional 

Monarchy, known as the Government of the Restoration, tenaciously pursued 

the' repossession of these territories which were reluctantly returned by

the temporary occupants, England and Portugal,

In 1815, Louis XVIIIThe First Development Plan for Senegal,

appointed Baron Portal, a shipowner from Bordeaux, as the head of the 

General Direction for the Colonies,^ the administrative section of the

PortalMinistry of Navy exclusively responsible for colonial affairs.

pTOceeded to devise bold development plans for Senegal and two other

colonies baised upon the pacte coloniale, the pre-Revolutionaoy mercantile

doctrine under which the-Tsolonies traded exclusively with France using

only French ships to, export raw materials and to receive manufactured

As a consequence, the development of Senegal was to begoods in return.

directed toward the establishment and expansion of local agricultural and

Nevertheless, it was an ambitious plan aimed at themineral production.

immediate social as well as economic transformation of Senegalese life.

This initial development project for Senegal was pai*ticularly 

motivated by the terms of the Treaty of Vienna which made the abolition 

of the slave trade mandatory by l820. This trade had hastened the develop

ment of the recipient West Indian colonies, but not that of Senegal, In 

a speech to Parliament, Portal declared the new situation imposed by the 

Treaty would leave on the coast of West Africa ", , , slaves without jobs

Usually referred to as the Central Administration in this text.
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and chiefs without revenue,"^ The French government, therefore, proposed 

a logicgil new formula: "« . . instead of transporting labor to where 

there is work, transport work to where there is labor,

Despite a growing awareness of the obstacles to effecting immedi

ate profit for the Metropole in Senegal, Governor Schmaltz was convinced

of the great potentieil of the colony, given sufficient funds and manpower 

Gaining permission to return to France in l8l7 for con

sultation with the Minister of Navy, Mole, and Baron Portal, he succeeded

to develop it.

in persuading them to give further support to an expanded colonieilization

(l) increased military sup- 

port, (2) huge land purchases from native chiefs, (3) institution of a

plan based upon the following four points:

European plantation system similar to that initiated in Java by the 

Dutch, (4) a parallel,development of indigenous agricultural production 

based upon metropolitan needs.^

Although the metropolitan colonial budget contained no funds for

this program, the initial financing was obtained by borrowing revenue

In 1818, Baron Portal, the originatorfrom the city-colonies in India,

of the basic colonial policy and intimate of Governor Schmaltz, became 

Minister of Navy in the government of the Duk^ of Richelieu, 

have increased the vigorous pursuit of the plans, but by I819 the lack

This should

1
of substantieil progress auxd adverse reports from the local military

Andcommander combined to imdermine Portal's confidence in the project.

^Georges Hardy, La Mise en Valeur du S6i/gal de I817 ^ 1834 
E. Larose, 1921), p, 11.

^Ibid.

^Ibid,, p. 48.

(Paris:

/
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confidence was needed to overcome the Parliament's persistent opposition

.^to heavy expenditures for colonial development. Portal, replacing 

Schmaltz in l820 with Governor Le Coup^, instructed the latter to effect

all economies possible in the pursuit of the program. The fall of - 

Richelieu and, consequently, of Portal, in 1821 led to an even more

cautious approach to such plans and signaled the end to an era of resolute
■:C

Under the government of Minister VillSle,and systematic colonial policy.

the post of Minister of Navy and the Colonies went to the Marquis of

Clermont-Tonnerre who admitted ignorance of naval and colonial affairs.

The Director of Colonies, Edme Mauduit, and his immediate successors were

career civil servants with neither the strong purposes nor the influence 

of Bairon Portal. As a consequence, the policies of Portal remained on

paper, but without consistent application. Ends and means for the

colonies were generally viewed in terms of immediate economic return

rather than long-range balanced socio-economic development.

The Introduction of Formal Education. The basic written instruc

tions of May l8, 1816 to the first Governor of the reoccupation period.

The initialColonel Schmaltz, contained no mention of formal education.

socieQ. strategy called for a conversion of indigenous customs and raentad-

ity through extensive Christiain evangelization and finiitful economic
I

development. The role of Christianity was cited in the message as follows:

The purity of its spirit would favor the progress of civiliza
tion by softening the customs and chairacter (of the indigenous 
population). ... Nothing could be more proper to bring men 
together in harmony than a relijrion which works unceasingly for 
peace and the happiness of men.l

^Georges Hardy, L'Enseignement au S^n^gal de l8l7 ^ 1854 
E, Larose, 1920), p, 4,(Paris:
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However, two and a half months after the issuance of these 

-instructions, the Ministry informed Colonel Schmaltz of its intention 

to send a lay school teacher to Senegal with the mission of initiating

elementary education ^d of determining the most effective means for its 

This expansion was to take place once the natives hadrapid expansion.

been partially acculturated through the medium of Christianity and the

new economic structure.

During the same month that it had communicated its new inten

tions to the Governor of Senegal, the Ministry began negotiations with 

the Superior of the Sisters of Saint-Joseph of Cluny, R. M. Jahouvey, 

for the service of the Order in the field of .colonial education. As a 

the first sisters arrived in Senegal on March 19, l8l8. 

Their first efforts were directed into the operation of a hospital, with

It took a

consequence,

the education of a few girls being an incidentad. activity, 

personal visit of Mother Jahouvey to Senegal before the nuns' serious 

pursuit of native education was officially sanctioned, 

of July 13, 1826, establishing the first girls' school, the Governor of

"In these countries, women''exercise 

the greatest influence upon customs and education; the training of good 

mothers improves the^next generation."^

In the meantime. Colonel Schmaltz, an experienced administrator 

from Southeast Asia, had quickly sensed the inherent dangers of a direct 

attack upon Islam in Senegal and communicated.his beliefs to the Ministry. 

By the end of l8l8v the Ministry had endorsed the Governor's position

In his ordinance

that time made this observation:

ranee, Hinistire de 1*Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts, 
Recueil des Monographies Pedagogiques (Paris: Imprimerie Nationals,

6^l«a9), Vol. VI, P»
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and reversed its strategy to employ direct religious conversion as a

major implemental instrument in the early stages of the coloaiaation

The new vehicle of social transformation, to work in conjunctionplan.

with the institution of free labor and a cash crop economy, was to be

elementary education.

The Ministry anticipated no formidable problems in the rapid 

development of education in Senegal, for the method to be employed was 

the monitorial system devised by two Englishmen, Joseph Lancaster and 

Andrew Bell. The Minister of Navy, in a communication to Schmadtz, 

stated that the system appeared to be gaining universal acceptance and 

that, in his opinion, it was particularly suitable for application in ^ 

the colonies. After listing other values he saw in the system, the 

Minister emphasized the most pleasing aspect of it:

The costs of initation are small and the advantage of ha!lring 
to employ a single teacher for fifty or five hundred pupils
gives this sy^^m of education a great superiority in every 
respect.^

The Minister instituted a recruitment and personnel policy to ensure his

His approval was necessary on all actionscontrol of the operation, 

pertaining to teacher appointments, salary schedules, and promotions. 

Teacher candidates were supplied by the Ministries of Public Instruction

and of the Interior, i

Reports from the Governor indicated that the first teacher, a 

Monsieur Dard, wsis diligently applying himself to his assigned task. 

Not only had the latter raeistered the indigenous tongue, Wolof, but “he 

had compiled a voluminous vocabulary and constructed a grammar for the

^Hardy, L’Epseigneraent au Sd'ne'gal . . . , op. cit., p. 6.
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language which had no written tradition. In requesting the metropolitan 

government to, publish Dard's linguistic_work, Schmaltz noted that, in 

addition to its significance in the formal learning process, the availa

bility of a language book would enable the local French officials to 

learn sufficient Wolof to facilitate communication with the natives. 

Approval by a committee of Orientalists, appointed by the Minister to 

examine the texts, resulted in the publication of a vocabulary text and 

a grammar book in 1825 and 1826.

However, not all the reports received in the Ministry praised 

the teacher, Dard; the Apostolic Prefect of Senegal attacked him 

viciously. Dard's crimes, as cited by the priest, included marriage 

to a native woman througi^local custom and the extensive employment of 

Wolof as the medium of instruction in the school. Although the priest 

was recalled to the Metropole because of his indiscriminate attacks upon 

high officials including Governor Schmaltz and Acting Governor Fleuriau, 

Daurd was appeirently discouraged by the incident, and requested and 

received permission to return home.

Thus, in 1820 a second teacher, Daspres, who had been''sent to 

Senegal shortly after Dard, left the schools he had founded at Galam and 

Goree to assume the direction of the main school at Saint-Louisthe
I

government seat.

The departure of Dard left Daspres as the only fully professional

The new Governor, Capitain Le Coupl, underlay teacher in the colony, 

pressure to reduce expenditures, advised Paris that one teacher sufficed

for the. time being in Senegal. Unfortunately, Daspres died in 1825 after 

long periods of illness and the next Governor appointed an auxiliary clerk
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of the colonial administration, de Perreuse, as the new teacher-principal, 

subject to confirmation from Paris, With the approval of this appoint

ment as permanent, the Ministry set a precedent—the reliance upon non- 

professional persoimel as teachers.

Meanwhile, in France, Dard did not forget the mission to which 

he had been aissigned in I817 and presented the Ministry with his plan 

for the rapid development of Senegalese education in 1822, Insisting

the results of his teaching had proved the excellent academic ability 

of ma^ Wolof Negroes, Dard's program^ included the following three 

(1) establishment^ofa secondary school at Saint-Louis;points:

(2) extension of Afro-French schools into the interior as soon as text

books in Wolof were published; (5) reliance upon natives trained by Dard

Dard further indicatedas founders and teachers of interior schools.

that the plan could be realized only if he were appointed head of the 

colony's education system; his knowledge of the language and culture and 

his numerous contacts with interior chiefs made him alone competent.

The Ministry requested the advice of the new and esteemed Governor 

The latter hedged, stating he did not understandRoger in the matter, 

what Dard meauit by African schools and could not advise upon what he did

not understand. Roger did, however, persuade the Minister to employ Dard 

in France rather than return him to Senegal. Apparently Governor Roger's 

action was motivated by the lingering questionable reputation of Dard

In 1823 the Governor 

enthusiastically described to the Minister the scholastic successes of

i

rather than a disbelief in native education.

^France, Archives de I'ancien ttinistlre de la France d'Outre-Mer, 
S^n^gal, Series X file 2a, April 20, 1522. (This source is subsequently 
referred to ais: France, Archives F.O.M,)
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seven hostage sons of chiefs, and his plans ultimately to return them 

their native regions as agents for French commerce.

At about the same time (1822), the Ministry was approached by

the General Superior of the Sisters of Saint-Joseph, R. M, Jahouvey.

She desired to bring Senegalese boys and girls to France in order to

educate them as priests and nuns or teachers. The Minister requested

the opinion of Governor Roger on this as well as on a project to send

four natives to the Royal School of Arts and Trades at Toulouse. The

However, while indicatingGovernor's approveil set these plans in motion.

a need for teacher trainings he questioned the advisability of sending

pupils to France where they might be rendered ineffective for their task 

In theory, Roger stated he would prefer the establishmentin Senegsil.

of a teacher training institution in Africa with a European staff, but 

the prohibitive costs of such an undertaking made it impractical. . For

at least the first year he recommended that only ten pupils of each sex.

half mulattoes and half Negroes with the boys from seven to fifteen years

old and the girls, seven to thirteen, be sent to France.

"Don't send us back 'petit messieurs' who have added the

taste for European luxury and the softness of a convent education to the

softness already so natural to the natives."^
i

When Dard's language books were published in 1825 and I826, the 

former school-m^ter reopened his campaign to win acceptance of his plan

He not only insisted upon the intelligence of the 

natives and the academic progress they had made under his tutelage, but

And he cautioned

the Ministry:

proposed in 1822.

he attacked the school principal at Saint-Louis ais producing pupils

^Hardy, L'Enseignement au Sln^gal . . . , op. cit p. 4l.• »
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The former axixiliary clerk,knowing neither French nor the sciences,

4e Perreuse, defended himself by replying that the blacks were equipped

"Some can comprehend work with their hands, 

but if they have to think, they cannot apply their attention. . .

iv

I
s

only with a great patience. I
s

i
I

Further, the principal reported he could not discover any of Dard's ■I

Governor Gerbidon wasformer pupils to support the latter's claims, 

even more emphatic in refuting Dard's statements as to the intelligence
I
I
I
1of the natives and the supposed knowledge they had acquired from the first s
0-

Gerbidon believed the natives too near barbarism forteacher-principal,
i:

si
Isecondary education. The issue was closed.
k
p

A Policy Shift for Senegal, l829« When an ambitious young 

lawyer was appointed as the first civilian governor of Senegal in 1821, 

largely through the influence of Mother Superior Jahouvey, his initisil

I

A

instructions from the Ministry indicated a continuation of Baron Portal's 

policy. The promotion of profitable crop production remained of para

mount concern, but the Ministry, sadly experienced in the results of pre

conceived planning, cautioned the young Governor to base his projects

i
s
i

upon carefully researched data.

Soon after his arrival in Senegal, the energetic Roger embarked

upon his task with great determination. He set up experimental agricul-
i

tural stations, persuaded the Ministry to send him technicians, used 

soldiers aus both technicians and laborers over the protests of the 

officers, built farm equipment, encouraged Europeans to start plantations, 

and attempted to stimulat^ agricultural education through the establishment

\

France, Archives Series X, File 2a, Dec. 6, 1827.
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of an agricultural society. When the shortage of indigenous manpower 

became appairent, the Minister proposed the use of malcontents from the 

West Indies, but Roger saw this supply as precarious and insufficient. 

He counterproposed that French traders be permitted to procure slaves 

from the interior to be used as indentured laborers for fourteen years.

8

fi
3
RThe Minister wais afraid to do this in view of the recent abolition of

Meanwhile, Roger had resortedthe slave trade by the Treaty of Vienna.
V

8to the use of convict and free labor, obtaining the latter through

recruitment tours into the interior. Actually the manpower problem was 4

I

never resolved satisfactorily.

Near the end of 1826, after five years of effort, Roger asked to 

be replaced. Despite a substantial increase in scientific knowledge

concerning tropical agriculture, Roger's tenure had not produced the

Very few plantations had been able to show aanticipated results, 

profit and some of the French colonials wrote to the Ministry denouncing

i

the Governor.
I

As on previous occasions, the production statistics upon which

a Minister depended to defend his colonial policy before an unsympathetic

Parliament in no way correlated with the enthusiastic correspondence from

This continued frustration of its objectives in Senegal 
/

induced the Ministry to make an investigation of the colony's potential 

value in order to decide if further metrcipolitan investments were war- 

Without new products capable of replacing the former revenue 

derived from the outlawed slave .trade, Senegal would have to be relegated

f

I

a Governor.

\

ranted.

to a colony of trading posts.
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A naval purser attached to the Central Administration of the 

-Colonies was sent to Senegal in the capacity of temporary Governor to 

conduct this investigation. After two months on the scene, Governor 

Gerbiddn's correspondence to the Minister became conclusive: 

experience has not confirmed the expressed expectations, and it does 

not appear that Senegal is ever destined to become a colony of culti

vated lands.The bad climate and poor soil conditions, the low quali

ty of the indigenous manpower, and the harassment of hostile tribes were

Further, Gerbidon arguedlisted as reasons for this strong opinion, 

that the production costs tff the few crops suitable for growth in

Senegal would be prohibitive.

The Minister hesitated to accept such a radical opinion without 

therefore, in I828, he appointed the Assistantfurther confirmation.

Director of the Central Administration, Jubelin, to conduct a second

Remaining in the colony for ainvestigation in the role of Governor, 

year and a half, Jubelin informed the Minister that Senegal had promise.

but that considerable time and further support would be needed before

substantial return on the Metropole's investment could be realized.

Having neither time nor further support available, the Minister 

-in 1829 reversed the policy inaugurated in 1815 and called a halt to the

France had been in an economic
I

socio-economic development of Senegal, 

depression since I826 eind the Constitutional Monarchy was in serious
\

political trouble.

The Subsequent Reform of Native Education. Among the inquiries

initiated by Governor Jubelda was one concerning the status of native

^Hardy, La Mise en Valeur du S^n^gal . . . , op. cit ., p.
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Since the departure of the first teacher-principal, Dard, 

in_l821, little or no progress had been made in the field of formal educa- 

The form, but not the spirit, of his methods had been continued by

education.

tion.

his successors who, for the most part, were former clerks or non-

Governor Roger had attempted some on-the-jobcommissioned officers.

training of Africans in agriculture, but Gerbidon reported the results

as completely negative.

After a preliminary survey, Jubelin reported to Paris the existence 

of only one official school which had maintained an enrollment of some

He had found only a fewsixty to one hundred pupils for several years, 

natives who retained anything from their school experience, 

employed in the administration or in business while the vast majority

These were

•had returned to the native, way of life,

A major task of locad colonization, reported Jubelin, was "to

graduailly erase the differences of education, language, and customs

which represent the sole obstacles to the , . , social fusion of all

According to the Governor, the means of accomplishing this

objective was to introduce natives to the French language and way^of life

through the annual production of a young indigenous elite who would, in

turn, gradually propagate civilization to the peoples of the interior,
i

In order to gain more information as well as detailed recom

mendations concerning native education, Jubelin appointed a commission

Chaired by the colony's controller, Roussin, the 

commission's report^ contained the following points;

classes.

■

\

for this purpose.

(1) the aptitude

^Hardy, L'Enseignement au Senegal . , , , op, cit 

^Ibid,, pp, 25-25.

p, 22,.• 1
t
I
5
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(2) the use of theof the native children for learning is unknown;

native language as the medium of instruction accounts for the failure

(3) French shouldof the students to absorb and retain their lessons;

be^the medium of instruction and its comprehension, the essential objec

tive of native education; (4) the native pupils should be boarders in

order to ensure the assimilation of the French language and customs; 

(5) a distinguished head of the educational system was needed. 1

The Minister, undoubtedly impressed by the logic and thoroughness

of the report, reacted immediately and selected a Professor Ballin,

formerly of the Ecole Militaire, to reform the school to meet the well-

defined objective: elimination of cultural-linguistic differences among

• Ithe pupils through the acquisition of the French language, customs, and

attitudes.

Although Ballin began his task with considerable promise, he 

returned to France after a few months. During the ensuing decade (l829~ 

1839), one metropolitan teacher died on the job and another left the 

colony after a brief sojourn. Former non-commissioned officers, hired 

and fired locally, filled the position during most of this decade. In 

1835, the Minister approved a reform plan^ based upon the 1829 recom-

Nr

In addition to specifying the curricu-raendations of Jubelin and Roussin.

lum and the division of classes, the plan called for the subsidization

by the colony of a maximum of ten native boarders with the criteria for
v.

their selection being lack of parental resources, adherence to the

Soussin's suggestion that a lay system be organized to conduct 
the education of women, which had made little headway under the Sisters 
of Saint-Joseph, was rejected because Governor Jubelin pointed out the 
difficulties inherent in the recruitment and retention of lay teachers.

^Ibid., p. 35.

t
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Christian religion, and intellectual and moral worth.

,principal was tq submit a quarterly report to a newly created supervisory

The teacher-

board composed of colonial officials, the local head of the Church, and

This principal was to be apjjointed by thethe mayor of Saint-Louis,

Minister with assistant teachers being recruited locally and monitors

The Saint-Louis School was to becomechosen from among the best pupils, 

the model for existing and all future schools.^ 

support, the Ministry sent twenty-five books, dealing primarily with

In a gesture of concrete

French grammar and Christianity, along with its endorsement of the plain. 

Native Education in the Metropole. The program instigated by

Mother Jahouvey for the education of selected Senegailese natives in

Six of the original group died 

within three years, forcing the relocation of the school to southeni

At this time, Mother Jahouvey asked for financial support from 

The Minister relayed this to Governor Saint-Germaiin as

France had met with unexpected outcomes.

France.

the government,

well as another request from the Mother Superior for more pupils, 

afiking the Governor's advice about an appropriate curriculum for the

While

African students, he wrote that they seemed to be directed exclusively 

toward literary subjects and the art of manners.

The Governor and his Privy Council in 1835 decided in favor of 

a partial subsidization and continuance of the program, reasoning that 

the pupils at the Saint-Louis School could neither escape nor effectively 

combat the prejudices of their families and the superstitions and customs

^At least one unofficial school, with a non-commissioned officer 
serving as the teacher, existed on the Island of Gor^e.
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The officials assumed metropolitan-educated Africans could 

do this upon their return and with more success than the French.

At the same time, the Governor requesteli 

curriculum placing the emphasis upon the development of attitudes condu

cive to industrious and efficient work habits; the polishing of manners

of Africa.

a reorientation of the

and the study of dead languages were unneeded luxuries, according to the 

Solid subject matter should replace religious instniction as 

Sailing masters and workers for the rubber

Governor.

the core of the curriculum.

The Governor advised against theindustry were needed, not priests, 

inclusion of agricultural instruction for, by 1830, the Metropole had

abandoned its plans to develop Senegal into a model agricultural colony 

■ and the rubber trade had become the new hope for the source of profit.

However, the programs were not modified and parents, worried 

over the health of their children and generally opposed to the priestly 

profession, continued to reclaim them. By I855 only three Senegalese 

remained in France. They were all males preparing for the priesthood.

The Jiily Monarchy, l830-l848. The bourgeois liberals, ascending

to power in 1830, were largely anti-colonial while Louis-Philippe, the 

Constitutional Monarch who carried an umbrella instead of a scepter and 

sword, was a pacifist resolutely opposed to offending the British, 

initiative for colonial expansion and development from 1830 to 1842 came 

from the Director of the Central Administration for the Colonies, Filleau 

Saint-Hilaire, a disciple of Portal and of the Pacte Coloniale. 

ing to Blet,^ the role of this administration was never more important

The

Accord-

^Henri Blet, Histoire de la Colonisation Francaise (Grenoble: 
B. Arthaud, 1946), Vol. 11, p. 87.
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than during Saint-Hilaire's tenure of office.

failed because of lack of support and others were vetoed out-

Although some of his

^ppojects

rigiht by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, some tangible if fragmentary

In Sub-Saharan Africa these included the estab-results were obtained.

lishment of French settlements in Guinea, the Ivory Coast, and Gabon. 

Saint-Hilaire's successor, Galos (l842-l847), was more prudent and simply 

followed the policies of Guizot, the strong man behind the government 

from l840 to l848 and Prime Minister in 1847 and l848. Guizot•s colonial.

policy was one of cautious expansion, obtaining what was available at

Nevertheless, the increased significance of the coloniesnegligible cost.

was implicit in the government's act of 1847 establishing the post of

Jubelin, who had instigatedUnder-Secretary of State for the Colonies, 

the reform of education in,Senegal, was the first man to hold the new

position.

The Government of the July Monarchy took no impressive action

It followed the policy adoptedconcerning further development of Senegal, 

by the preceding metropolitan regime just prior to its overthrow, 

policy relegated Senegal to a commercisQ. colony, subject neither to 

extensive nor intensive internal development.

That

Although the slave trade had been offi

cially abolished in l8l5, clandestine traffic continued during the

The Law of March 4, I83I, voted by the Parlia-

The Slavery Question.
T

Restoration Government.

ment of the July Monarchy, brought an end to most of these illegal

However, the continued existence of slavery itself resultedoperations,

in constant friction between the metropolitan liberals and the conserva-

The struggle wais intensified in 1854 whentives and French colonials.
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England suppressed slavery in its colonies. The anti-slavery campaign 

^d by the Republican parliamentsirian Schoelcher joined by others 

such as de Toqueville, de Broglie, Passy, and Lamartine. Mother Jahouvey 

added her Voice to this group through a personal appeal to Louis-Philippe,

was^

"Tiiis nun is a great man, . .who declared after the interview:

Nevertheless, the outright universal abolition of slavery was 

avoided during the life of the July Monarchy (1830-1848). However, among 

the laws passed which were aimed at improving the lot of the slave was 

that of January 5, l840 organizing moral and religious instruction for 

the Negroes.^

A New Strategy for Native Education. The failure of the Ministry

to keep Senegal supplied with teachers had brought several requests from

the governors for professional personnel including one in 1839 asking

for "experienced teachers who teach by desire and choice,"^

mendations of 1829 as incorporated in the 1835 educational reform for

Senegal instituted French as the language of instruction which meant a

dependence upon metropolitan teachers. The scarcity and instability of

Iciy personnel led the Ministry in 1837 tcT negotiate with a religious

teaching order, the Brothers of Ploermel. A formal agreement to this

effect was signed by the Minister of the Navy and the General Superior
^ 4

of the Brothers on May l6, 1837•

The recom-

When asked to endorse the introduction

^Ibid., p,'’ 94.

^Ibid., p. 95.

^ardy, L'Enseignement au Senegal . . .

France, Ministfere de 1'Instruction Phblique et des Beaux-Arts,
Vol. VI, p. 638.

cit., p. 48,1 op.

Recueil des Monographies Pedagogiques, op. cit .»
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of the Brothers in Senegal, some members of the Governor's

After their approval had reached the Ministry, the

Council .Of

were unenthusiastic.

implementation of the plan in Senegal was delayed because the Superior 

of the Order balked at sending the Brothers to a place where Moslems as

However, the Ministrywell as Christians were admitted to the schools.

finally prevailed and the new system was inaugurated.
■o

Soon after the arrival of the first contingent of Brothers, the

religious domination of education was completed by. the ordinance of 

July 23, 1842, which officially placed the system under the supervision 

of the local head of the Catholic Church, a priest named Maynard. The

latter made his first comprehensive report on native education to the

Governor in l844 who, in turn, forwarded it to the Ministry, 

priest emphsLsized moral education should precede intellectual instruction 

and that this priority required the residence of the pupils at the schools

Referring to the native

In it, the

in order to keep them away from their families, 

child, he wrote: 

or even of civilization."

"It grows up without any idea of order, truth, virtue.

Father Maynard ailso advocated a two-track system in which the 

best pupils would receive practical arithmetic and geometry in order

to prepare them for river and coastal navigation and for management of

The others would be subjected to an appren-
i

the interior trading posts.

ticeship training based upon native industries which the government would 

To further this latter program, he proposed the Brothers setdevelop.

up workshops devoted to the manual arts and that a model working commun

ity be established as a training ground for the neighboring tribes. The

^Har<^, L'Enseignement au Senegal . . . P. 57., op. cit • 1
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-report- concluded with a plea:

France

end to the precarious state of the colony?"^ 

have been unmoved by the priest's eloquence for it did not respond to

"Is it not wise, is it not most proper of

to make these social arrangements at the earliest and to put an

The Ministry appeared to

these recommendations.

An Experiment With Secondary Education. Perhaps due to the law

of l840 organizing moral and religious instruction for Negroes, the

Ministry took a special interest in the three remaining Senegalese stud-

While sponsoringents in the metropole who had been ordained as priests, 

additional education for the young ecclesiastics, it suggested to the

Gtovemor that more young Senegalese might be sent to France to be trained 

for the priesthood in view of the services they could eventually render.

At about the same time (l84i-l842), the Father Superior of the Saint-Esprit 

Seminary proposed to the metropolitan government the establishment of

secondary education in the colonies.

Thus, it seemed appropriate in 1842 to send the African priests 

home to do just that, eilthough the Minister advised a cautious and unpub

licized approach to the task. Iiater events verified the wisdom., of such 

counsel, but it went unheeded. Assigned the mission by Governor Bouet 

of establishing a metropolitan-type secondary school, the clergymen set 

about their job with energy and fanfare. Father Boilat, the appointed 

principal, invited the notables and the populace to a ceremony featuring 

a sermon in which he equated the opening of the school with the regenera

tion of Senegal.

Ibid., p. 6l.
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The main subject of the secondary curriculum consisted of Latin

with thirty enrollees in the first class. Unfortunately, they repre

sented the best students from the elementary school and, as Father Maynard 

remarked in his annual report of l844,^ the progress of the other pupils

in the primary school was paralyzed, since every monitor, regardless of 

whether he had completed his course work or not, had been recruited for

the secondary school!

A feud developed between the elementary and secondary school

teachers with Maynard's successor. Father Arlabosse, supporting the

The local government viewed the elementary school 
2

and initially backed the Senegalese priests 

In l846, the Governor reported to the Ministry

Brothers of Ploermel.

teachers as "demi-savants,

and the secondary school;

that Arlabosse, in a graduation speech, had denounced the secondary

of the government. 

Historically, the Ministry had given priority to primary educa

tion in the colonies and it remained consistent in this case. At first,

m3
school as a consequence "la politique batarde

the metropolitan agency merely questioned the utility of stressing a

dead language where a curriculum of commercial subjects appeared more

appropriate. A few months later it took direct action by cutting the

scholarship allotment for the secondairy school and by prohibiting the
1

addition of the highest three secondary grade levels; this latter act

^Ibid., p. 67.

^The Brothers, members of the Institute of,the Brothers of 
Christian Instruction with headquarters at Ploermel, France, were 
trained solely for elementary and elementary-vocational teaching.

^Hardy, L'Enseignement au Senegal . . . , op. cit., p. 68,
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At the same time,reduced the institution to a jiinior high school status. 

th^Ministry curtailed the number of Senegalese graduates permitted to

In addition, the Minister pro-continue their studies in the metiX)pole.

posed the colony set up a trade school which would receive one half of 

the best graduates from the elementary school with the other half being

Interestingly enough, these restric-assigned to the secondary school, 

tive actions took place after Jubelin, the inaugurator of investigation

of Senegalese education in 1829, became Under-Secretary of State for the

The cumulative irritations generated from the inception 

of the high school ensured its eventual downfall.

latter event were the scandals arising from the person^ conduct of the

Colonies in 184?.

Contributing to the

three Senegalese priests involving intemperance, women, and the misappro-

Local support for the school was completely with-priation of funds.

drawn in 1849 with ministerial approval following a review of the dismal

postgraduate history of ten students who had been sent to France.

Educational Intentions Beyond Senegal. With the acquisition of 

coastal trading posts along the Gulf of Guinea through treaties 

with native chiefs from I857 through l840, the Minister of the Navy 

became interested in strengthening French influence in these localities 

and began negotiations, in ^843, with a Catholic teaching order to this 

end. The Superior proposed a comprehensive scheme for the widespread 

introduction of education ailong the Sub-Saharan African doast and to 

the interior, with the establishment of a large missionary teacher- 

training center at Gor^e, Senegal, constituting an essential feature of 

Strong opposition from the Brothers of Ploermel induced 

the Ministry, to limit this new operation to the cluster of small villages

niiraerous

this strategy.
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at Dakar, Senegal, but, according to Hardy,^ 

lessen the conflict and rivalry between the two orders.

this decision did not

Since the wide

spread introduction of education along the Gulf of Guinea actually 

occurred many yeairs later, it appears reasonable to assume that the 

rivalry and the resultant decision did contribute to a delay in the

In any case, the deteriora-implementation of ministerial intentions, 

tion of the metropolitan political situation made the time inopportune

for ambitious new colonial projects.

The Revolution of February, l848. The collapse of the Consti

tutional Monarchy (l8l4-l848) was brought about by the ineptitude of the

Organized in February,old regime and the zeal of Parisian liberalism.

1848, the Provisional Government resigned in June as a consequence of

the conflict between radicals in three days of savage street fighting.

In November, the Constituent Assembly adopted an Americam-type constitu

tion despite misgivings that it might lead to a dictatorship, 

tenth of December, Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte weus elected President

On the

of the Second Republic by the conservative votes of the provincial middle

During these raonths'-of drastic upheaval, profoundand peasant classes, 

chamges in colonial policy occurred although the brevity of the Provi

sional regime limited the implemental phase of these changes. ^
i

The philosophy behind -the colonieil policy of the Provisional 

Government may be summaurized as a desire to extend the benefits of

A symbol of such idealism.French democracy beyond the Metropole.

Victor Schoelcher, advocate of the abolition of slavery under the 

Constitutional Monarchy and newly appointed Under-Secretary of State

^Ibid., p. 80. i
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for the Navy and Colonies in the Provisional Government, figured prom- 

in the enactment of liberal colonial legislation.

The executive decree of March 4, l848, later confirmed by the 

new Constitution of November, declared that "slavery could not exist 

in any French territory."^' As a result of the work of a commission 

chaired by Schoelcher, a decree was pronounced on April 27» l848 which 

rendered this principle operational. Immediate freedom was granted to 

all slaves and those under light penal sentences were pardoned. Under 

an old law of I833 granting French citizenship to all free men in the 

colonies, an estimated five hun‘dred thousand slaves received new civil 

and political rights. Hence"*, the natives of the free communes of 

Senegal (Goree and Saint-Louis, and later, Dakar and Rufisque) gained 

the right to vote for one representative to the French Parliament.

The metropolitan government also suppressed the conservative

in^ta^

II
I

I
I

local colonial councils consisting of high colonial administrators and s
I

In acolonial businessmen who acted as advisers to the governors.

symbolic reduction of the status and power of the governorships, the 3

§government changed the designation of the position from Governor to

Commissioner of the Republic, iI
I

With the bmancipationThe Bepp^"'’"g of VopationaJ. Education, 

of a half of a million slaves, the metropolitan government recognized

3

5
the need to complement this social reform with others designed to mold 

this potentially explosive group. Hence, the implemental emancipation 

decree of April 27» l848, prescribed that each colony establish a leurge 5

trade school. \

V

op. cit., Vol. II, p. 162. 5
!
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Since the int3?oduction of education in Senegal the curriculum

True, at least ten pupilsha^een restricted to academic subjects, 

had been sent to France to be trained as steamboat mechanics in l840.

As previously men-but only four managed to complete their courses* 

tioned, near the end of the Constitutional Monarchy, the Minister had 

suggested the colony open a trade school, but this recommendation had

Early in l848 the Ministry 

of the Provisional Government had informed the Governor of its desire

not been acted upon by local authorities.

The Brothers were congratulated for their 

but Governor Duch^teau‘^was informed that the Minister regarded

to see a trade school.

efforts,

their shops as insufficient. The latter desired a large trade school 

analogous to those in France, run along military lines with at least 

one hundred and twenty pupils. The Governor, realizing the issue could 

not be avoided, reported to the Metropole the appointment of a commission 

to orgamize the school. One member of the commission desired to place 

the- direction of the school under the Brothers of Ploermel, but he was

over-ruled by the other members because of the Order's anti-Moslem bias. 

The'plan, as finally reported to Paris, included forty-eight instead of 

hxmdred twenty scholarships with the theoretical teaching to be doneone

by officers Eind the practical instruction by non-commissioned officers 

at the locaQ. military workshops. However, the plan was never put into 

operation and, Hardy reports^ that there is no evidence to indicate the 

Ministry even took the trouble to respond to it. A major political shift 

The election of Louis Napoleon as the President of theweis in process.

Second Republic at this time ended the grandiose plans of the metropolitan

^Hardy, L'Enseignement au S^i^gal . . . , op. cit p. 89.
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Schoelcher, the prime mover of native policy within thelibereO-s.

Ministry, had been elected to the Parliament only to be exiled by 

Napoleon as a result of the coup d'etat of l851»

Certainly the French in Senegal had no desire to implement the 

The emancipation of the slaves had had little effect in the colonyplan.

where the harsh plantation system of the West Indies was largely unknown.

Governor Baudin informed Paris that only twelve thousand slaves were

awarded citizenship in the communes and that they continued to function

The Governor's report to theexactly as previous to their emancipation.

Minister was summarized thus by Hardyfef "A type of voluntary slavery had 

replaced legalized slavery."^

At about this time, Father Arbalosse tried to enlist the Ministry's

support for the creation of. a model religious, agricultural village which

he felt would furnish the natives with an pperationaJ. example to imitate.
\

Paris refused to cooperate because of the dismal failure of past agricul- 
. ^ 

tttral projects, until the priest proposed to locate the village along

the Senegal River far into the interior. Perhaps the idea of strengthen

ing French influence in the hinterland proved sufficiently seductive to 

outweigh the negative considerations of cost and earlier misadventures. 

However, Father Arbalosse died before the project could be initiated and 

it was buried with him.

Education in Theory and Fact.

i

The reform-oriented Provisional 

Government's decree of May 4, l848^ applied to aJ.1 French colonies and

^Hardy, La Mise en Valeur du Sfo^gal . . . P. 555., op. cit

^France, Ministfere de 1'Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts, 
Monographies Pedagogiques (Paris; Imprimerie Nationals, 

1889), Vol. I, p. 248.
Recueil des
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stipulated that each comntuiie was to maintain two public elementary 

schools providing free compulsory education for all children from six 

to nine years old. In addition, the Ministry desired uniform instruction 

in all colonial schools. On the latter point, Governor Duchateaux 

pointed out the majority of the natives in the colony were Moslems and 

that the local govemipent exercised no control over Koranic schools.

On November IjS, l848, he addressed the Minister as follows;

[These schools escape the supervision of the colonial 
authority and it appears to be very important that the loceil 
government exert action which can offset the anti-civilizing 
influence of the marabouts. ... In Africa, as in our 
civilized country, the education of children should be consi
dered as one of the best channels to civilization.^

Notwithstanding these words of the Governor and the decrees and 

recommendations of the metropolitan regime from February through June of 

l848, educational development lagged in Senegal. The secondary school 

had been abandoned; the trade school project and the free, compulsory

Even the Saint-Louiselementary education law remained on paper only, 

elementary school run by the Brothers of Ploermel had fallen into diffi-

In addition, thecult times due to a severe shortage of personnel.

Brothers* morale was low due to a reduction in their annual seilary 

imposed by the Minister in the fall of 1848. 

before one-half of the cut ^as restored.

The Rise of Louis Napoleon, l848.

It took a yesir of protests

The brief male of the Parisian

liberals ended eis the conservative forces in France regrouped after the

The public was unwillingsudden collapse of the Constitutional Monarchy, 

to support the loyalists, so that group threw their votes to Louis Napoleon

^Hardy, L*Enseignement au S^n^gal . . . , op. cit p. 92.,•»

“N
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The socialists,President whom they could depose at the proper time.as a

the biunbling of the ProvisionaQ. Government, also contrib-discre^ted by

uted to the cause of Napoleon because of his liberal tendencies. Geimer-

ing votes from'all factions for different reasons, Napoleon carried the 

presidential election of December 10, l848 by a wide margin. The Legis

lative Assembly elected in 184-9 was divided between a reactionary majority 

and a radical minority. The President allowed the conservatives the brief 

day of power. Then, on December 2, I85I, he dissolved- the National Assem

bly and exactly one year later formally became Napoleon III, Emperor of

France.

The African Commission of I85O. After the failure of the agri

cultural development plan, the Hetropole had, as previously mentioned, 

regarded Senegal as a colony of. commerce where, through mutually satis

factory trade arrangements with the various tribes along the rivers, 

profits could be obtained for France without heavy!investments. Through 

various incentives the natives were to be encouraged to expand their 

production of raw materisils as desired by the Metropole. But from 1845 

to 1849, the volume of commercial traffic between France and the colony 

had dropped from over 15,800,000 francs to a little over 7*200,000 francs.

Figures such as these brought serious challenges from the Legislative
I

Assembly on the value of'tKb' retention of small unprofitable colonies.

As far as making Senegal a profitable colony, several governors 

had referred to the serious need for at least two actions; the investment 

of money to improve the transportation and communication facilities and

^France, Archives F.O.M., Senegal, Series XIII, file 2b,

December, 185O.

i
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the use of military force to pacify the tribes harassing the French trading

operations. But the Ministry remained unenthusiastic to these suggestions

and warned more than one governor not to embark upon military missions.

However, the rise to power of Louis Napoleon led to a major policy shift. 

In July, 1850, the Minister of the Navy, Admiral Desfosses and

the Minister of Commerce, Dumeis, formed an inter-ministerial commission

to examine the commercial potential of French colonial possessions begin

ning with West Africa. This high-powered group, The Commission for the

African Settlements and Commerce, headed by the Vice-President of the

National Legislative Assembly, was- composed of legislators, businessmen.

and delegates from the Ministries of the Navy, Finance, Commerce, and

Foreign Affairs.

In a preliminary statement to the group,^

Central Administration for the Colonies, pointed out that trade with

Director Mestro of the

Senegal was already significant and the waterways leading from the coast

into the interior promised a rich and fertile future for the colony given 

a more positive and aggressive policy on the part of the Metropole, 

a year of detailed studies, the report^ of the Commission clearly sup-

After

It recommended renewed attention to agricul-ported this point of view.

tural development favoring oleaginous crops, the restructuring of com-
i

merbtal arrangements, the expansion of the zones of influence, the

reoccupation of abandoned military forts and the pacification of marauding 

tribes, and a separate colonial administration situated at Goree, for the

^Ibid.

^Ibid., File 5c, June 12, I851.
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emerging trading posts along the Gulf of Guinea. 

-^Pro-Catholic Education in Senegal. The downfall of the liberal

ProvlBional Government of the Second Republic and the subsequent rise of 

power of conservative forces halted the implementation of the extensive 

educationeil plans of the socialists and resxilted in a pro-Catholic, anti-

The Brothers of Ploermel,Moslem orientation of education in Senegal, 

understsinding the sympathies of the new metropolitan regime, lost little 

time in making religious proselytization a main function of the school. 

Moslems complained that the school refused to accept their children and 

one father protested his son was baptized by force. In face of this

friction, Governor Baudin proposed a dual system of schools, including

Minister Remain Desfoss^s vetoed thisa secular system for the Moslems, 

idea as well as a request for permission to build a new mosque. He wrote

"It conforms to our civilizing mission in Senegal to encour-

long as it is done wisely and without violence."^
as follows:

age Catholic propaganda as 

In the spring of I85I, the Minister gave Governor Protet further instruc

tions :

The mixing of the children of both sexes, apparently permitted 
in the Moslem schools, in njy opinion, should be forbidden. You 
should keep yourself informed of the moral influence that these 
teachers exercise on the children and close those schools where the 
evidence warrants it, • • It is the Government's duty to inform

families about the conduct of the teachers . . . citing publicly 
in these causes the contreust offered by the schools, which the Gov- 
emment has opened in a spirit of true solicitude for the population.

the

The seat of the Governor of Senegal was located at Saint-Louis 
at the mouth of the Senegal River and near the northera border of the 
present nation.
dred and fifty miles south of Saint-Louis.

p
Hardy, L'Enseignement au S^n4gal ... , op» cit 

^Ibid., p. 95.

Gor4e is a small island off the city of Dakar one hun-

p. 93.• $
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In the same letter, the Minister expressed his disappointment

,t condition of the schools, recommending to the Governorwith t^ stagnan

an increase of support to the institutions operated by the Brothers of

The Governor wasPloermel and the Sisters of Saint-Joseph of Cluny. 

further urged to ensure regular meetings of the inactive school super

visory committee established in I838 and to encourage the colony's 

Apostolic Prefect actively to assume the role of chief supervisor of

A subsequent message emphasized the necessity to train andeducation.

employ native clerks in order to reduce administrative costs.

Acting upon the Minister's^ recommendations, Protet, Governor from 

August 1850 to December I854, revitalized the school supervisory committee 

and forwarded the records of its meetings to the Ministry from 185I through

1854, In June of I85I, the head of the Central Administration submitted 

a detailed report to the Minister of the Navy on the organization and 

curriculum of the Saint-Louis elementary school together with an evalua

tion of pupil achievement made by the Apostolic Prefect, 

approximately one hundred pupils organized into four grades, 

lum was dominated by religious instruction arid the language arts with

In the highest

The school had

The curricu-

French grammar emphasized in all but the beginning class, 

grade, in addition to a comprehensive catechism and grammar, the pupils
i

received cursive and gothic writing, reading in Latin, arithmetic, algebra, 

geometry, geography, the history of Christianity, and French history.

The Apostolic Prefect's analysis of pupil achievement was quite negative; 

he reported the students graisped almost nothing aside from handwriting

^France, Archives F.O.M Senegal, Series X, File 5a,• 1
June 13, 1851.
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with a small miiiority showing promise in aurithmetic. Nevertheless, the 

pries^^j^commended the reestablishment of secondai^ education or the 

addition of a humanities class to the elementary school.

When the Apostolic Prefect left for Prance, the Chief Magistrate 

of the colony as chairman of the school supervisory committee temporarily 

assumed the post of chief supervisor of education. Instead of question

ing the ability of the pupils, the Judge attacked the methods of instruc

tion which were betsed upon memorization with no development of reasoning 

"The pupils, thanks to the repeated efforts of the teachers, have 

become robots euid nothing but that*,-." he claimed. Despite such reports, 

the Ministry complied with the earlier request to send a humanities teacher 

to the colony and by 1854 twelve to sixteen pupils were reported to be 

progressing satisfactorily in the study of Greek.

The minutes of the local school supeirvisory committee meeting

held in August of 1854 indicate the group was seriously concerned by the

failure of the government schools to attract the large Moslem element.
*

It expressed its regret as follows:

A majority of the Senegalese population does not participate 
•in the precious advsintages of a Christian education; we are 
referring to the Moslem element, unfortunately too numerous, 
which has need to seek the warmth of our religion and civiliza
tion, this breath which should rekindle the hearts frozen by 
Mohammedism and, little by/little, 3ead them to an understanding 
of the beauty of our holy religion.2

The committee requested the govenament to limit the Koranic schools by

power.

subjecting the teachers to examinations emd the schools to close super- 

Parents would then be forced to channel their children into thevision.

^Hardy, L'Enseignement au S6i^gal . . . , op. cit., p. 104. 

^Ibid
/

pp. 107-108.• J



official schools. In addition, the Ministry was asked to attach a 

teacher^i>f--Arabic to the Saint-Louis school ais an added inducement to 

the Moslems.

However, the Brothers of Ploermel were not content with some 

of the native pupils, particularly the sons of chiefs serving as hostages 

and placed in the school as boarders in 185^.

relayed to the Minister the Brothers' request for the removal of these

The new Apostolic Prefect

natives, who were described as undisciplined and rebellious to conver

sion.^ The appod^^ent of Array Captain Louis Faidherbe as Governor on 

854 led €0 the resolution of this problem the followingDecember I6,

He organized a special lay school for these hostages. 

Recommendations for Native Secondary Education.

year.

The addition of

the first stages of secondary education to elementary school of Saint-

Louis probably was more the consequence of the recommendations of the 

African Commission of 185O rather than those of the Apostolic Prefect,

The Commission met on January 7» I85I with thementioned previously, 

objective of reducing the metropolitan budget for Senegal in order to 

gain funds needed to finance the military campaign it had recommended 

for that territory.^ The minutes of the meeting reveal the Central Admin

istration was finaincing the metropolitan secondary education of six

This had come about after the abandonment of the secondarySenegalese.

school in Senegal when the governor had requested the Central Administra

tion to apply the small metropolitan subsidy formerly for that school 

toward metropolitan scholarships for promising indigenous pupils. Since

^Ibid., p. 109.

^France, Archives,-F.O.M., Senegal, Series XIII, File 3b, 
January 7, I85I.
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the Governor had taken the liberty to send six African students to France

with his request, the Central Administration, after unsuccessful attempts

to persuade the Ministry of Public Instruction to assume the financial

burden, had accepted the responsibility.

The Chairman of the Commission suggested that the addition of two

or three lower-secondary grades to the Saint-Louis elementary school would

better serve the development of education in Senegal them a few metropoli

tan scholarships. The members concurred with this proposal. Bouet-

Willaumez, a key colonied policy-maker, made clear his conviction that

the only successful way 'io combine the instruction and moralization of

the African weis to establish boarding schools in Africa for each sex.

"This sepairation from their families is the only means of removing them 

(the pupils) from the daily precedents which they receive from the recently 

emancipated blacks."^

The Status of French Sub-Sahairan Education in 1854. By the end

of 1854, official French schools in Senegal niambered four with some‘five

hundred ninety pupils, A rapid increase in enrollment had followed the 

•prodding of the Minister in I851, with a high percentage of the pupils

Two schools were located at Saint-Louis andbeing Christian mulattoes. 

two on the Island of Goree, and a fifth mission school opened near Dakar

in 1855* Formal education remained virtually non-existent elsewhere.

aside from the activities of a few missionaries scattered along the coast

A small number of chiefs' sons from the Ivory Coastsouthward to Gabon.

had been sent to France to be educated, but the future of all settlements

^Ibid,, p. 16.
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south of Senegal was too undecided for substantial investments in

educatioji^_

Colonial Affairs Under Napoleon III, I83O-I87O. The expansion

of education in'Senegal, directly attributable to the African Commis

sion's recommendations to strengthen the French hold on Senegal and to

the subsequent ministerial orders to this effect, was indirectly due to 

the new colonial policy of Louis Napoleon. The timidity qf the previous

regimes following the downfall of Najjoleon I was replaced by a decision

favoring overseas expansion. Designed to promote the prestige of the

Emperor and Imperial France, the new policy suffered from a precise

definition which, in turn, led to diverse and, sometimes, contradictory

The failure of the Emperor closely to supervise the policyactions.

process left the program dependent upon the initiative and interpretation

of subordinates.

The Constitution of January l4, 1852, eliminated colonial repre

sentation to the Parliament and placed colonial legislation as the

responsibility of the Senate, a group handpicked by the Emperor. By 

their law of May 3» 1854, most of the colonies including Sub-Saharan 

Africa were to be ruled by executive decree. This important legislation 

reestablished an ancient practice which, except for minor alterations.
/

was continued under the Third and Fourth Republics.

During the Second Empire (I852-I870), the Ministry of the Navy 

continued to be responsible for the colonies except for a period of over

two years (1858-I860) when a Ministry of Algeria and the Colonies existed

The Prince,primarily as an accommodation for Prince Jerome Bonapante. 

who had a dislike for the clergy and .the military, outlined a policy of
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liberalism and assimilation, and was actively interested in the develop- I
IBut shortly after his departure for Iteily, the military,raent of Sen.egal.

anxious to rid themselves of civilian control, persuaded the Emperor to I

abolish the new agency and return the colonies to the Navy. I

IThe colonial policy of the Second Empire as conceived by
I

Chasseloup-Laubat, Minister of the Navy and Colonies for eight years 

(I86O-I868), was stated as follows;

It is a veritable Empire which must be created, a condition 
of suzerainty, of sovereignty, with free trade, accessible to 
all, and also a mighty structure from which our Christian 
civilization shall radiate.^

1=

From this text it may be seen that the Emperor broke the pacte

colonial through a commercial treaty with the English and subsequent 

legislation.^ The industrial revolution swept France to rising tides of

1

prosperity and Senegcil participated in this economic boom as trade condi-

In 1855, Governortions were improved in the Fifties and Sixties.

Faidherbe modestly-oredited Bouet-Willaumez of the Commission for the 

Africein Settlements and Commerce of I85O and two Ministers of the Navy

and Colonies as the men responsible for the prosperity of Senegal.

Since Faidherbe had only been GiovemorThe Policy for Senegal.

for about a month at the time of the above statement, what he said was

Actually the basic ;^licy was derived from the imperial 

While still in the role of President of the

true enough.

dreams of Louis Napoleon.

Second Republic (1851), he had adopted the recommendations of the Commis

sion of 1850 which were based upon the aggressive policies advocated by

Bouet-V/illaumez.

^Blet, op. cit Vol. II, p. 171.• »
-r.r
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years, an am^ captain who had shown promise in a local military campaign

as well^^H;hrough his excellent reports to the Metropole, received a 

field appointment as Governor, replacing Protet.^ 

already justified his appointment by the time Prince Jerome Bonaparte 

became Minister of the newly created Ministry of Algeria and the Colonies 

in 1858, The Prince and the Captain had similar points of view. The 

former was interested in Senegal and wrote lengthy instructions to

Captain Faidherbe had

Faidherbe concerning its development. The Prince envisioned the colony

as a center of great agricultural production with the natives as pro

ducers and the French as traders:

The earth cultivated by them can yield products which will 
become the object of a lucrative traffic for the European, the 
only type of work the latter can perform under the climatic 
conditions.2

The Prince added that the natives should be employed in the army and that

pro-French Africans should replace hostile chiefs wherever this could be

accomplished without drastic action.

Prince Jereme, according to Duchene,^ took a personal delight 

in being more progressive than the ^peror and injected a degree of 

liberalism and direction to colonial policy which continued for severeil

After a short-term temporaryyears after his brief tenure of office.

successor, his post was filled by*Ck>unt de Chasseloup-Laubat who continued

the Prince’s attempt to' build the power of the Ministry of Algeria and the

Usually a newly appointed governor received his initial and 
and basic instructions at the Ministry in Paris.

p. 256.^Ladreit de Lacharriire,

^Albert Duch^ne, La Politique Colonlale de la France (Paris: 
Payot, 1928), p, 212.

op. cit

r
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colonies by gaining control over colonial services under the jurisdiction 

re established ministries. But, lacking Prince Jerome's 

personal power, he failed and on November 2k, i860, the Ministry was 

suppressed, with the management of Algeria returning to the Ministry of 

War and that of the colonies relegated once again to a departmental status 

within the Ministry of Navy, Although the Count received appointment as 

the Minister of Navy, he became absorbed with his primary responsibilities. 

In Senegal, he was inclined to allow the continuation of the policies 

formulated by his predecessors as applied by Governor Faidherbe, but with 

increasing caution. His attitude is indicated in the following postscript 

which he added to an official text of Jime 22, l864 to Faidherbe;

of older, mo;

You know how much my confidence resides with you; thus, I am 
always disposed, a priori, to give my approval to your proposals. 
But you must understand how difficult it is for me to approve 
projects which could lead us into considerable expense or commit 
us to a course where the least failure would force u^/to conduct 
major expeditions. You know all that my Ministry has to do in 
Mexico, Cochin-China, even in New Caledonia; hence it is necessary 
for us to employ caution even in the accomplishment of the best 
projects,

.The Parliament is disturbed to see us engaged in so many 
affairs and we must take into serious consideration their preoccu
pation and the ever increasing expenditures imposed upon us.

Faidherbe's Accomplishments. Faidherbe, during his years of

govemiaoiili managed to accomplish many of the objectives defined by 

policy-makers from Baron Portal through Prince Jerome Bonaparte. By the 

time of his departure for France, Senegal was a relatively compact colony 

extending along the coast from approximately sixty kilometers north of 

Saint-Louis to about thirty kilometers south of the Casamance River. 

Roughly this represented more than four hundred kilometers of coastline. I

• ^Ladreit de Lacharri^re, op, cit 261.,•» P»

r-
t
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with French control extending into the interior for an estimated average 

of fifty^lpJ-pmeters to much greater depth along the rivers.^ 

extended several hundred kilometers inland along the Senegal River to

This control

beyond Medina.

Such territorial acquisition was partially based upon energetic 

military response to hostility which so many governors in the past had

But an enlightened native 

‘Faidherbe was

proposed’only to be denied by the Metropole. 

policy contributed significantly to Faidherbe’s success, 

a Republican enthusiast of the Provisional Government of the Second

Republic, and a friend dhd admirer of Victor Schoelcher, the symbol of

Hence, one of his main concerns was the

betterment of the position of the Negro, of whom he wrote;

The black man is a man naturally kind, of an intelligence 
comparable to that of the white races, but, lacking in character, ^ 
will always be at the mercy of races better endowed in this respect.

Because of this humanitarian interest, Faidherbe studied the native customs

and developed an unusual command of two of the major indigenous languages.

His linguistic abilities, his obvious empathy and honor-

' able reputation, vinexpectedly gained for France the allegiance of many

the anti-slavery movement.

Wolof and Peuhl.

Africans.

Agricultural production and commerce flourished under the condi

tions of peace and free trade established by the Governor. Transportation 

and communication facilities were expanded and improved, with founding of 

the Port of Dakar in 1862 being of particular significance.

^Blet, op. cit 

^Jacques Stern, The French Colonies (New York:

Vol. II, pp. 200-201.• 1

Didier, 19^4),,
156.’P*
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However, in addition to formidable adversaries such as El-Hadj-

Omar and the growing financial limitations imposed by the Metropole, 

Faidherbe faced other annoyances. Despite the unprecedented era of 

prosperity, public opinion at Saint-Louis became increasingly hostile 

to the liberal and creative Governor. As early as I858, Faidherbe had

offered his resignation rather than accede to a metropolitan proposal 

to recruit Negroes for work in the Antilles. At that time, the Ministry 

received a letter from him which stressed his concern for the native

"I am convinced that France can make it ^Senegal] a prosperous 

and useful possession if we continue to consider the interest of the 

'natives as our paramount object."^ Since this project'w^ dsropped.

peoples:

Faidherbe remained as Governor.

Nevertheless, he was never popular with Napoleon III, who consi-
2

Stem reports the Government always gavedered him a utopian radical, 

the Governor's reports special scrutiny in view of the Emperor's attitude. 

Hardy attributes Faddherbe's final resignation in I865 to the "underhanded 

persecutions"^ inflicted upon him by the Ministry of the Navy.

it became evident to Faidherbe, through the letters from the Ministry

In any

case,

and the rising internal political dissension brewing at home, that he 

could no longer expect the degree of support necessary to implement his
i

plans.

Native Education Under Faidherbe. Education was viewed by the

This means was lostGovernor as one of the beusic means of colonization.

^Ibid., p. 157.

^Ibid.. p. 156.

^Hardy, Histoire Socisile . . . , op. cit p. 127.
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as long as the formal system of education remained-a Christian monopoly

Almost as soon as he became Governor,in a predominantly Moslem country.

Faidherbe set about to create a lay system and tried to reassure the

Moslems of its non-religious character with statements such as this;

"There is no relationship between the religion of the French and the 

metric system,"^ Despite the fact that the Emperor posed as the protector

of the Pope and that the Metropole had officially recognized the supremacy 

of the Church in French education by the Law of I85O, colonial education

for certain colonies including those of Sub-Saharan Africa remained under
t

Thus, Faidherbe acted with approvalthe jurisdiction of the ^Ministry.

as indicated by one of his school graduation addresses:

Following the principle outlined for us by the Emperor's 
Govemme.nt, we have been particularly concerned with native 
education. In this, as well as other matters, v/e have but to 
imitate what is being done in Algeria,2

In Algeria, Franco-Arabic and native schools were being created

for the Moslems while the French and assimilated children attended the

schools conducted by the religious orders. The obvious problem generated 

by this dual system was the need for lay instructors. For these, 

Faidherbe turned to the military and issued the following explicit

instructions:

(1) Mark each stage of advance of our columns by the opening 
of a school under a non-commissioned officer or a soldier where 
the French language, will be taught and learned after a fashion,

(2) Give to the chiefs* sons of the conquered countries a 
more ceu^efully prepared education capable of rendering them 
useful and devoted instruments of our influence.

Maz/, La Collaboration Scolaire des Gouvemements Coloniaux 
et des Missions (Alger; Imprimerie des Peres Blancs, 1933)138-9•

•^Ibid,, p, 159.

r
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(5) Reconnnend to the officers, post commanders or adminis
trators, to supervise the schools opened in their districts with
partijcular care, to take an interest in the pupils, their 

. profress and material well-being,.^

From this, it may be seen that Faidherbe desired to establish

commimication with the masses and to train a native elite to second the

administration and extend French influence. To accomplish this latter

objective, in 1856 he established the famous School of Hostages at Saint- 

Louis for the sons of chiefs.^ In an attempt to control the Koranic 

schools in Saint-Louis, he issued an ordinance on J\me 22, I857 requiring

To obtainall marabouts holding school to apply for a government permit, 

one, they had to prove they were born in Saint-Louis or had been in resi

dence for seven years, demonstrate sufficient knowledge before an'official

Inboard, and produce a certificate of good behavior from the mayor, 

addition, girls were not permitted to attend the Koranic schools, although 

Moslem women were allowed to open schools for girls with the government's

Further, the Koranic school pupils were obliged to attend

Franco-Moslem schools were developed with French.

sanction.

French classes at night, 

instniction included along with the_traditional religious and Arabic

curriculum.

In 1857, a school board and director of the lay system were

Under the Governor's personal and energetic supervision the

By i860, the school population of Saint-Louis alone 

numbered eight hundred sixty pupils excluding those attending obligatory

appointed.

system grew rapidly.

^Government General of French West Africa, L'Enseignement en A.O.F. 
(Gorbeil; Editions Crete, I906), p. 11.

^This practice did not originate with Faidherbe as is sometimes 
inferred; cf, p, 10.
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night courses. By l864, the public schools outnumbered the religious

ones.

The Decline of Seculeir Native Education. With Faidherbe's

Under Colonel Valliere,departure in l865,'the system began to decline, 

the School for Hostages was merged with the public primary school of

Saint-Louis and eventually eliminated. One by one, the interior schools 

dropped out of existence, followed by the lay schools in the coastaG. 

towns which were abandoned or taken over by the missionaries. By I885,

all the schools of Senegal were in the hands of the Church according to
2

Another listed only two laiy instructors inone governmental report.^ 

the colony eis of 1889.

Although the local authorities repeatedly mentioned the develop

ment of education as the most powerful means of civilization and assimila

tion in their reports to the Central Administration of the Colonies, they

No doubt this was so becauseseldom translated their words into action.

the Central Administration itself offered little encouragement or leader-

The entire regime of the Second Empire was tottering under the 

ailing Napoleon III and the bitter cdTnservative-liberal political struggle. 

The perceptive Bismarck shrewdly characterized the Imperial Government as 

"From a distance, it appears to be something; from up close, it

ship.

follows:
I

is nothing."^

^Govenament General of French West Africa, op. cit p. 12.,• >

2f Minist’^re de 1'Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts, 
op. cit

^Duch^ne, op. cit

ranee.
Vol. I, p. 251.Recueil . . • 1

p. 232.• »
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SiiiTitnar-y, l8l5-l870. Crude beginnings and frustrated plans mark

the primitive period in the history of French educationalthis era

The term "primitive" does not refer to the Africans, but tostrategies,

the French knowledge of Sub-Saharan Africa and their efforts to organize

The limited technology at theirthemselves as well as the natives.

disposal and the high rate of personnel turnover, as well as the changing

metropolitan political scene, obviously contributed to the relative

After the failure of the initialdiscontinuity in theory and practice, 

development plan in Senegal, uncertainty of purpose as well as of method

ology plagued the French', iintil the policy recommendations of the African

Commission of 1850 were endorsed by the imperialistic regime of the

Even the, the fate of the settlements to the south ofSecond Empire.

Senegal remained in doubt.

In such circmnstances, substantial investment in native education 

could hsirdly be expected. Nevertheless, the Metropole, in the fonii of 

the responsible ministry, sporadically exhibited considerable interest 

in the educational development of Senegal and viewed the endea.vor as an

During a peak period' integral part of the total colonialization scheme, 

of this metropolitan concern, native education in Senegal received a

fresh impetus, although this often proved to be more in theory than fact.
I

But a rough pattern of cause and effect does emerge with a correlation

Obviously thisbetween metropolitan and subsequent colonial events.

pattern cannot be reduced to a simple metropolitan stimulus and colonial

Certain governors played a part in the metropolitanresponse relationship, 

policy process, particularly at this time when a limited technology, a

weak bureaucratic system, and a lack of precedence handicapped decision-

r'-
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However, the evidence indicates that themaking and policy control.

the governors was more limited than sometimes inferred. 

After the rejection of the unique educational proposals of the 

first principal, Card, the educational plan of I835, based upon the 

outcomes "of the metropolitan inquiry of 1829, provided Senegal with its 

first significant educational direction and organization. The firm 

decision to employ French as the language of instruction and to use 

French education as an instniment to restructure the indigenous society 

along French lines was made at this tirae.^ 

metropolitan teachers had’' to be employed in large numbers and the past 

experiences with lay personnel caused the Government of the July Monarchy 

to tura to religious teaching orders. This strategy led to considerable 

confusion as to the ends and means of education since the purposes of the

independenc^^of

Such a decision meant that

Church and the State were not entirely compatible. The liberal philosophy 

and actions of the short-lived Provisional Government of l848 resulted in 

the advent.of formal vocational education in Sub-Saharan Africa, but only 

on a token basis. The rise of Louis Napoleon beginning in l848 brought

a period of colonisil expansion which made possible the inquiry of the 

African Commission of I85O and the implementation of its recommendations

Old ideas and practices such as the educa-in Senegal by Louis Faidherbe, 

tion of the hostage sons of chiefs and the development of a secular system
(

^Although the reformation of the native way of life was an explicit 
objective of the original development plan for Senegal, Dard, with the 
mission of determining the methodology for its realizationj had confused 
the issue. . By choosing the native tongue as the medium of instruction 
and advocating the wholesale dependence upon indigenous teachers, he began 
an approach to native education which ran counter to the Gallic penchant 
for cultural imperialism.

r
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employing the military as teachers were reactivated and perfected by 

the energetip-^d precise Governor, 

progressive decay within the Government of the Second Empire halted 

this last high point of educational activity during this fifty-five

His return to France and the

year era.

It is interesting to note that this rise and decline in the

development of educational strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa generally 

paralleled the rise and decline of the metropolitan governments. Hence, 

there existed waves of theoretical and practical activity representing 

progress over the preceding ones from the quantitative standpoint. If 

the global qualitative and quantitative progress for the period may be 

characterized as limited, certain of the experiences and policies did

provide a basis for the development to follow.

I
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CHAPTER III

THE FORMATIVE PERIOD: 1870-1944

Introduction* The second historical period, covering the life

span of the Third Republic, lacked the basic political disruptions of 

Therefore, this chapter does not divide itself intothe first era.

periods based upon national political upheavals, but rather it exposes 

the chronological development of metropolitan attitudes and policies

related to colonialism and overseas education. It also reveals the

difficulties of implementing national policy in the field of native 

education. These attitudes, policies, and difficulties provide an

insight into the Gallic psyche as well as into the basic problems of

intercultural enterprise.

The Third Republic, a result of the ignoble defeat of France in 

the Franco-Prussian War, was plagued by several years of political

struggle between the Royalists and the Republicans until the latter 

group emerged completely victorious in I879, During this first post

war decade, considerable popular antagonism was directed toward colonial

ism, for the colonies had been of little or no assistance in the war. 

Expansion abroad became viewed as a waste of resources and manpower 

which should be devoted to avenging the French defeat and the regaining

"Must we hypnotizeof Alsace-Lorraine. When Jules Ferry protested; 

ourselves with the lost provinces, and should we not take compensations 

elsewhere?", his answer from a prominent smti-colonist was: "That is

59C"
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I have lost two children and you offer me twentyjust the point, 

domestics!

Under these circumstances, colonial affairs were left in a state

In the Parliament, the Left opposed colonial economicof vegetation.

exploitation in the name of free trade while the Right opposed it as 

harmful to the interests of French agriculture. As far as Sub-Saharan

Africa was concerned, the Government was negotiating with England to

exchange French interests along the Guinea Coast for British Gambia which

Yet, when Governor Briere de I'Isle of Senegalbisected Senegal, 

attempted to penetrate to the interior of that colony, the Ministry

The situation was aptly characterized by the Ministerdenied him support.

"France is reconsolidatingof Foreign Affairs, Decaaes, when he said: 

itself and waiting."^

Popularization of Colonieilism. With the Right and the extreme

Left generally opposed to colonialism, it remeiined for a few ardent pro- 

coloniailists to gamer support from the vacillating moderates in Parlia- 

Composed of a small but powerful gmup of politicians, intellec

tuals, civil servants, and military men,- the pro-colonialists eventually 

engineered new colonial acquisitions by presenting the nation with faits

accomplis while engaging in a persistent campaign of public persuasion
!

This latter effort was aided by the growth of a grass

roots nationalism throughout France as a reaction to the defeat of I87O.

ment.

at the same time.

^Stephen H. Roberts, History of French Colonial Policy (London: 
P. S. King and Son, 1929), Vol. I, pp. 11-12.

^Henri Blet, Freince d'Outre-Mer (Grenoble: B. Arthaud, 1950),
Vol. Ill, p. 8.
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The dramatic increase in the number of societies and conferences

devoted to colonial affairs prior to the turn of the century demonstrates

The Geographic Society of France offdrs a 

Founded in 1821 at Paris, it never had more than 300

The local membership grew from 78O in 1873 to 2,CXX) 

Between 187I and 1881, eleven other societies were established

the success of the movement.

case in point, 

members until i860.

in 1881.

in the provinces and, by the latter date, the total French membership 

stood at 9,500. The first addition to the Parisian society'was founded 

at Bordeaux in 1874 by Pierre Foncin, an educator and key figure in the 

future development of colonial education. Foncin explained that he saw

Presidents of otherin the movement a means to rehabilitate France.

local societies expressed themselves similarly. "To remain a great nation 

or to become one, a people must colonize."^ This statement by one of these 

local leaders sums up the general attitude. The proposition was fortified 

by the argument that expansion in Europe proper was no longer fesisible.

The civilizijig mission of France and the economic advantages to both the 

motherland and the backward territories were motives echoed and re-echoed 

across the land. Contributing to this^ propaganda were an increasing num

ber of dramatic euid popular books by explorers and persuasive journal
/-■

eu*ticles by economists and other intellectuals.
I

With the emergence of the French Republicans as the dominant poli-

Jules Ferry, a politi-tical force in I879, colonial expansion began anew, 

cian of strong convictions and a skillful parliamentarian, led this new

No nation, he maintaiined, could be classifiedimperialism for six years.

^Henri Bnmschwig, tithes et Realit^s de 1 ’ Imperialisms Colonial 
Frangais {Paris: Armand Colin, I960), p. 24.
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as a first, or even a second-rate power without overseas expansion. 

Industrial Reyolution was well under way in France and the prosperity of 

the nation was dependent upon colonial outlets for manufactured goods

The

and upon colonial sources for key raw materials according to Ferry, who

"Colonial policy is the daughter of industrialsuccinctly remarked; 

policy."^

Nevertheless, Ferry, who had been a key participant in the reform

and major extension of French public education, stressed that colonial

acquisition entailed serious responsibilities for the imperial power.

In a Senate report of I89O,Among these duties weis that of education,

'^fery rarely are the colonials concerned with the educa-Ferry wrote:

tional and civilizing mission which is the responsibility of the superior 

race; even more rare are those who think it possible to improve the 

indigenous race," Ferry had earlier maintained that the ultimate goal 

of colonialism was not conquest or exploitation, but the raising of the

level of the indigenous population to that of the motherland. Thus,

idealism and self-interest were allied in the colonial cause.

But this pgirticular concern was premature in most instances because 

France was primarily preoccupied with conquering rather than in developing 

colonies at the time. Although Ferry's government fell in 1885, his work 

was continued by others. By l895t in Sub-Saharan Africa, Sudan, fluinea.

and the French Congo were conquered; the occupation of Dahomey was well

By 1905 the Sudan, Guinea, theunder way and Lake Chad' had been reached.

Ivory Coast eind Chad had been organized on a perraament basis. Twenty-five

^Blet, op, cit 

^Ibid

Vol, III, p, 13.,•»

14, ■,, p.
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years after the founding of the Third Republic, the French Empire was

second only to that of the British,

In the 1890's several associations were formed to further the

The most influential of these were the colonialcause of colonialism.

group of the Chamber of Deputies, The Committee for French Africa, and 

the French Colonial Union, as well as the French Colonial Party,

The founder and President of the Chamber of Deputies group was 

Eugene Etienne, former Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies (1887-88, 

In 1896, ninety-one of 576 Deputies were listed as members,1889-92),

with the majority representing^ the moderate parties, but with both the

They were united toRight and the Left contributing to the membership, 

aussure "the force and the grandeur of imperial France,"^ In 1898, thirty

Senators organized their group and elected Senator Siegried as President. 

These.groups were unofficial and their activities are not well documented. 

The Committee for French Africa was founded in I89O as a protest

against the Franco-English Treaty of August 4, I89O. Although the Commit- 

■ 2
tee was organized by a group, Brunschwig suggests that the instigator

the Under-Secretary for the Colonies, Eugene Etienne, who surreptitiously 

was encouraging opposition to the policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Seemingly that policy inclined toward the abandonment of efforts to link

In addition

was

i
the colonies of the Guinea Coast with those of North Africa.

to publishing a periodical, the Copnittee sponsored explorations into

Central Africa.

^Brunschwig, op, cit

^Ibid., p. 116.

p. 113.
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Established in 1895i the French Colonial Union was composed of 

representatii^-qf French companies and be^s with substantial invest

ments in the various colonies. This rich and powerful organization was

dedicated to the "development, prosperity, and protection of the various 

branches of indsutry and commerce in the colonies."^

The French Colonial Party, which held its first meeting in 1894, 

was not a party at all, but am occasional gathering of individuals and

The purpose of this loose associa-groups such as those discussed above, 

tion was to promote communication between the rapidly increaising number

of pro-colonial organizatiohfe and to provide a common channel for the

promulgation of the colonial caixse.

The Establishment of. the Ministry of Colonies. The growing

metropolitan interest in colonial affairs during the last two decades 

of the nineteenth century was more than matched by the growth of the

The problems of administering the new colossus became formidable, 

particularly as the problems evolved from those of military conquest to

With men such as Jules

Empire.

others related to consolidation and development.

Ferhy stressing the economic importance of the colonies, their control

by the admirals of the Navy appeared to be anachronistic.

Under the Prime Ministry of Gambetta, the Administration of the 

Colonies was raised to the status of an Under-Secretariat and placed 

under the Ministry of Commerce in l88l. After his fall, the Navy reac

quired the Under-Secretariat in I883 only to lose it on two further 

occasions to the Ministry of Commerce. During these exchanges, the 

Under-Secretariat developed its own services and gradually divorced

^Ibid., p. 125.
r-
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itself from dependence upon those of the wider Ministry. Etienne, the 

most outstanding Under-Secretary, fostered this development, claiming

that to be effective, the agency had to be independent and concern itself

In a further concession, the govern-priraeirily with economic-development, 

ment granted the Under-Secretary the unique right of signing decrees

without the counter-signature of the responsible Minister, leading to

the claim that the Under-Secretary had power without responsibility.

The years of l886 and I887 were particularly important in the

evolution of the colonial services. The Central Administration for the

Colonies was expanded and the ^civil service status of its personnel 

regularized as a distinct and permanent entity. Shortly thereafter, a 

decree established an independent fund for the operation of the Central 

Administration. In the fall of 188?, a distinct corps of colonial admin

istrators v/as created. During the same year, a law had been introduced 

in Parliament proposing the formation of a Ministry of Colonies, but it 

was not acted upon.

However, the latter issue was brought to a head by the resignation

of Under-Secretary Lebon in 189^ with the -dramatic and publicized aumounce-

ment that he found it impossible to govern the colonies under the existing

organization. Lebon claimed he had neither responsibility nor power!
I

The Government took advantage of this incident to rush a law through the 

Chamber of Deputies and the Senate forming an independent Ministry of 

Colonies as of March 20, l894.

The formation of the Ministry grew out of a belated recognition 

that France, having acquired a vast colonial empire, had to govern it.

The new organization faced almost insurmountable obstacles. Frequent

r-
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reorganizations of the Central Administration indicate a dissatisfaction 

with internal ef^ctiTeness. Parliament,presented constant but expected

problems, particularly when it came to expenditures. The intervention

of other ministries in'coloniail affairs, occasionally without even consult

ing the Ministry of Colonies, led to serious conflicts. The development 

of new structures and functions within the colonies generated difficulties

between the colonial and central administrations as well as among the

various services of the individual colonies. The evolution of'Colonial

education could but proceed at a slow and uneven pace imder the circum-

Vstances.

The Development of a Colonial Financial Policy. In the long run, 

financial policy affected the develo^irffeht of education more than organiza

tional dislocations. The division of revenue and expenditure between the

metropolitan colonial budget and the budgets of the colonies had been of 

concern to every French government since the reoccupation of the colonies, 

but no definitive policy had crystallized from the overseas experiences

prior to the Third Republic.

However, with the great expansion of the Empire, resultant problems 

■ were so acute as to demand a solution. The rising costs of military cam

paigns and internal development projects, as reflected in the annual
I

colonial budgets passed upon by Parliament, became a cause of major con-

This concern was not eased by the inability ofcem to the legislators, 

the Central Administration to obtain regular and complete financial reports

Periodically the Under-Secretary, and subsequently 

the Minister, was forced to admonish colonial governments for failure in

from the colonies.

r-'
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For example, in an 1892 communication to all governors,^ 

Under-Secretary-<r^Ms stated that most colonies forwarded the required 

financial statements for the metropolitan colonial budget either very late 

or very irregularly. Stressing the reports often contained inaccuracies 

and were incomplete, Jamais closed this particular admonition with the 

classical comment that such delays and irregularities were extremely 

prejudicial to the service. Apparently this communication had little 

effect because similar but more direct messages were conveyed regularly

In a communication of 1895» Minister of

in this regard.

for several years thereafter.

Colonies Chautemps began by emphasizing the Ministry of Finance had

strongly criticized the financial accountability of his Ministry. He 

went on to state that, despite previous warnings, the colonies continued 

to forward all types of financial documents late or with irregularities. 

Chautemps concluded with equally classical, but more threatening, words: 

"Unless corrected immediately, I will not hesitate to charge the chiefs 

of the guilty services with negligence and hold them responsible for 

irregularities and delays."^

The Ministry was further embarrassed by the failure of the colonies 

to keep it informed of local expenditures of an emergency nature payable 

In reference to this situatiqn, a communication, sent in I897 

to all governors, concluded as. follows;

in France.

France, Bulletin Officiel de 1‘Administration des Colonies 
(hereafter referred to as France, B.O.A.C.), No. 195t August 11, 1892, 
p. 59^.

^Ibid., No. 180, p. 610.
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The Administration continually receives demands for the 
payment of bills without being able to indicate even an 
approximate^'te of settlement rendering difficult the rela
tions between the Administration and French commerce and 
industry,1

Financial irresponsibility within the colonies manifested itself 

in other forms as well. Deficit local budgets were being voted by the 

colonial general councils and approved by the governors. To stop this 

practice, the Central Administration announced in 1892 that it would take 

steps to balance all such budgets in the future. Noting that these 

general councils wished neither to halt the mounting expenditures nor to 

vote tax increases to offset them, the Under-Secretary had submitted the 

question to the French Council of State which had ruled that the governors 

alone possessed the power to set the budget, while the general councils 

were limited to voting the tax rates.

The Decree of November 20, 1882, which permitted the colonies to 

obtain unlimited advances from the metropolitan treasury, had led some 

colonies annually to borrow funds which they could not repay. Although

saddled with a mounting debt to the Metropole, the colonies were reluctant

The Under-Secretary characterized theto forego this source of revenue, 

phenomenon as a dependence upon an irregular resource which was prejudicial 

to the interests of the Metropole and co|npromising

colonies. Since a decision to limit the amount of any advance in I890

for the finances of the

failed to eliminate this abusive practice, the Ministry of Finance, in 

conjunction with the Under-Secretariat for the Colonies, ruled that as 

of January 1, 1893, all colonies would repay all such annual afixances

^France, B,0,A,C No, 125, 1897, p. 510,• J
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through compulsory monthly payments to the metropolitan treasury. The

continuation o^these fiscal pjxiblems resulted in the Ministry of Finance

intervening directly in colonial financial matters through the placement

of its own personnel in' the Central Administration and in the colonies

to watch over financial operations.

The trend to tighten metropolitan expenditures for the colonies 

took explicit form in the I887 decrees establishing a corps of colonial

According to the decree of December 12, I887, the membersadministrators.

of this corps working in a colony would be paid from the local colonial

During thb summer of I890, a committee of officialsbudget as of I89O.

of the Centreil Administration for the Colonies was organized to study the

local colonial budgets in order to identify and eliminate all expenditures

shown to be without incontestable utility and to determine the maximum 

local tax potential in order to decide how much of the metropolitan colo

nial expenditures could be diverted to each colony. The Under-Secretary

stated the situation as follows:

Despite the diversity and multiplicity of the taxes, it is 
not clear that the colonial taxpayers support a taxation equal 
to their fellow citizens in the Metropole and proportionate to 
their means.1

The Financial Law of April 28, 1893 extended the principle of partial 

colonial self-support by providing that^ the colonies would contribute to 

the locally incurred civil and militajry expenses as well as to the general

When the Minis-expenses of the Metropole derived from colonial affairs, 

try of Colonies was reorganized in I896,. the following paragraph was

included in the description of the functions of‘ Direction of Administrative

^France, B.O.A.C Report of August 8, 1890, pp. 922-925.•»
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and Political Affairs:

Finally it should exercise a particularly close control 
over the foianul^ion and operations of the local budgets with 
the objective of progressively reducing the sacrifices imposed 
upon the Metropole and of hastening the moment when our colonies 
can, to a large extent, be self-sufficient,^

Induction of self-sufficiency began to be accelerated shortly 

after the passing of the Lav/ of April 15, l893* For example, in addition

to paying the salaries and allowances of French administrative personnel 

in residence, the Decree of September 5» l895» stipulated that the colonies

had to pay travel expenses of such personnel to and from France or another

colony as well.

Once the principle of self-sufficiency had been officially sanc

tioned and partially activated, the total application of this policy

proved irresistible. Hence the Law of April 15, 1900, approving the

metropolitan budget for the fiscal year, included in Article 53 which

began as follows:

2
principle, the responsibility of the budgets of the colonies." 

expenses incurred in any colony could also be charged against the local

"All civil'and internal security expenses are, in

Military

budget. In addition, the expenditures of the colonial budgets were

divided into two categories, obligatory and optional. The Metropole

established the obligatory expenses which pertaindd generally to the
i

maintenance of the local administration and the repayment of the metro

politan debt. The local general councils retained the right to decide

These local tax decisionsall local tax matters exclusive of customs.

were not applicable until approved in the form of a metropolitan decree

^France, Bulletin Officiel du Ministers des CJolonies, Administra

tion Centrales des Colonies, No, 46, 1896, p. Il4. (This bulletin will 
hereafter be referred to as, B.O.M.C.)

^Ibid,, Budgets Locaux, No. 92, 1900, p, 5l4.
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by the French CJouncil of State. Further, if the Coimcil of State

disapproved, the^eneral councils were obliged to 

erations and present new proposals to the Metropole.

reopen their delib-

The Law of April 13, 1900 provided an opportunity for the colonies

However, as Hardy points out,^to apply for metTOpolitan loans. the metro

politan government was obliged to limit these grants to such an extent

that, for many years to come, the colonies had to rely upon their own

resources, not only for their operating expenses, but foi* the initiation

and development of economic and social projects as well.

Hence, the development of education became largely dependent upon

local tax revenue which, in the case of the relatively poor ^d luader-

developed colonies of Sub-Saharan Africa, remained quite meager for years

In addition, the expenditures ruled as mandatory or obligatoryto come.

by the Metropole had to be met prior to those for development programs.

Then educational projects had to compete with other needs for priority

What emerged was a vicious circular situation within the local budget.

socio-economic development dependent upon local revenue and local revenue

dependent upon socio-economic development.

French Overseas Education as a Measure of National Defense. With

the colonial expansion during the first decades of the Third Republic, 

the French,became acutely aware of foreign competition in the struggle 

for power and grandeur. Contact with the British became particularly

irritating along colonial frontiers in Sub-Saharan Africa, where the 

natives frequently appeeired to favor the English rule and language. Such

^Hardy, Histoire Sociale . . cit., p. 14?... , op.
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incidences did not shake the French assumption that their culture repre

sented the apex^ol^ivilization and had, with their language, universal 

validity. However, it had become obvious that, unless the peoples of 

the world became exposed to the French language and culture, they would 

accept other linguistic and cultural forms. This would not only deprive 

foreigners of acquiring the highest form of language and culture, but it 

would increase the power of other nations at the expense of France. ■ As 

stated by Eugene Etienne, the overseas extension of the French language 

and culture constituted "a measure of national defense."^ As this atti

tude prevailed, reports of the expansion of non-French schools and 

missions in colonial areas assumed a character similar to terse battle

reports of enemy action.

Dissatisfaction with official efforts to develop French overseas 

education as a means to spread the French language and culture prompted 

a few men, mostly educators, to form an organization known as L*Alliance 

francaise for that purpose. One of the founders, sometimes referred to 

as th^briginator of the movement, Pierre Foncin, Inspector General of 

Public Instruction and first General Secretary of L»Alliance francaise, 

wrote^ that the organization was founded in July, I883 and that it 

actually began to function in Jstnuary, l8^4. There were nine people at 

the first meeting, but after some five years the membership had grown to

By a decree of October 23, I886, the organizationover fifteen thousand.

"from a letter published in Revue de 1'Enseignement Ciolonial, 
No. 2, March-April 1904, p. 51.

^France, Ministire de 1'Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts, 
Recueil . . . , op. cit Vol. VI, p. 713.• f
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was recognized by the government as one of public utility and the State

Today it functions undereventually absor^ed^it as an official agency, 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and continues its worldwide activities

the propagation of the French languagebased upon its original objective:

in the colonies and in foreign territories.

Foncin noted that, although independent of the government, the

Association could reinforce officiail activities in the colonies and act

He stressed thein other localities where the government could not.

"unity within,

peaceful radiation without,"^ ’'Foncin hoped the movement would help 

dissipate French internal disunity through a focus upon improving the 

French image abroad. The concluding sentence of his article expressed 

a common French sentiment:

If it is true that all men have two homelands: his own and 
France, it is possible to hope that one day French, without abolish
ing the national languages, will become the universal language.2

The Alliance supported both the government and mission schools 

in Sub-Saharan Africa and, in turn, the government encouraged the efforts 

of the' organization to open schools in the interior. Reports of the 

Alliance illustrate the competition between the French and the British. 

Some note with satisfaction the local colonial governments* actions in 

forcing British and Portuguese missions to instruct in French, Others 

point up the danger of the presence of English schools. One report of 

the French schools in southern Senegal gave the following account:

movement was open to all factions for a common purpose:

^Ibid., p. 845. 

^Ibid.
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They have to combat the redoubtable influence of the English 
schools of Sierra Leone in this region. The struggle between the 
two languages^becomes more intense as one moves to the South, 
invaded by English natives, the Accous, and by their Methodist 
pastors,1

Another report, concerning the Ivory Coast, regretted the fact

that after forty-seven years of the French presence, very few of the 

natives spoke French. Only one school was operational in 1899; this

condition was contrasted with that of the Gold Coast:

The English, less indifferent and better advised, open schools ' 
everywhere, . . . The British agents even go so far as to discour
age the natives from sending their children to the only French 
school on the coast. The Blacks, graduates from the English schools, 
are our worst enemies; they come to trade in our colony and neglect 
no occasion to prejudice the people against us.2

Despite its cooperation with the metropolitan government and the 

fact that many members were officials, the Alliance often attempted to 

pique the government into greater efforts in the area of native education. 

For example, it did not hesitate to point out that in Senegal, the most 

developed of the Sub-Saharan colonies, educational opportunity was largely 

limited to the children of the French administrators and of a few assim

ilated natives. It complained that, although the General Council of 

Senegal maintained sixty boys' and forty girls' scholarships for study 

in metropolitan secondary schools and convents, these scholarships were 

distributed, for the most part, among the^ French children including those 

of the General Council members. The Alliance further noted how costly

such scholarships were and how they profited a rich minority, but not the 

mass of the native population. Through goading the government and

^Ibid., p. 728. 

^Ibid., p. 740.

V"'-
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constructive action, the organization was determined to accelerate the 

progress of natif^^ducation.

Organizationail Actions Affecting Sub-Saharan Education. As the

consolidation of French influence within the growing Empire became

increeisingly necessary, the development of formal education as a means

As already noted, when the governmentt6 this end grew in urgency, 

failed to respond energetically to this situation, prominent individuals

took up the challenge through unofficial channels by the establishment

For many years the government was content toof the Alliance francaise.

entrust the responsibility for colonial educational development to a 

bureau within the Central Administration staffed with two or^three offi-- 

cials with clerical assistance. Usually this bureau was also responsible 

for problems related to justice and religion. Obviously, policy decisions 

were made by the responsible Minister and his advisers, 

growth of.the Empire, educational problems became too complex and varied 

for simple procedures or solutions.

Hence, during the summer of 1893, an attempt to supervise and 

control the development of colonial education led to the creation of an

But with the

TwoOffice of General Inspection of Public Instruction in the Colonies. 

Inspectors-General were appointed to visit all of the colonies through

Their purely technical instructions were toconstant inspection tours,

from the Ministry of Public Instniction as transmitted by the Central 

Administration of the Colonies, Their reports were to be communicated 

directly to the Central Administration rather than through the colonial 

governors. However, after two years, the Office was suppressed by Minister

come

'T'-
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of Colonies Lebon, who stated that the advantages procured from the 

Service were opt^hightd by the heavy costs its function placed on the 

local colonial budgets. Later, Foncin condemned this action as being 

premature and arbitrairy, claiming it was taken strictly for budgetary 

reasons and without profound discussion even though the Office had shown 

promise despite a short existence.^

A second metropolitan body, organized in 189^, to be of specific 

service to colonial education, was the Superior Committee for Public

Its function was to advise the MinisterInstruction of the Colonies,

all questions related to colonial education including the curriculum.on

In addition to its permanent ,methodology, organization, and personnel, 

membership, which included Pierre Foncin as Vice-Chairman, the Committee 

had a temporary membership composed of French educators in France on

A year later the body wasleave from their positions in the colonies.

enlarged to include officials concerned with political, commercial, and

agricultural affairs.

On June l6, 1899» the Ministry of Colonies issued an important 

decree which established, for the first time, the means for French elemen

tary and vocationaiteachers to instruct in the colonies without losing 

their metropolitan status. Although temporarily attached to the Ministry 

of Colonies while overseas, they were guaranteed their regular seniority 

and positions upon return to the Metropole. Decrees in 1902 extended 

the same conditions and rights to all school administrators and secondary

^Pierre Foncin, De I’Enseignement aux Colonies (Paris: 
Tallandier, n.d.), p. 4,

Charles

r-
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These decrees made feasible the creation of public educationteachers.

systems in the cpl6nies.

The Status of French Sub-Saharan Education, 1870-1900. A variety

of official and unofficial sources concur in their general accounts of

educational developments in the Sub-Saharan French territories prior to

Development proceeded at an extremely uneventhe turn of the century.

Within serious financial and person-and occasionally retrogressive rate, 

nel limitations, the governors or their equivalents v;ere relatively free

What one accomplished,to encourage or discourage educational programs, 

his replacement might destroy, deliberately or, more often, through

neglect. Where successful lay systems were developed by energetic gover- - 

nors, such as Gallieni and de Trentinian in Sudan and Binger on the Ivory 

Ctoast, they generally floundered under successors with less interest and 

Aside from the missionaries, the teaching personnel varied from a 

few French professionals sent by the Alliance francaise to custom offi

cials, soldiers, native clerks, and interpreters. Teaching often was a 

part-time, off-duty job for extra pay. Frequently school supervisors 

were non-professional administrators, custom officials and army officers. 

Financial and material support varied according to the region, 

hinterlands, populated by the Moslems, thejsupport largely came from the 

Alliance and local budgets as well as from the Ministry of War (Array). 

Schools along the coasts were usually conducted by Catholic Orders subsi-

zeal.

In the

dized through the local budgets, by the Alliance and the metropolitan 

A synopsis of the situation in various colonies follows.^
government.

^The sources occasionally vary in detail. For example, three 
different sources give the opening date of the first school in Libreville 
asr'l850, l864, and l880. The first instance involved a one-teacher affair
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In Senegal, the oldest of the Sub-Saharan French African colonies, 

ten primary schools^ili less than 1,000 pupils existed in 1900, 

one exception, they were conducted by missionaries in the coastal region, 

usually in non-Moslem areas or where a significant number of French

The Brothers of Ploermel at Saint-Louis ran a modest junior

With

resided.

high or higher primary school endowed with twelve boarding scholarships. 

The local government provided about 100 scholarships for secondary studies 

in France, but these were primarily allotted to French children, 

twenty natives attended trade schools in France on local scholarships. 

Aside from this, approximately 500 natives followed adult education

About

courses to learn French.

In Sudan the school situation varied according to the military 

coimnander's zeal as well as to events beyond his control. Between l886

and l888, the Commanding Officer there, Lieutenant-Colonel Gallieni, fol

lowed Faidherbe's system and opened six schools under the supervision of

The teachers were soldiers or nativelocal district military commanders.

intei^reters and the pupils were usually sons of the local chiefs and

The schools were referred to as language schools because 

Due to the lack of equipment and materials.

their subjects.

the main subject was French, 

the method of instruction often consisted of, taking the pupils on walksi

This activeand linking French terms to concrete objects and actions, 

aind concrete method appears to have contributed to the success of the

In each case,Schools, all of which contained thirty to forty pupils.

A Catholic source states that the Sisters
The

which appears to have died out.
of Saint-Joseph of Cluny founded the first school there in l864, 
year l880 appears to be the approximate date marking the beginning of 
local continuous mission education.
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between seven to twelve children were reported to read and write French

A smallfairly fluently aixii^Tform the. basic operations of arithmetic. 

annual cash grant from the Alliance francaise supplemented the buildings,

equipment, and food rations provided by the Ministry of War. The school 

plants were primitive, often without desks and chairs. The pupils slept 

the floor of their classrooms in many cases. According to an official 

report,^ ink wells, pens, pencils, maps, and books were valued as price

less objects in the territory.

A reorganization of the financial structure of the territory

on

moved the next governor, Lieutenant-Colonel Archinard, to close all the 

military-operated schools in 1890 with the exception of the School of .

This institution survived only because it was directlyHostages at Kayes, 

supported by the Alliance, 

letter to Pierre Foncin dated 1894,^ Governor Grodet, the first civilian

Admitting his neglect of the school in a

in the position, wrote that he hoped to alleviate the poor condition of

However, no action was takenthe school by means of the local budget, 

until the arrival of the next governor, Lieutenant-Colonel de Trentinian,

In a letter to all his district commanders, de Trentinianin 1895.

stressed the political value of educating a native elite:
/

Give to these young men, who already possess prestige because 
of their name, a training and an education which will, in the 
future, render them precious,agents of our government. ...
While giving their life a simplicity which is proper for the 
black society, it is necesBary at the same time to maintain the 
distance which exists between them and the other classes of the 
society, ... As soon as they Ithe principles of French civil
ization! have penetrated their minds, the pupils shall be quite

^Government General of French West Africa, L’Enseignement en A.O.F 

p. 12. .
• t

op. cit • t
^Ibid

P. 15.r • »
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superior to their fellow citizens and forever devoted to our 
cause.

In order t>d^~we may profit from this superiority and 
devotion, it is necessary that, at the age of maturity, they 
return to their milieu without too many regrets . , . and find 
the means of rapprochement between the white and the black, in 
short, be the intermediaries or the missionaries who will slowly 
but surely sow the seed of the future civilization,^

The governor went on to claim that the Moslem graduates would 

make much better missionaries, as far as converting the Islamic popula

tion to the French cause was conceraed, than the White Fathers operating

He explained that the former pupils could circulate freelyin the region.

with the Koran in hand, proving that the God of Mohammed and Christ were 

the same and that the Prophet never preached hatred for the infidel, 

completing the rehabilitation of the Kayes school, de Trentinian estab-

After

lished twenty small schools in an attempt to provide the masses with the

In order to include some vocational education, herudiments of French, 

also opened a school at the Army Engineer and Artillery workshop at Kayes 

and at the Navy shop at Koulikora in I896 and 1897 respectively, 

tunately, when the metropolitan decree of October 17, 1899 divided certain 

regions of Sudan among the coastal colonies, the division of responsibil

ity and distance fix)m the government seats retarded further educational

Unfor-

progress.
i

In Guinea, Catholic schools were established beginning in I886, 

with the first one being subsidized by the colony of Senegal. Except for 

those in the city of Conakry, these were boarding schools, 

the Customs Service of Guinea, the acting School Supervisor, reported the 

following to the governor in 1901 after visiting two of these schools:

The Chief of

^Ibid 14-15.pp.• 1
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They are taught to speak Latin,"The pupils are used like servants.

word of French,"^they do not knpw--a

The children of the best families of Conakry were sent to an

but

In Conakry itself, becauseEnglish school situated on a nearby island.

of the closeness of Freetown, Sierra Leone, a good portion of the popu

lation spoke English and English money and measures were employed in

commercial transactions. In December, 1901, Governor Cousturier passed

an ordinance making it obligatory to teach French in all private schools.

At the same time, he invited the Brothers of Ploermel from Senegal to

open a school in a large public building in Conakry. When the religious

zeal of the Brothers brought accusations of intolerance from the Moslem,

Protestant and pagan elements, the local administration invited the

French Protestant missionaries to accommodate these factions. By 1902

the Protestant school proved so successful it had to be moved to larger

facilities.

The first school was established in the Ivory Coast in I887 and 

six years later three schools were in existence, 

that schools were opened in all major population centers of the colony.

Governor Binger saw

As a result, a total of thirteen schools were soon operational. The

teachers, in all but two of the schools, we^e customs service personnel 

who received a monthly salary supplement of twenty francs for their work.

Native monitors taught in the other two schools.

The successors to Governor Binger failed to follow up his inten

sive efforts in the field of education and, as the original lay teachers

^Ibid
p. 17.• t
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returned to France, mission schools replaced the public institutions.

In Dahome;xxtIie first schools, a public and a Catholic school, 

The former failed after a few months because of poor 

At about the same time, a Protestant school was opened.

opened in 1865.

Thedirection.

next recorded educational event of significance was the establishment

of a permanent commission of public education, v;hich promptly advised 

Governor Ballot that the language of instruction in the Protestant

school was English. Governor Ballot then forced the school to import 

French-speaiking instructors. After I89O, a half-dozen village schools 

operated intermittently in the interior, with the instructors first being 

military personnel and then native interpreters.

The first schools in Gabon were operated by French Catholic and

Control over these schools was estab-American Protestant missionaries.

lished by the ordinance of April 9, I883 which stipulated that instruction 

to be given exclusively in French and that French language study was

The same ordi-

was

to consume at least one half of the instructional time.

neince instituted a certificate of primary studies to be awarded after a 

public examination. This examination naturally was based upon a French 

curriculum. By I89O there were ten Catholic and two Protestant French 

mission schools in the Gabon-French Congo cpastal regions.

This brief review of educational progress in the various colonies 

demonstrates the confused and atomistic approach to Sub-Saharan colonial 

development characteristic of the period. The colonies had obviously

outgrown the organizational structures designed for their administration.

Hence, the establishment of theboth in the Metropole and in the field.

Ministry of Colonies in 189^- was almost immediately followed by the
r-'
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formation in 1895 of a federal government to coordinate the development

. ^H^ever, it was not until 1902 that the supremacy ofof West Africa

the government-general was clearly defined, 

fore, that the comprehensiye plan for French West African education was

It is not surprising, there-

formulated and inaugurated in 1903*

The Ma.jor Reform of Colonial Education. The struggle between

the conservative and liberal political forces within the Third Republic 

concluded in I879 when the former lost both the Senate and the Presi

dency after losing the Chamber of Deputies in 1877. The liberals pro

ceeded to establish^a more universal and democratic system of education. 

For example, a law of June I6, 188I stipulated that public primary educa

tion should be free while that of March 28, I882 instituted compulsory 

education for all children between the ages, of six and thirteen. Other

A law of October 30,laws were passed to establish public normal schools.

1886 prescribed that teaching positions at all levels in the public

The reaction of the Church,schools should be confined to lay personnel.

which provided clergy as teachers for the public schools and considered

education its prerogative, forced the Republicans into a more extreme

The conviction of Captain Dreyfus in 189^ andanti-clerical position,

the ensuing crisis, which found the clergy as a group on the losing,
I

conservative side, served to reinforce the emti-clerical attitude cul

minating in the Peirliamentary measure separating Church and State in 1905* 

During this same period from about I880 to 1900, certain leaders 

interested in coloiiial affairs were growing increasingly concerned with

educational activities of the Church abroad. These men voiced pragmatic

arguments for the curtailment of government support of the overseas
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missionaries. Their arguments are summarized below;

(l) The^ssions were primarily engaged in 

ence and interests of the Roman Catholic Church rather than those of France,

extending the influ-

(2) The education offered by the missionaries met neither the

needs of the native nor those of the government.

(3) The clergy had little sympathy for indigenous customs and 

antagonized the natives, particularly the Moslems, but also the animists.

(4) The missionaries had been unable to multiply their schools

even with the government support.

(5) A seciilar system would be inoffensive to the natives and

welcomed by them.

One official report^ stated that after fifty years in Senegal, 

the Brothers of Ploermel and the Sisters of-. Saint-Joseph had demonstrated 

themselves incapable of raising the mental level of the native children. 

The accusation was silso made that the missionaries often exploited the 

native children as a labor force and taught almost exclusively by rote 

Instruction of Latin instead of French and the inability to 

pjrdgresS in the Moslem areas brought sharp criticisms of the missions 

by the Metropole,

Many of the most critical were members of the Alliance francaise, 

but this organization, being committed to an effort which included reli-

raemory.

gious groups, could not serve as the vehicle for the active expression ^

Hence, on June 8, 1902, the constitutional general

The new body was

of such criticism.

assembly of a new organization met for the first time.

^Ibid., p. 35.

r--
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neuned the Mission Laique Francaise and within seventeen months of its

initial meeting, the^embership had grown to three thousand. Its first 

president was Pierre Foncin, who was president of the Alliance francaise 

at the same time. The number of powerful political personalities joining

the movement, while too great for individual citation, indicate the

Thepopularity and strength of the philosophy and purpose behind it.

stated objective was the propagation of secular French education in the

To implement this goail, the Missioncolonies and in foreign nations.

took the following actions:

(l) The presentation of qualified teacher candidates for posi

tions in primary education to the governors of the colonies and.French .

representatives in foreign nations.

(2) The establishment of secular schools under the direct control

of the Mission in the colonies and in foreign nations.

(3) The encouragement and subsidization of other secular schools

with similar aims.

(4) The creation of a normal school dedicated to the preparation

of teachers for overseas posts.

While engaging in all of these activities, it also carried on a 

campadgn of persuasion in governmental and pjiblic circles, 

as in the case of the Alliance, received the sanction and cooperation of 

the government, although its controversial nature and difficulties inher

ent in the implementation of its aims rendered such cooperation difficult.

The advent and activities of the Alliance francaise and the

The Mission,

Mission Laique Francaise, vehicles of an aggressive, nationalistis; elite 

of educators, intellectuails, and politicians, contributed to an explicit

c
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formulation of national purpose in terms of overseas education. These

lublicize the competition between France and otherhelped

notably England but including, in a minor way, America, in the

activities also'

powers,

struggle to capture the minds of the natives in Sub-Saharan Africa, 

inadequacies of official French efforts in this warfare and the problems 

of effecting functional education in the colonies drew considerable

The

attention as well.

the world-Both of these organizations had a common objective:

wide propagation of French culture by overseas education through official

The Alliance represented a united French attack onand private chsinnels, 

the problem, while the Mission Laique advocated a secularized and official

approach to it.

In Pierre Foncin one finds the exemplar of all these expressions.

Founder, first Secretary-General, and subsequent President of the Alliance,

In his official capacity.he became first President of the Mission Laique.

Foncin was the Inspector-General of French Education and Vice-Chairman of

His statementthe National Consultative Committee for Colonial Education, 

of the purpose of French overseas educational Strategies, made in 1900,

was as follows:

If the administrative, economic and financial autonomy of the 
colonies appears to me to be very desirable, it is perhaps all the 

necesseiry to attach them to the Metropole by a VBiy solid 
psychological bond, against the day when their progressive emanci
pation ends in a form of federation as is probable—that they be, 
and they remain, French in language, thought, and spirit,^

more

Starting with this ultimate objective, Foncin proceeded to detail

Its achievement necessitated
!

the measures required for its implementation.

^Foncin, op, cit p. 3..• 1

r-
i
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that the control and conduct of colonial education rest with the State,

according to Foncin^r^^owever, he stressed that the secularization of 

education in the colonies should proceed gradually in order to avoid

jeopairdizing France's position in the race for the conquest of indigenous

minds. He suggested organizational reforms at both the metropolitan and

colonial level to carry out the program and a means of transferring

metropolitan teachers into the colonial service. He thought that educa

tional costs should be classified by the Metropole as obligatory expendi

tures of the local colonial budgets and that the Metropole should con-

Such subsidies would not onlytribute to the costs by annual subsidies.

encourage local financial efforts, but cause the Parliament and metropol

itan public opinion to reflect upon the problems of colonieil education. 

Foncin noted that, despite its capital importance, there existed a general

apathy toward the question in the Metropole.

He proposed a nuclear organization of colonial schools with the 

main regional schools being conducted by French teachers with native 

assistants. The French teachers would also supervise the smaller elemen-

These language schools.tary language schools located in the region, 

together with adult language courses, should be conducted on a mass scale. 

As the title suggests, the curriculum of the^language schools would con

sist primarily of French while that of the regional schools would combine

a more complete elementary education with vocational-technical training. 

Foncin stressed the importance of avoiding the development of malcontents 

If this could be done, he pointed out, the colonial adminis

trators hostile to native education could no longer repeat the classic

and rebels.

C'
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"Instruction is not good for the people,"^

Referring tt^^^lonial secondary education, largely reserved for 

the French youth, Foncin decried the classical curriculum of such schools.

phrase:

It is very true but little understood, even in France, that 
education should be appropriate to those destined to receive it. 
Failure to meditate upon this fundamental verity, has led to the 
creation, at great expense, of a deluxe education for the young 
colonials, an education too slavishly copied from the models of 
Paris or Carpentras, and unrelated to what is most important for 
them to learn.2

Foncin proposed a new type of secondary education for the colonies 

which would be neither classical, because of the absence of the dead

Helanguages, nor modem, because of the de-emphasis of literature, 

dubbed his creation colonial secondary education because the emphasis

would be upon professional preparation for colonial careers such as planta-

Many of Foncin's proposals were incor-tion management and engineering, 

porated into the comprehensive West African Educational Plan of 1903» 

Secondary education for the French colonialists, however, followed the

edict of a former Minister of Industry, Commerce and the Colonies, Jules

Roche, who had pronounced the foy.owing concerning colonial education at

"It is important that the course of studiessecondary level in I89O: 

followed in our colonies be the same as that followed in the Hetropole."^ 

The pressures upon the metropolitan go^vemment culminated 

January 22, I903 when the Chamber of Deputies passed a resolution calling

on

^Ibid
p. 9.

^Ibid., p. 10.

• »

France, Archives F.O.M., File SA 240, Report to the President 
of the French Republic, November I8, I89O.

'T'-
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upon the Minister of Ckilonies' to secularize the schools in all the colonies. 

Before the year was^,out, comprehensive plans to this effect were officially 

enacted in both French West Africa and Madagascar.

In response to the resolution, the plan for West Africa was 

worked out by the Minister of Colonies and the Governor-General in the

This was revealed by Minister Douraergue in a speech before 

the Mission Laique on November 22, 1903,^ in which he confided that

fall of 1903.

Govemor-Genereil Bourne had agreed with him upon a plan for the organiza

tion of a secular system of education for West Africa. The Minister added

that Bourne had recently left Paris with approximately thirty-five primary

On November 28,teachers in order to implement the new policy at once.

1903, Bourne issued two ordinances organizing public education in the

colonies and territories of West Africa.

The new plans were aimed at reversing the literary character of 

education which had been thoroughly condemned by Governor Camille Guy of

One of his reports included theSenegal as ineffective and destructive.

following paragraph:

A young Senegalese who knew all about the towns situated on 
the Loire and the principal events of the Hundred Years' War could 
not tell the principal stages of the Senegal Biver or give any 
indication of the actual institutions of France. Everywhere there 
was a verbal and conventional education pid a constant appeal to 
mechanical memory and nowhere was there an education adapted to 
the needs of West Africa and of the populations who received it.^

The Organization of West African Public Education, 1903«^ The

new system, as detailed in two ordinances dated November 24, I903 and

^Gaston Doumergue, "L'Enseignement Laique et les Colonies," 
Bevue de I'Enseignement Colonial, No. 1, January-February, 1904, p. 5»

^Boberts, op. cit., V9I. I, p. 320.

^This system is presented here as a manifestation of metropolitan

policy and as a basic, continuing model of public education in French Sub- 
Saharan Africa.
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published four days later,^ included four levels of education divided 

into one track fop^lie^Africans .and another for the French and selected 

assimilated Africans and raulattoes. This latter track conducted by 

French personnel followed a metropolitan course of study. Native schools 

in Moslem areas were to include instruction in Arabic, The system con

sisted of the primary, the vocational, the first-cycle secondary and

commercial, and the normal school levels.

At the primary level, the schools were of three types: village,

regional, and urban. The village schools, to be established wherever

sufficient children were concentrated, would have Africans as teachers

except in the schools large enough to warrant a Frenchman as a teaching

principal or full-time, principeil,

French followed by reading, writing, and arithmetic, with the language

The curricular emphasis was upon oral

instruction including terminology centering on agriculture.

The regional schools, to be located at district administrative

centers and other important towns, were to have a broader curriculum

with an emphasis upon a more formal study of French. Recent French

history, particularly as it related to West Africa, was to be taught as

well as an introduction to the physical and natural sciences. These

latter subjects were to include information ^bout local agriculture and

A special vocational course was to be attached to thoseindustries.

schools where the existence of a local workshop made this feasible.

These schools were to have French principals assisted by French or

In addition to pupils fromAfrican teachers according to the situation.

^Senegal, Journal Officiel du Sene^gal et Dependances, No, 152, 
48th Year, November 28, 1903,-pp. 678-682.

r-
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the immediate locality, the best pupils from the rural village schools

could be sent to the^jya^ional school for further training.

The third type of primary school is described below:

Article 12: Schools opened or to be opened in all towns 
with a sufficient European or assimilated element to justify 
their establishment will receive the name of "urban schools," 

In principle, the personnel of these schools are to be 
exclusively European, The course of study is to be that of 
the primary schools of the Metropole although 
tions may be permitted to meet local needs,!

certain modifica-

No annual promotions were to be effected in these metropolitan-type * 

schools without the approval of both the principal and the teachers 

after a review of the grades received by each pupil throughout the year.

If a pupil failed to be praraoted upon a second attempt, he could be

A school-leaving examination with a certificatedropped from school,

analogous to that of the Metropole was to be established, 

graduates receiving the certificate, further study v/as available in a

For those

special course within the school.

Vocational education v/as to be provided in two types of schools, 

although as the ordinance reveals, the first type of school was, in fact, 

a course to be initiated by each colony wherever existing workshops made

it feasible.

These elementary vocational schools, in any case, are not to 
be organized as distinct institutions; thfey aire to constitute 
simply a special section of the regional school. » , .

A Higher Vocational School, the Einet-Laprade School at Dakar,

Its objective was towas to serve all of the colonies of West Africa.

produce skilled craftsmen in wood, metal, and stone v/ork.

^Ibid., p. 678.

^Ibid.
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First-cycle secondary and commercial education, given at the 

Faidherbe School at Sajirb-Louis, was to be organized into a common 

general education track followed by three specialized tracks. A commer

cial track and an administrative track to prepare native students for

employment in the Public Works, Customs, Postal, and Secretariat-General

Services of the colonies were to be supplemented by a track of lower

secondary studies to prepare French students for the upper grades of the ■

metropolitan secondary schools. In order to gain admittance to this

latter track, the students had to take a special examination after their

first year at the Faidherbe School before a committee of teachers headed

The curriculum of this,trackby the Chief of Education for West Africa, 

was to consist of Latin, Greek, history, and geography, similar to the

first cycle of the metropolitan secondary schools. The school personnel 

was to include two teachers with degrees in literature, one of whom was 

to be the principal, two foreign language teachers, two science teachers.

eind one teacher for commercial subjects.

The normal school at Saint-Louis had responsibility for preparing

West African native elementary school teachers for the training of inter-

An entrance examination waspreters, Moslem magistrates, and chiefs.

required for all candidates except the sons of phiefs. 

of study was to be followed by specieil professional education, 

teacher-training program was to be similar to that of the Metropole

After student-teaching, in the schools

A common course

The

except for local modifications, 

of Saint-Iiouis whenever possible, the teacher-candidates were to serve 

as assistant teachers in the regional schools for one year prior to being

assigned to a village school.

r-
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The ordinance established a parallel system for girls, although 

its development remain^dr^ore a matter of local option. Special provi

sions for the education of French and selected assimilated girls were

similar to those arranged for the boys.

The Mission Schools as Instruments of French Imperialism. On

March 21, 1904, a bill was passed in the Chamber of Deputies after a 

lively debate which continued governmental financial support for the 

training of Catholic mission teachers for service in the colonies and 

in foreign lands.
^ /•

French reaction against the Church, was explained by Eugene Etienne, 

Vice-President of the Chamber, in a letter to the executive committee

Etienne, President of the Colonial Group of 

the Chamber as well as of the Mission Laique, defended the action as

The rationale for the support, at a time of strong

of the Mission Laique.

follows:

The amendment of M. Leygues, for which I voted, is not aimed
It isat destroying secular education ajs you seem to fear, 

designed to permit mission education to combat against the educa
tion of the foreign missionaries in certain colonies and foreign 
nations until we are able to replace it with secular education.

If it had not been adopted, we would have-witnessed this 
spectacle: in Egypt, in Asia Minor, in Asia, in Madagascar, on 
the west coast of Africa, all of the children would have passed 
from the hands of French missionaries into those of the English, 
Norwegian, Italian, German, and Americein missions. ... It is ^ 
a delaying action and a measure of national ^efense, nothing else.

A Major Policy Statement for the Congo, 1906. If the situation

in West Africa appeared to be satisfactory, that in the Congo was not.

The abuse of the natives by both the concessionaire companies and govern

ment officials became so extreme and notorious that a national scandal 

The report of de Brazza, sent by the metropolitan governmentresulted.

_^From a letter published in Revue de 1'Enseignement Colonial, 
No. 2, ferch-April, 1904, p. 51*
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to investigate the situation in 1905i was so strongly critical that it 

was never published, H^wev-er, de Brazza's assistant, Challaye, gave this 

summation:

The Congo natives live in a regrettable condition, 
cessionaire companies make them labor for a trifle, using menace 
or even violence to secure their services; and the government, 
without rendering a single service, crushes them with taxes and 
corvees. Instead of being drawn towards the Europeans, as for
merly, they doubt them and flee as far as possible.^

The con-

This inquiry of de Brazza did cause the Metropole to define its

policy for the region, considered as the most backward of the entire

On February 11, 1906, Minister of Colonies Clemente! outlinedEmpire.

this policy of reform in lengthy instructions to the Commissioner-General.

He began by pointing out that in the past in the Congo it had been neces

sary to improvise continually: 

action; instead of dominating them, we have alv;ays been dominated by them."^

"Events have constantly modified our

In order to reverse this state of affairs, the Minister ordered adminis

trative and financial reforms intended to ensure better local control

through the creation of four government seats and four local budgets and

The personnel to staff the enlarged administration, one general budget, 

was to be borrowed from other African colonies; at the same time, the

Colonial School, founded in Paris in I889 for the training of colonial 

administrators, was to be expanded to meet long-i'ange personnel needs.

The Minister noted that the existing evidence did not indicate 

the French would imcover the necessary resources to generate the economic

^Quoted in Roberts, op. cit 

France, B.O.M.C

Vol. I, p. 353.

No. 43, 1906, p. -142.
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Clementel saw the most urgenttakeoff of the Congo in the near future, 

requirement as the est^Moshment of postal and telegraphic communications,

for he claimed:

There are no communications in the Congo; one cannot be
. My Ministry doesinformed about what is going on there. . 

not possess sufficient information to know under what condi
tions, and with what priorities, other public works should be 
undertaken in the Congo.^

• '

He did make it clear, however, that the concessionaire companies ■ 

should be carefully supervised and that the authorities should remember 

that they alone were responsible for the political situation.

The Minister declared native policy should be different from that

proposed for the indigenous peoples of more advanced colonies.

The role of the public authorities is to absolutely prevent 
the unfortunate consequences of a too abrupt introduction of 
our customs and of our culture. ... In the Congo, a long 
preparation is necessary; we find a population in its infancy 
and its entire education must be xmdertaken.^

The Minister did see some advantages in this situation, which he listed

as the lack of a national conscience and of the vested interests of an

But he quickly added the following warning:

But I also consider that it would be an error to think that, 
because he has no culture of his own, the Black African should 
be directly oriented to the French culture. The policy of 
assimilation, in short, should not be repeated here. Too many 
differences of mentality, of aptitude, of temperament, separate 
us from our subjects for us to think of seeing them, even in the 
distant future, ruled by institutions calculated upon those of 
the Metropole.5

The task of education, Clementel pointed out, would be particularly

aristocracy.

^Ibid., p. 148. ■ 

^Ibid., pp. 148-149. 

^Ibid., p. 149.
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As far as formal education was con-delicate under the circumstances.

Notingcerned, he desired it to^.^oriented strictly toward utility, 

that he had insisted the concessionnaire companies provide elementary , 

schools in their regions devoted'to vocational education, the Minister

stated the companies would thereby derive an immediate benefit through

the production of semi-skilled labor.

Official schools, to be located in the more accessible regions

French administrative posts, would offer a more advanced vocational-near

The educationaland technical education as well as a stress upon French.

pyreunid was to be topped by a school for the elite which would include 

such studies as French, industrial and commercial subjects, geography and

political organization.

The major obstacle to the development of the economy and education 

in what became known as French Equatorial Africa was the financial one and 

the Minister offered two pages of verbiage on this matter which contained

Public works, he hinted, might be financedlittle hope for its solution.

But, with the increase in government personnel of all types, 

Cllmentel admitted the local and general budgets would be heavily burdened. 

On the other hand, he reasoned, the new personnel would mean an increase

through loans.

in local revenue.
i

Further, he contended that as the French authority penetrated 

deeper into various regions, income teixes would be increased and that, 

with the development of civilization, revenues from indirect taxation

The final page of this document amounted to an 

exhortation for the efficient collection of head taoces. Cl^entel sug

gested the Commissioner-General instruct his tax agents to provide the

would rise as well.
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natives with the following explanation as to its benefit:

It is first of all^a means of acknowledging the Sovereignty 
of France, a mode ,o^^t^ibute paid to the protecting power; also 
and above all, it is an assessment for the benefits derived from 
his submission; among the most important of these benefits are 
security, justice, acts of assistance, of education, and of 
economic development.!

This clear-cut policy, the poverty of the territory, and the

principle of locally financed internal development combined to insure 

the slow development of education in the region. Despite the secularize-' 

tion of education in the Metropole, in French V/est Africa, and a series 

of paper ordinances to that effect in French Equatorial Africa, the lack 

of funds and personnel left the initiative in formal education to the 

missionaries in the latter colony. While the emphasis, as expressed in 

the ordinances of 1911* was upon primary and vocational education, the 

stagnation of the colony resulted in extremely small enrollment figures

for many decades.

Native Policy for West Africa. A brochure published by the

Government-General of French West Africa in 1912 included a review of

native policy which gave the goal of this policy as the moral conquest 

of the native. The document quoted at length a speech of Governor- 

General Ponty because of its precise statement of this policy. Excerpts

of this speech are reproduced below: i

Today indisputable principles clearly indicate the direction
respect for the native life,in which we should seek new progress: 

liberty, and family without abandoning him to his native barbarism 
but, on the contrail, by straining ourselves to gradually elevate 
him to a better status.

Our duty, in this case, is that of a tutor with his charge, 
a child occasionally suspicious, often churlish, sometimes cruel,

^Ibid., p. 155.
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but who, to use a favorite expression of mine because it expresses 
so completely my thoughts, above all needs to be made tractable.^

The key to this^rocess, according to Ponty, was the selection of 

These chiefs should be chosen from the tribal groupsgood native chiefs.

Ponty stressed that the effectiveness ofwhich they were to commaind.

French native policy was dependent upon the effectiveness of the native

Then he emphasized the need to destroy certain native leader-chiefs.

ship structures:

We must destroy all dominance of one race upon another, one 
ethnic group upon another. We must fight the influence of the 
local aristocracies in order to ensure for ourselves the sympathies 
of the communities. We must suppress the major native laws which 
almost always represent a barrier between us and the mass of our 
subjects, to the advantage of the Moslem clergy in those countries 
where Islam already has deep roots.^

The document reinforced Ponty's policy expression by concluding

that, in order to give the native confidence that his best interests lay 

with the French, it was necessary to "remove the forces which suppress 

him in his own milieu, notably the major political and religious leaders."^ 

This effort to replace indigenous rule with French supremacy 

obviously placed the schools in a strategic role. Noting that French 

administration and French justice ran the risk of remaining unrecognized 

as long as the interpreter continued to be the medium of Franco-African 

communication, the section of the document dealing with native education

carried this statement:

^L'A.O.F.: Gouvernement Gene'ral, L'A.O.F. au debut de 1912,
1912, p. 15.

^Ibid
pp. 15-1^. 

p. l4.

,* 1
^Ibid

r---
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The circulars of February, 21, 1909, of August 30 and October 31, 
1910 testify to the Government-General's concern for the diffusion 
of our language which it regairds as the critical necessary condition 
to the success of ,,otir~^ction in West Africa.1

The French Spirit of Evangelism. The strong evangelistic impulse

to share the values of French civilization with the rest of the world

received a nev/ impetus through the channels of the Alliance Francaise,

the Mission Laique Francaise, and the new elaborate plans for public

colonial education. These channels gave promise of promulgating civiliza-

Lucien Hubert, prominent member of the Chambertion on a worldwide scale.

of Deputies, expressed it this way in a speech before a general meeting

of the Mission Laique;

If, in the areas of military, administrative, and economic ■ 
colonization, we can have, not superiors but rivals, in what I 
would call intellectual colonization our superiority is incon
testable. 2

After referring to how the Gauls assimilated their early military 

conquerors through the strength of their culture, Hubert noted that long 

after the abandonment of former French colonies such as Canada and

Louisiana, "the French language, thought, and spirit remained intact;

there our former compatriots . . . have never forgotten their old father-

land, France, the fatherland of humanity."^ Speaking of the indigenous

_ peoples of the colonies, Hubert made a prediction:
I

The day will come when these peoples, numbed by long suffer- 
to civilization and shall regard our country asing, ’shall awaken 

its true source.^

^Ibid., p. 15.

^Lucien Hubert, "La Colonisation Intellectuelle," Revue de 
I'Enseignement Colonial, No. 1, January-March, 1905, PP» 1-3*

^Ibid p. 2. •• 5

Albid.,
p. 3. *
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He concluded by comparing France's action toward the backward peoples to

civilization upon France and the rest ofancient^rgek

Hubert's attitude was not a singular one, as an article by an

the influence of

Europe.

overseas educator, Brangier, indicates, 

education in 1906, made the following comments:

The latter, writing on native

France, a long time ago, assigned herself a role which she 
shall continue to fulfill, . . . the role of assisting the weak, 
freeing the slaves, instructing the ignorant, rendering dignity 
to the outcast, demonstrating by practice that fraternity is not 
an empty word. She is today at the head of the nations desiring 
universal peace. . . . She shall remain the great fraternal and 
generous nation, ready to spill her blood or her gold in the cause 
of justice.

Our role, as colonial teachers, is first to demonstrate the 
preceding verities to our native students; then to stimulate the 
noble desire to imitate that in which we excel, and, finally, to ^ 
fortify this desire through all the resources of a rational pedagogy.

Brangier then proceeded to the means of accomplishing the task:

One of the powerful means which will aid us to fulfill our 
role is the rich and varied literature of our country—literature 
appropriate to all ages, all conditions, I would say, almost to 
all peoples. Numerous are the principles planted in the world by 
French books and, if it is true that, to obtain perfection in a 
work, one must add to a solid content, clarity, order, and elegant 
form, how many of our books—it has been said that France alone 
knows how to create them—how many of our books are, from every 
standpoint, worthy of being read or studied by our black and 
yellow school pupils.^

Next treating the question of whether French should be taught to 

the mass or only the elite, Brangier listed three general principles
I

including the following:

All have the right to the moral and intellectual development 
which French provides, the language par excellence of broad and 
elevated ideas, of a rational and complete culture.5

^M. Brangier, "But et Methode de 1'Enseignement du Francais aux 
Indigenes des Colonies," Revue de 1'Enseignement Colonial, No. 6, 1906, 

59-40. ~pp.

^Ibid p. 4o.• 1

^Ibid.
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One serious question which faced the French in the field of

native education was the ^pr^hlem of transferring the native from the 

indigenous to a form of the French culture without turning him into a

product useless to the French and to himself. Brangier, along with most 

of the experts, agreed that acculturation had to proceed slowly. Speaking

of relations with the natives, Brangier cautioned his countrymen;

... Be provisionally respectful of their more or less 
strange traditions, of their more or less absurd prejudices 
(at least, when they hold no danger for them and for us). . .

If these suggestions were heeded, Brangier believed the natives could be

And, he pointed

1

developed more or less according to the French wishes.

out that acculturation was a necessity.

But, if we should not deracialize them or make them social 
outcasts, it is proper to-Frenchify them to a certain degree; 
they will not be really useful except in this condition.2

If the liberals, theThe Opposition to Native Education.

intellectuals, and the educators favored native education, they were

The opposition, while rather inarticulate, was real andnot unopposed.

Indeed, there existed little need for eloquence, for theeffective.

opposition operated from positions of importance at the colonial level.

In 1904, the Chief of the Education Service in Senegal, Risson, blamed 

the long indifference of the local administration and the lack of concern
* 3

of the great commercial interests for the stagnation of native education. 

Other authors agree that the principle of native education was generally

^Ibid.

^Ibid.

^M. Risson, "La Reforme de 1'Enseignement au Senegal," Revue de 
I'Enseignement Colonial,‘No. 5, September-Noveraber, 1904, p. 131.

r-
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favored in the Metropole, but came in for sharp criticism at the colonial isKaFor example, a former Chief of Education in French India, in anlevel. ii

I
I

article on the role of the school in colonization, stated the problem as

follows:

It is not rare to hear criticism, even clear disapproval of 
the metropolitan efforts to maintain and expand education in our 
overseas territory. These criticisms, few and moderate on the 
continent, sometimes assume a character of marked hostility in 
the colonies.

How many times have I not had to refute opinions such as the 
following: "What need is there to educate the natives? You will 
make them lazy; and then, you give them the weapons with which to 
destroy you."l

Sf

i

I
i

€

iif

I
I

As the flow of teachers to West Africa began through the efforts

of the Alliance, and the Mission Laique, and subsequently, of the Govern

ment, feedback from these educators brought to light many conditions in is

II
the field which had previously found space only in confidential official

reports or which had gone unnoticed outside of a very small circle of

The lack of funds, equipment, and adequate school Si
interested parties.

is
plants obviously drew comments. The organization and competence of the 8

I
fS
8

colonial civil administration came imder sharp criticism, for France was
,!

in the throes of organizing Sub-Saharan Africa in the decades immediately
g8
i

IThe new overseas educatorspreceding and following the turn of the century.

often found themselves in a conflict of philosophy and interests with the B
i 8

8local administrators. One report from Guinea reveals this problem. The I
reporter, M. Deshayes, began by stating that, while seeking to keep the 

report objective and impartial, he was obliged to point out the hostility

Contending that a troublesome %
Swhich the educators had encountered.

i
^M. Ferrier, "Colonisons par I'Ecole," Revue de 1'Enseignement 

Colonial, No. 1, February 1907, pp. 13-1^.
8
88
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atmosphere prevailed in the colonies, he gave the following explanation:

There exists two categories of civil servants: those of the 
administratidn (administrators, assistants, clerks) andnative

those belonging to a metropolitan staff such as postmasters, customs 
officials, doctors, and teachers. An extreme jealousy divides these 
two groups and creates a state of permanent warfare between thera.l

He then told of witnessing three or four Frenchmen, at a post in the bush.

This state of affairs, Deshayesliving in a state of perpetual dispute.

insisted, was not limited to a vendetta between the teachers and the

administrators but existed between the other services and the administra-'

The effect of this situation was reported as follows:tors as well.

It is one of the great secret evils of our colonies; these 
daily quarrels paralyze our efforts and impede effective collec
tive action.2

Deshayes described the administrators in the bush as being endowed

with an absolute authority which they usually lacked the competence to

Teachers, for example, were super-apply with intelligence and justice.

vised and evaluated by these administrators, whom Deshayes characterized 

as typically former butchers, gardeners, and non-commissioned officers.

He suggested this problem might be partially solved by the creation of a

chief of education within each colony to whom the teachers would be

This, however, would not remove the friction withdirectly responsible.

the administrators, whom Deshayes continued to attack:
S

If it is necessary to uncover further reasons for the disputes 
to which I have referred, I would seek them in the avowed hostility 
to native education on the part of far too many administrators, 
irreducible partisans of the systematic stultification of the 
indigHBOus peoples.3

^M. Deshayes, "L'Enseignement Laique en Guinie," Revue de 
1'Enseignement Colonial, No. 4, August, 1906, p. 109.

^Ibid.

%id.
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He gave as an example the passive resistance of the local Governor who, 

though accepting a group of educators directed to the Colony by the

Government-General at Dakar, v/as unaware of their arrival and did not

know where to use them once they had arrived. The Secretary-General

of the Colony was described as being more active in his opposition:

He sent a circular to all the district officers ordering 
that no expenditures be made for the schools, and he expressed 
his doubts to me by sharply recommending that I restrict myself 
to "oral lessons given in the shade of a tree." We all found, 
at the various posts, requests were opposed by the force of 
inertia.
and had the pleasure of receiving a little more sympathy; but 
your collaboration must have been without results because today 
after seventeen months, the only equipment the school possesses 
is a blackboard.!

It was then that I turned to you (the Mission Laique)

The reaction of the natives to the school posed another problem.

In general, the natives associated French schoolsaccording to Deshayes.

with education in the Christian religion; this assumption was difficult

to dispel because the available textbooks dealt primarily with Christian 

subjects and the native parents were, at the time, insufficiently 

sophisticated to distinguish a secular school from the Catholic mission

Governor Camille Guy of Senegal had referred to the same problemschools.

in terms of the French themselves when he noted that there had always

existed considerable confusion as to v/hether native education had as its

2
objective religious conversion or national assimilation, 

that, aside from the religious problem which was particularly pronoimced 

in the Moslem regions, the native parents were fea.rful that French educa

tion would tend to cause a psychological or cultural separation between

Deshayes noted

^Ibid.

^Guy advocated the latter objective along with Governor-General 
. Roume, who initiated the Comprehensive Public Education Act of 1905 for 
French We^t. Africa. Both Guy and Roume were members of the Mission Laique.
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Since the French schools were often boarding ithem and their children.
iischools, they also expressed concern over the physical separation from SI
;their children. Si::

;•

I
The problems recited by Deshayes were not distorted accounts by

a malcontent, for other narratives contain similar substance. Their

nature ivas treated at length by the late Georges Hardy, who encountered
fts
Si:athem during his service as Inspector of Education for French West Africa. Cf
SI

After crediting the support of several governors-general as significant ,

Si
Siin the development of West African education despite many obstacles.

Mi
Hardy had this to add: IS

PS
»

. . . But it has not been the same with all the representatives 
of the Administration; there are those, of very good faith, who 
are persuaded that education and domination are antithetical. . .
It is their right to reason badly, but their philosophy translates 
itself into the suppression of schools, a diminution or stagnation 
of educational budgets and a thousand aimoyances. 
nothing against this underhanded opposition,1

Hardy recounted that a long and perilous path lay between the 

orders or instructions of a governor-general and their ultimate applica-

II
I
iiAnd one can do 6
R

i
gm
fg
18tion. This problem was particuarly acute in the field of education 

because of local opposition and the seldom known fact that neither the

sM
;g
i
I
i

Chief of Education for the Federation nor those of the local colonies

had any direct authority; they were merely advisers to the Governor-
i

General or the local governors, and powerless to act directly as in the 

case of their counterparts in the Metropole. To these particular 

obstacles. Hardy added a long and varied list which cannot be treated here.

i

i
11:

I
m
i
g^Georges Hardy, Uhe GonquQte Morale (Paris: Armand Colin, 1917),

p. 24. R
11

g
g
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Pre-War Concern for Coloniad Education. During the first decade

of the twentieth centuiy, interest and activities in colonial education

resulted in the production of a great volume of information on the subject.

In addition to a mass of unofficial reports from the field carried in

professional journals, the advent of metropolitan colonial education,

that is, education in France to prepare Frenchmen for service overseas

in areas such as administration, education, and tropical agriculture.

generated numerous pertinent commentaries. A small sampling of such

information has already been presented.

From the many criticisms of French overseas education, there

emerged two consistent suggestions for the improvement of the service. 

One was the need to establish a special agency for colonial education

within the Ministry of Colonies headed by a high-ranking French educator.

while the second related proposal consisted of the establishment of a

similar structure in each of the colonies. Educational development was

pictured as being at the mercy and whims of the governors and district 

officers in the colonies and without adequate professional leadership

derived from the Metropole.

In 1907, Minister Leygues, in a move to meet such criticism, 

established a permanent secretariat for the Superior Consultative
/

Committee for Public Instruction in the Colonies. According to a

Parliaimentary report, the Committee was responsible for the examination 

of all questions relating to colonial education.

iat, to be chaired by the Vice-President of the Committee, was placed 

under the direct authority of the Secretary-General of the Ministry.

It was charged with the- study, advisement, aind follow-up of some ten

The permanent secretar-

r
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specific activities including these listed below:

Correspondence of the Minister and instructions for the 
governors regarding ^xiti^tion.

Preparation of ministerial decrees and ordinances, 
examination of local ordinancea (of each colony) concerning 
the organization of education and the personnel situation.

Examination of the courses of study.^

The effectiveness of this type of system v/as subjected to

• serious criticism because of the problem of convening the various 

Committee members who had other primary responsibilities. By 191^

the situation of colonial education caused Deputy Candace to introduce

Candace noted that variousa bill for its improvement in Parliament.

colonial representatives had frequently called the attention of the

Parliament and the Government, to the necessity of organizing the colonial

He then referred to various metro-education system upon a solid basis, 

politan educational reforms which had never been extended to the colonies

and commented as follows:

We know that, in certain colonies, the teaching personnel is 
discouraged; in others the educational equipment has fallen into 
ruins or is almost non-existent.2

Pointing out that the Minister of Colonies was, without a doubt. aware

of these problems, Candace continued:

He must be affected by the absence of an ag^ncy within the 
Central Administration of the Ministry of Colonies specializing 
in the administration of a service so important as that of educa
tion, by the lack of a pedagogical section sensitive to the modem ^ 
development and the moral and material needs of our various colonies.

^Extract of a Parliamentary Report by Deputy Gervais published 
in Revue de I'Enseignement Colonial, No. 2, April, 190?i P* 3^.

^M. Candace, Proposition de Loi, No. 36OI (Chambre des Deputes, 
Session de 191^), PP* 1-2.

^Ibid.,
p. 2.
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In a review of the Central Administration of the Ministry, Candace

concluded that educational affairs received inadequate treatment because

the responsibility for resolving the problems fell upon a variety of

administrative sections with other primary interests. The proposals con

tained in Candace's bill included the creation of a special education

service within the Central Administration headed by an Inspector-General

of Public Instruction and the automatic application of metropolitan educa

tional personnel laws and school equipment regulations to the colonies. • 

It also would have rendered as compulsory expenditures of the local col

onial budgets, the costs of educational development as prescribed by the 

The drastic nature of these provisions, particularly theMetropole.

latter tv/o, caused the bill to be shelved.

Educational developments in French Sub-Saharan Africa were not 

to receive a fresh impetus until near the conclusion of the First World 

At least an extensive framework for public education had been 

developed for West Africa based upon the cumulative experiences of almost 

If the problems and obstacles blocking the complete and smooth 

functioning of the structure remained unresolved, few people were seriously 

concerned, because educational development was viewed as a long-term

War.

a century.

project.
I

The Impact of the First World War. The important part played by

the colonies in the First World War stirred the imagination of the whole

The stay-at-home Frenchman had concrete evidence of theof France.

existence of the Empire fpr the first time in the form of masses of

The widespread anti-colonialism in the Metropole whichcolonial troops.

had been reactivated by the dramatic Congo Scandal of 1905^ and the

^Roberts, o£. cit., Vol. I, p. 555.
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concurrent vagueness in the mind of the average Frenchman as to the value

The spectacular evidence of^3ceaJ;ly dissipated, 

the viability of the Empire shifted the balance of public opinion and

and role of colonies was

made a more vigorous pursuit of colonial affairs possible.

In addition to this manpower contribution, the colonies provided

tangible support of the war effort through significant purchases of war

Beyond these efforts, manybonds and substantial flow of raw materials.

of the colonies adopted the destroyed French villages and subsidized

their rehabilitation. With the realization of the colonial economic

value went the understanding that production depended upon the skills

and goodwill of the native. Both humanitaLrian and purely economic consi

derations reinforced one another and focused French attention upon native

Henry Simon, Minister of Colonies, commented as follows:policy.

The interest of France ... necessitates that we develop to 
the highest possible degree the natives of those territories where 
we know that the French will never immigrate except in smeLll num
bers, Universal opinion, after a war in which men of aill colors 
and all regions of the globe have given their lives for the same 
just cause, has fixed its attention upon the lot of the populations 
of inferior or retarded civilizations; it will no longer tolerate 
delays or negligence in the task of moral and material improvement 
which is the responsibility of all civilized nations,^

Simon left no doubt eis to the importance of education in this postwar

colonial policy:
I

The basic, the first requirement of this task lies with educa
tion, The development of our colonies must begin with the develop
ment of the individual through education.2

The Minister indicated that the pre-war accomplishments marked only the

Included in this newbeginnings of a huge and necessary undertaking.

1 Instruction Publique, May 8, 1919» 1919» P» 750*France, B.O.M.C 

^Ibid.

• I
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effort as outlined by Simon was to be the rapid expansion of elementary 

enrollment^^;»ached a normal figure, and the development 

of secondary and higher education. Noting that the colonial governments 

had genereilly understood the importance of vocational and technical 

education, in certain cases more so than the Metropole, the Minister 

nevertheless stressed the need to greatly extend these efforts xmtil the 

indigenous populations not only could provide their own skilled labor but 

also their own foremen and even their own engineers.

Inseparable from this task of native education was that of scien

tific research and preparation of overseas specialists conducted in the 

Metropole. Simon pointed to the needs in this field;

The dignity of France, its tradition of an intellectual nation 
par excellence, at the same time, its own interests, demand that 
it consider Overseas-France as an object of first importance for 
its savants and its thinkers. In this regard, the accomplishments 
in certain universities and special schools are still too rare.^

He proposed that this type of endeavor be multiplied and coordinated to

the training of sufficient overseas specieilists and to increase

scientific research activities relevant to colonial development in

breadth and depth. Both the knowledge and the expertise would then be

available to assure competent decision-making and effective implementation.

The first step to implement this policy was^the inevitable reor

ganization of the Superior Consultative Committee of Public Instruction 

for the Colonies. This committee with a larger membership of distinguished 

authorities, with a variety of skills, would by its composition alone 

indicate to the colonial populations France's whole-hearted and definite 

intention to provide them with the instruments of prosperity, according

education until

ensure

^Ibid., pp. 750-751.
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to Simon. The committee would contain three sub-committees of seven to

fifteen members dealing with the affairs of personnel, administration

and technique.

The Making of Selected Africans into Complete Frenchmen. Simon

did not wait long before activating his policy in Sub-Saharan Africa by

ordering a complete secondary track for the assimilation of an elite in

He indicated some pressure from the Afric2uiB had been at leastSenegal.

partially instrumental in this decision;

Due to the sacrifices of the Africans during the war, it is 
time to respond to the desires expressed by the populations, and 
lately with particular insistence, for equality in terms of public 
education,!

The Minister noted that the Senegalese had a good case in their demand

for equality due to their long and loyal association with France and the 

excellent results obtained thus far in the provision of a complete French

education for a few selected natives. He reasoned further as follows;

There, we shall encotmter neither in the intellectual tradi
tions nor in the political eispirations any obstacle to a complete 
assimilation. In this Africa where France has recently expanded 
and where an immense future is open to our activities, we should 
dedicate ourselves to the establishment, wherever possible and as 
rapidly as possible, of secondary centers of French civilization 
in the fullest meaning of the term.2

Simon stated that secondary education, which should be reserved

for a veritable elite, would be structured in the mejtropolitan tradition,

beginning with prima^ classes and terminating with a literary or scien

tific emphasis. Thus, the Minister concluded; *'the best indigenous ele

ments, as well as the sons of our colonials, can become complete Frenchmen, ,.5

France, B.O.M.C Instruction Publique, Report of June 20, 1919i• I
1919, p. 9^*1.

^Ibid.

^Ibld., p. 9^2.
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Actually the ministerial decree effecting the institution of

secondary education orderedj^e establishment 

training courses as well as a complete traditional metropolitan track

of vocational and teacher-

from kindergaurten through the terminal high school year. The courses of

study and regulations for the upper elementary, secondairy and teacher

training courses were to be the same ais their counterparts in the Metro-

pole except for minor modifications. The administrative staff was to be

organized by the Minister of Colonies, but all expenses fell as the

responsibility of Senegal. Upper elementary and secondary teachers were

to have metropolitan teaching certificates.

Economic Development and Native Education. The appointment of

Albert Sarraut to Minister of Colonies on January 20, 1920, was an act

completely expressive of the times. The postwar popular recognition of

the colonial empire had been followed by an emotional new economic

Zeitgeist typified by Premier Millerand's appeal that France had to

The Parliament, largely through ■piroduce more or disappear as a nation.

the efforts of Lucien Hubert, came to realize that the colonies should

and could produce more and that the colonial trade should be a monopoly

Hubert likened the waste of resources in the colonies to aof France.

military defeat. Preceding Ministers of Colonies Andre Maginot and
{

Henri Simon both had planned the economic regeneration of the colonies, 

but not until after the debates of Februsury 1920, did the Parliaunent as 

a whole view econooiic development as a high-priority necessity. French 

destinies were seen as dependent upon increased production in which the 

colonies were to become reservoirs of raw material and outlets for home 

manufacturers. Albert Sarraut, the master planner, argued as follows:

r-
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If France desires to maintain the position in the world to 
which her peist, her power, aitd_ he^yictory 
support a general policy^based uponh-Hs4j?o: 
works.1

entitle her, she must 
ng program of public

Sarraut then employed the historic^ examples of the Bomans and Napoleon

to lead up to this point:

While the great metropolitan public works contribute only to 
the "augmentation" of production, the great colonial public works 
will result in the "creation" of production throu^ the tapping 
of unexploited riches which aire immediately utilizable once they 
become accessible; these developments, in turn, will permit the 
progressive exploitation of riches with less immediate return.2

Sarraut and the entire Millerand ministry, composed primarily of

technicians with economists playing a leading role, sought to replace the

patchwork, discontinuous policy-making practices of the past with co- .

Thus, a blend of economics and a philos-ordinated, long-term planning.

ophy of totality resulted in viewing the colonies as a factory system in

The principles of masswhich each colony became a specialized machine.

production were applied to the colonial apparatus. Each region wsis

assigned to a certain range of products and was to receive the necessary 

public works projects to facilitate that production. The major works 

were to be in the larger colonies such as Indo-China and West Africa.

Equatoriail Africa, the most backward of the French colonies, was to be

released from its dependence on Belgian Congo through the construction

The extension of the centralof a railroad from Brazzaville to the sea.

railroad in the Cameroo3iB was planned.

The entire package was passed by the Parliament during the spring

of 1921. The bill consisted of a statement of principles and detailed list

^Albert Sarraut, La Mise en Valeur des Colonies Francaises 
(Paris: Payot, 1923), p. 77.. . . . . ' '

^Ibid., p. 80.
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of public works to be undertaken. The financiail aspect of the problem 

was not considered in the^b^l. 

tradition, the colonies were to finance their own development. West 

Africa and Indo-China, with the most ambitious schemes, were in the best

In accordance with French law and

financial condition. Equatorial Africa and the Pacific Islands repre

sented the other end of the spectrum, but their projects were both less

extensive and less important in the totsil picture.

Loans from the Metropole financed the oversean economic develop

ment and Sarraut, in collaboration with the Minister of Finance, had 

prepared the way by tightening the metropolitan control over colonial 

monetary operations through a series of decrees in 1920. In essence, 

these executive orders established a close, direct relationship between

the local controllers and the Ministry of Finance as well as with the 

Central Administration of the Ministry of Colonies.^

In the fall ofSarraut and the Development of Native Education.

1920, the dynamic Sarraut proceeded to revitalize colonial educational 

activities. First, he organized a special section for education within 

the Ministry of Colonies, an adjunct which various critics of education 

in the colonies had demanded for decades. The new organ was called the 

Inspection-Counsel of Public Instruction and was headed by the Inspector- 

Cotmselor. Shortly thereafter, Sarraut defined both the national policy 

for colonial education and the role of each metropolitan and colonial

participant in its implementation.

Metropolitan loans had been granted prior to this time, but not 
on the scale required for the implementation of the postwar policy. For 
example, French Equatorial Africa had been permitted to borrow 21,000,000 
francs in I909 and 171,000,000 in 1914 because of the war emergency, but 
in 1925 it obtained a loan of 300,000,000 francs.

r-
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In a statement to all the colonial governors, Sarraut's opening

sentence left no doubt as^Jo^is intentions:

The moment has arrived for a new effort, both powerful and 
methodical, in the development of education in our coloniaO. domain.

My eminent predecessor, Mr, Hanri Simon, posed the principle 
that the betsis of native policy lies in education, and that the 
economic development of our overseas possessions first demands the 
development of the individual through education,!

After describing a recent pronouncement of his own in which he reinforced

Simon's policy, Sarraut re-emphasized his original appeail:

It is the firmly ordered development of native education which 
I ausk you to strongly promote as a task which, ajs an aftermath of 
the war, imperatively demands our concern both from a standpoint 
of duty and interest,2

The Minister noted that France was under a moral obligation to carry on

this work with persistence in gratitude for the war service of the colonies 

and as a natural duty imposed upon an imperial power, particularly since 

the Treaty of Versailles had extended the French colonial domain. After 

concluding his moral appeal, Sarraut turned to the material advantages

to be had by the implementation of his policy:

But the fundamental duty to educate our subjects and our 
indigenous proteges is in harmony with our economic, administra
tive, military, and political interests.5

In four subsequent paragraphs, the Minister explained how increased native

education would serve each of these interests:
i

First of all, education would considerably improve the value 
of colonial production by increasing the intellectual capacities 
and the variety of skills in the mass of colonial laborers; beyond 
this, it should select and train an elite of auxiliaries from this

France, B.O.M.C 

1920. 1921, p. 5.

^Ibid.

^Ibld.

Instruction Publique, Circixlar of October 20,• f
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mass who, as technician^, foremen, supervisors, and clerks, would 
supplement the insufficient numbers of Europeans available at this 
level and thus satisfy growing demands of colonial agricultural, 
and commercial enterpxi^Ss

A more methodically expanded education should also prep8u:‘e 
native personnel for government seirvice, easing the heavy burdens 
on our colonial budgets which flounder imder the numerical increases 
in European saleories.

It should, in the same way, train the native non-commissioned 
officers indispensable to the formation of the increasing numbers 
of colonial troops and to the diffusion throughout the ranks of a 
clearer perception of the benefits of our civilization—of the 
profoimd reasons why it should be sexrved and defended.

Finally, and at the moment when, through the generous and wise 
application of the policy of eissociation, we progressively open 
access to the consultative assemblies to native representatives 
where they will deliberate on collective interests, education should 
develop within them the faculties and capacities necessary for 
fruitful collaboration with us.^

Ssurraut informed the governors that they should see to it that

education was adapted to local needs and the mentalities of the local

He noted past experience had deuKjnstrated that the uniform appli-races.

cation of identical courses of studies and methods was a serious error.

Education should vary according to the degree of evolution of specific 

populations and knowledge should be fed according to the capacity for

its assimilation.

However, Sarraut called attention to a fundamental principle basic 

to all native education; above all, he emphausized, it should have a prac-

While recognizing the need for granting atical and realistic nature.
{

carefully selected elite access to higher learning, Sarraut left no doubt

where the priority lay:

It is of first importance to recognize the economic utility of 
educating the mass and, in keeping with this essential goal, your 
efforts should be direc^d, above everything else, toward an ample 
development of primary, vocational, and technical education.2

^Ibid pp. 5-6.• $
^Ibidi
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The governors were requested to implement this priority without delay and 

to accelerate the educational^progress made to date in their colonies.

While granting the governors initiative in the organization and 

execution of local education and encouraging them to act, the Minister

reminded them that he had a responsibility to direct this taisk, "upon 

which the very future of our colonies depends."^ He added what may have 

been a warning by noting the importance of the endeavor would force him

to exercise a close vigilance over their programs.

First, he explained, there would exist a permanent supervision

of local step-by-step efforts leading to the encouragement of progress 

and to quick reaction in the case of negligence and error. Next, there

would be a counseling service on the technical nature of projects which 

the governors were encouraged to submit to Sarraut whenever they felt the 

need to consult the source of science and of modem pedagogy which the

Metropole represented. Finally, there would be assistance in the matter 

of personnel and materiail procurement.

The Office of the Inspector-Counselor wsls to act ais a liaison

between the Ministry and other metropolitan agencies to assure the coopera-

2
tion of the various ministries in this third aui’ea. Sarraut emphasized 

the priority of the Office was that of recruiting ^d training personnel 

required by the governors. Sarraut stressed that the selection of 

teachers could not remedn based upon chsmce or the exigencies of the 

moment. He desired a carefully organized recruitment system in order

^Ibid

^The Ministries of Public Instruction, Agriculture, Commerce, 
and the Under-Secretariat of Technical Education.

p. 7.•»
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to obtain teachers of the highest quality and preparation. In order to

secure and retain quality personnel, Sarraut observed that the career

of the colonial educator had to be made more attractive. Both the prob

lems of recruitment and teacher morale had seriously handicapped the

development and queility of overseas education.

The Minister did not leave the application of his enunciated

He ordered themprinciples entirely to the discretion of the governors, 

to submit to him with the least delay and, at the latest, within five

months, a comprehensive report of the actuail status of education in their

These plans were to includecolonies along with a plan for future action, 

the progressive steps for their implementation and the financial allot

ments to be made in future budgets for their realization. Sarraut added

this word of advice: "You should plan with the profound conviction that 

expenditures of this nature constitute the most productive of investments."^ 

Sarraut advised the governors to include their overseas educators 

in the development of these plans because of the latter's intimate experi

ences with the natives. He then included the following questionnaire

which the governors should use to survey teacher opinioius:

In the training of the native as a man and as a producer:
1. What results have you obtained?
2. If these resvilts appear to be insufficient, why are they? 
3» What other or better result do you think possible?
4. By what means could you obtain them?^

The governors were instructed to include the individual responses along 

with a general analysis of their content in their report to the Ministry.

^Ibid.

^Ibid., p. 8.
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After once again urging the governors to expedite this preparatory

work, Sarraut concluded with the following appeal;

I have promised the Parlieunent an energetic action in this 
matter. Everywhere much has been accomplished, but nowhere has 
it been sufficient. France, 2LS-its colonies, is counting upon 
your creative and organizational drive.^

In a complementary action, the Ministry instigated a campaign of

teacher recruitment. Each colony was to submit its needs for personnel

quarterly and the Minister would recruit accordingly. The Ministry 

published a qxiarterly balance sheet showing the supply and demand situa

tion for 1 colonies. By 1925 the situation had become sufficiently

stabilized to change the recruitment system from a quarterly to an annual

baisis.

Sairraut's close attention to overseas educational development soon

revealed some generail weaknesses at the colonial level. For example, the

Inspector-Ck>unselor, Paul Csrouzet, had to call the attention of the

governors to their fadlure to submit adequate annual reports on the 

recommendations for teacher promotion. These reports were used as a 

basis for the final recommendations submitted by the Superior Consultative

Committee of Public Instruction for the Colonies on behalf of the Ministry

of Colonies to the Ministry of Public Instmction which actually made the 

final decisions. The reports from the colonies werq; characterized 8lb 

incomplete or irrelevant, revealing ignorance or neglect of current metro

politan teacher promotion regulations. As a result, overseas teachers 

eligible and deserving of promotion were passed over for the year. Subse

quent messages from the Central Administration to the governors indicate

that this problem was not immediately resolved.

^IbVd.
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Sarraut himself found it necessary to address the governors on

the problems of teacher recruitment and placement. His opening state

ment suggests how the governors were apparently responding to his policy

Instead of a shortage of metro-of rapid expansion of native education.

politan personnel interested in teaching in the colonies, the Minister

stated there existed a large pool of teachers enthusiastic with prospects

He became quite blunt at this point:

It is therefore inadmissible that the pretext of a teacher 
shortage serve as an excuse to retard the development of colonial 
education as has been the case too often,^

of overseas service.

Sarraut shifted to another problem, the provision of accurate

infonnation as to the actual working conditions in the colonies to the

teacher candidates and their indoctrination upon arrival. He stressed

the absolute necessity of a pre-service initiation to the conditions and

methods of native education. The following practices he condemned:

Sometimes teachers have been placed, immediately upon disembairk- 
ment and without any preparation, not only in a native school but 
also in a normal school or in a teacher-training course where, 
having known only education in France, they are ... the unprepared 
instructors of native teachers or monitors in the art of colonial 
education,2

Metropolitan teachers, Sarraut believed, needed to make a serious study 

of the native chairacter and aptitude as well eis the adapted courses of

To this end, hel instructed allstudy and methods prior to teaching, 

colonies to gather pertinent information for presentation to metropolitan

The Ministry would also workteachers considering overseas employment, 

on this problem, and Sarraut concluded his message on an optimistic note:

■^Trance, B.O.M.C 
1921, 1921, p. 354.

^Ibid.

Instruction Publique, Circular of February 24,
• 1
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A new era is opening for the noble profession of educator 
to the indigenous races; but, first, this profession must be 
precisely defined.^

A Statement of Priorities and Attitudes. In a message to the

Rectors of French universities, Sarraut and Leon Berard, Minister of

Public Instruction, notified them of the pending intense development

of colonial education which would require a unified effort in order

to assure the recniitment of adequate personnel. The Ministers explained

their strategies as follows:

Therefore, in the colonies, it is necessary to first plan the 
extension of primary and vocational education for the mass of the 
workers, then that of higher primary and technical education for 
a selection of foremen, and finally that of secondary 
higher education for a carefully selected elite.^

Sarraut and Berard stressed the need for the cooperation of eill

and even

educational leaders because of the increased needs for teachers both in

They concluded with this proud thought:the Metropole and oversesis.

For several years, the course of French education has assumed 
a new nature which is no longer limited to a provincial or even a 
national horizon. It extends its attention and its action over 
the entire world and appears, like the French spirit itself, to 
aspire to the universal. In this exjiansion of French civilization, 
the education of the indigenous races under our authority would 
serve as a capstone.5

Advances in Secondary Education. In 1922 the colonies were

permitted to enter the national academic competition for junior and 

senior secondary students for the first time. According to the annotmce- 

ment, the motives were twofold: to ti^ten the political ties between

^Ibid., p. 356.

France, B.O.M.C., Instruction Publique, Interministerial Circular 
of July 11, 1921. 1921, p. 1259;: —

^Ibid., p. 1290.
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the motherland and the colonies and to generate an improvement in

After the first yesir'ssecondary track education in^JUie, colonies, 

competition, with no winners from West Africa, the Ministry of Colonies

reported that serious weaknesses in colonial entries were noted in 

philosophy, Greek, Latin, drawing, and mathematics.

In the spring of 1924, a secondary school-leaving certificate 

corresponding to the bacceilaureate and known as the brevet de capacite 

colonial was established for West Africa through a decree cosigned by

Sarraut and Berard. The initial decree stipulated the juries had to

include two members from French higher education ranks, but the following 

year this was made optional because of the travel distance involved.

This decree included provisions for exchanging the brevet for the bacca

laureate upon the payment of a fee, evidence .of scholaustic superiority, 

and a copy of the candidate's birth certificate. Metropolitan authorities 

would make the decision and, in questionable csises, the candidate was 

extended the ri^t to take the baccalaureate examination in France,

However, brevet-holders were granted the right to take up to four semesters 

of course work at a French university prior to regularizing their position 

by obtaining the baccalaureate. The details of the requirements for the 

exchange indicate these arrangements were primarily made to benefit French
I

rather than African students.

The Reorganization of West African Education (1924), In 1924 the

Governor-General of West Africa waus ready to adjust the Federation's system 

of education to implement the principles of native education aa defined by 

Effected on May 1, 1924, the reorganization represented a moder

ate revision of the beisic 1903 plan which had eilreadj^ been sli^^tly modified

Sarraut,

r-
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by previous ordinances in 1912 and 1918. 

the expansion of spoken Fre^h-'ior the masses, the incorporation of more 

practical knowledge in the curriculum, notably in the fields of hygiene 

and agriculture, and in the preparation of native civil servants.

It put further emphsuais upon

In reference to the first goal, Governor-General Garde proclaiimed

the following:

French should be imposed upon a greater number of natives.
Its study is hereby made mandatory for all future chiefs. In 
addition, one should be able to meet, in the most distant villages, 
not only a chief, but at leeust a few natives capable of expressing 
themselves in mdimentary French.^

The village schools were responsible for the mass diffusion of spoken

French which wais to be taught in a minimum time of three to four years

in order to produce a maximum number of French-speaking natives. The

elementary and regional schools, providing five to eight years of study.

had as a goal the more formal and complete instruction in French. In

addition, native education was to stress personal hygiene for the first

three yeairs of school and practicsQ. agriculture at the intermediate 

elementary level. Regional schools were to introduce the manual skills 

if shop facilities existed nearby. One vocational upper elementaiy school 

was to be established in each colony to train apprentices, and, subsequently.

skilled craftsmen and foremen. Schools at the technical level were toI
produce increased numbers of elementary teachers, medical assistants, and 

marine mechanics. Metropolitan education through the secondary level for 

the French and the assimilated elite was operationed but not publicized.

^M. Davesne, "Rapport sur I'Afrique Occidentals^ Francaise,
L*Adaptation de I'Enseignement dans les Colonies, Congres intercolonial 
de I'Enseignement dans les Colonies et les Pays d'outre-mer (Paris: 
Henri Didier, 1932), p. 86.
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Educational Planning in Equatorial Africa. Sarraut's demand for

a long-term educational pla^from every colony resulted in a comprehensive 

attempt to organize public education in French Equatorial Africa. The 

plan, similar to but less ambitious than that of West Africa, emphasized 

primary education to teach a rudimentsuTy French and an introduction 

to the manual trades and agricultural techniques. An upper elementary, 

or higher primary school opened at Brazzaville in 1927* but weis closed 

soon after, xmtil 1935. Although much more detailed than those of 

Clementel of 1906, the plans of 1925 remained largely on paper, as had 

a colonial level plan of 1911. The agricultural apprenticeship center 

(1901) and the normal-administrative-commercisQ. school (1907) at Libre

ville and the smeQ.1 vocational school (1905) at Brazzaville were the 

Federation's only public education institutions beyond the lower primary

mass

schools.

The Adaptation of French Education to Colonial Needs. Referred

to by both official and unofficial sources from the inception of French 

Sub-Saharan education to the present day, the problem of adaptation 

received particular attention during the first two decades following 

the first World War through the colonial dconomic development campaign, 

the comprehensive planning for colonieO. education, and the worldwide 

economic depression.

Sarraut had emphasized the need to retrain metropolitan educators 

for colonial service regaurdless of the number of French degrees they held

He bad adso insisted upon an 

In 1928, Minister of Colonies Leon Perrier informed 

the governors of a mounting metropolitan criticism of the failure to adapt

or of their teaching experience in France.

adapted curriculum.
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colonieG. education to local needs and r^eeilities. He gave as a typical

example of such criticisms, the populau? account of the natives reciting 

"The Gauls, our ancestors, had blue eyes."^ To counter-this statement:

act such propaganda, the Minister advised the governors to send him all 

dociunents concerning adaptation in order that he could gain an overview 

of the true state of affairs and publicize the efforts carried on in this 

area throughout the colonies. Noting that, in the past, the Ministry

received samples of adapted materials irregularly and often from sources 

other than the official channels, Eerrder ordered such material to be

If no adapted textbooks were available, 

the governors were requested to seek out and foiT?eu:d less formailized 

materials, particularly those pertaining to local geography, history, and 

Where no materiails were available, the governors were to

forwaurded regulacrly in the future.

agriculture.

prepare statements upon the degree of local educationad. adaptation.

Parliamentary debates over the 1930 metropolitan budget provoked

The debate hadfurther demands by the Ministry upon the govenaors. 

revealed a meiss of documentation existed on coloniail economic questions.

Each colony was advised to pre-but very little on coloniail education, 

pare a complete report concerning the past and present locail educational 

situation, since colonial education was increausingly becoming an object
i

The resultant report from West Africaof attention in the Metropole^ 

pronounced education there successful in training native civil servants 

and in disengaging a native elite, but admitted little success in the 

essential goaJ.s of vocational education and education of the masses.

France, B.O.H.C Instruction Publique Circular of Jsmueiry l8.•»
1928, p. 72.
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Obviously, success had occurred where education required the least

adaptation.

The question of the adaptation of education for colonial needs 

and realities was the subject of an intercolonial conference held in

Paris in 1932. The testimony of educators from many of the French

In the "old"colonies provided evidence of a lack of adaptation, 

colonies, the metropolitan system had been copied intentionally, but in

the "new" colonies, including Sub-Sahairan Africa, national and local

policy directives were filled with repetitive phrases about adaptation.

lysis of the adaptation of educationAfter a comprehensive, critical 

in French West Africa, Davesne, the Inspector of Primary Education for , 

the Federation, made these remarks in the conclusion of his conference

report;

Nevertheless, for the paist several years, while remaining 
dominated in theory by these same preoccupations (adaptation), 
education hais, in fact, evolved with increased acceleration 
toweirds an imitation of metropolitan education. . . .1

Although national policy, faithfully repeated on paper at the 

coloniaGL level in Sub-Saharan Africa, gave priority to providing the 

masses with a rudimentaiy French, personal hygienic practices, and 

improved vocational skills through native education, the system, in 

fact, was failing to implement the very objectives :^or which it was

The village school, in order to reach more children, releeisedfounded.

its pupils too soon; returning to the bush, they forgot what little French

The native teachers lectured abstractly upon; the prin-they had acquired.

ciples of hygiene to pupils covered with filth and tau^t obscure French

vesne, op. cit p. 95.•»
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poetry to young bush children without a command of French, according to 

reports. The elementary and^jpe^ional schools, according to Davesne, had 

become dominated by the '•fetishism of the diploma"^ at the expense of 

functional education. He noted that' education in these schools wais

bookish in spite of the official recommendations to the contrary. Conse

quently, they indoctrinated the students with a bureaucratic mentality 

which assigned a low status to manual activities. Although most of the 

schools had gardens for the development of skills and attitudes conducive 

to the improvement of agriculture, a vast majority of the teachers had 

received no agricultural education and were unable to do more than have 

a garden according to native practice. In many causes, the-children 

learned nothing except distaste for the heavy labor imposed by this

type of activity.

Davesne, remaui'king that the courses of study were adapted, added

these words of caution;

But the courses of study aure worth only ais much as the teachers 
responsible for their application and one would risk being deceived 
if one hoped to find the constant concern for adaptation in the 
classrooms that existed during the preparation of the instructions 
and courses of study now prevailing in French West Africa.2

The Inspector stated another fact which worked against adaptation; 

virtually all of the textbooks were imported from the Metropole or French
i

Algeria.

The metropolitan teachers also presented a problem. They arrived 

without knowledge of Africa or native education, A special workshop

^Ibid., p. 86. 

^Ibid
P* 90.^• I
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organized to prepare these arrivals for their new teaching work had been 

dropped shortly after its i^^e^ion because of a shortage of funds. 

According to the Inspector, many of these teachers also found it diffi

cult or impossible to supervise properly the native teachers serving

Most of the native teachers were condemned by Davesne aaunder them.

not knowing their job. They taught without planning or evaluation. What

they taught was described as frequently an automatic repetition of metro

politan subject matter learned by the native teachers while preparing to 

pass an examination. And the recipients were children without a command 

of French or any insight into the Western conceptual world. These 

indigenous teachers were not directly responsible, according to the

Inspector; the normal school at Gor4e prepared the natives in the image

He flatly condemned the teacher education program inof the Metropole,

these words;

It is incontestable that the training of native teachers as 
it is conducted at the Normal School of Qoree leaves much to be 
desired for it is in no way adapted to the role these teachers 
have to fulfill.1

After pointing out that--the general objectives of the teacher education 

program as contaiined in the Educational Plan of 192^ stressed a practical 

training, Davesne explained why these objectives wqre completely refuted
■J i

in practice.

First, the location of the normal school on the island of Gorle

Called the ’'Goreen Necropolis*' by Governor-proved to be a poor choice.

General Garde, the island isolated the teacher-candidates from the African

milieu to such a degree that the graduates felt they were being exiled

^Ibid., p. 93*
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Secondly, student teachingwhen returned home to teach in a bush schools

was carried out in the local^Timary school which, being located in one 

of the four French communes of Sub-Saharan Africa, had a purely metro

politan curriculvim, TSius the students learned to teach in a school which 

represented the negation of adaptation. Thirdly, agricultural training 

was carried out in a miniature garden, since the water for it had to be

Further, the garden resembled one in atransported from the mainland.

Parisian suburb because all the vegetables raised in it were European.

Finally, the majority of the French instructors, with very little profes

sional experience themselves and fresh from the Metropole without any 

knowledge of the realities of Sub-Saharan Africa, generally presented 

the same material they had so recently acquired in a metropolitan normal 

school. This ti^nd was encouraged by the institution in 1928 of metro

politan-type examinations and certificates for the best students.

To remedy the situation, Davesne proposed the creation of rural 

normal schools in each colony where the locale and a practical curriculum

He claimedwould properly prepare the native teachers for their task, 

that metropolitan teachers, used to measuring their success by the numbers 

of their pupils passing academic examinations, should be placed in an

interior regional school for a few weeks of observatj.on upon their arrival 

in Africa in order to grasp the need for a different philosophy and approach

Unless changes were made in the teacher-education 

program, the Inspector saw little hope for the adaptation of French educa

tion to local needs.

The Depression and the Reform of Native Education.

to native education.

The Inspector's

criticism of native education in Sub-Saharan Africa reflected asevere

\
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a national mood as, of course, did the conference topic of adaptation.

In France itself, efforts wer^-iseing made to correlate education with 

economic needs through the development of vocational-technical education.

The Ministry of Colonies was preoccupied with the same question and.

therefore, it is not surprising to discover a reflection of this concern

at the colonial level.

In French West Africa, the development projects inaugurated

during the Ministry of Sarraut were progressing. As the infrastructure 

began to take concrete form, such as in the development of the redLlroads, 

new concern was focused upon the human factor. In a 1930 policy state

ment, Governor-General Brevi^ noted the successful production of a

Francophile native aristocracy and a native administrative auxilieiry.

The remaining urgent educational problems centered upon vocational- 

technical education and the 'instruction of the maisses. Governor Br^'vl^

reiterated the French social goals of assimilating an elite and of culti

vating a Franco-African culture and stressed the importance of the latter 

aspect as a prime necessity for extensive economic development, 

tion was ultimately dependent upon the cooperation and skills of the

Produc-

Calling for greater vocational-technical education emphasis, 

"... The economic value of manpower is^considerably on 

A skilled workman is a living form of capital."^

A reappraisal of native education in terms of the Act of 1924 was 

The rural primary schools became known as the rural farm or

masses.

he declared;

the increase.

in progress.

B. Mumford and G, St. J. Orde-Brown, Africans Learn to Be 
French (London: Evans Brothers Limited, n.d.), p. 91. (Translation 
of an official document.)
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popular schools, with attempts being made to include a viable program of 

semi-vocational training ba§ed~Tipon local occupations. Usually this pro

gram amounted to an introduction to agriculture and animal husbandry. 

After a tour of these schools in 1933* Br^vi^ observed that they were

becoming centers of community life and orienting the people to a new, 

simple, and practicaO. culture,^

To produce the type of primary teacher needed for these practical 

rural schools, plans called for the formation of three rural normsuL

schools strategically located in the interior of the Federation. A

vocational school, modeled on the Craftsmen's Institute at Bamako, was

to be developed within each colony as well, A higher technical school

for the Federation would serve as the capstone to this track. Unfortun

ately, the depression seriously cut into the implementation of such plans. 

In 1932 the Ministers of Finance and Colonies agreed upon the need for a 

particularly prudent financial management in the colonies and for an 

effective preventative control of all local supplementary expenditures.

In 193^1 noting the Metropole had foimd it necessary to extend regular 

financiail assistance to the colonies because of the depression, Minister

of Colonies Laval issued a decree aimed at encouraging the maintenance

In a report to |the President, Laval 

mentioned the colonies had, some time ago, suspended all recruitment of 

personnel and reduced salaries as well as area hardship allowances in a

of balanced budgets in the colonies.

determined effort to reduce expenditures.

This type of program was abandoned after the second World War 
because of the objections of the coopted African elite. These objec
tions are presented in the.next chapter.
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The depression, however, spurred the Blum Government to organize 

a French Imperial Conference^^—1.93^-35 which included a broad cross- 

section of private and public interests.

an integrated in^rerial econon?y somewhat similar to Sarraut's proposals

The purpose was to establish

and it resulted in the creation of a Colonial Development Fund to expend

fifteen billion francs over a period of fifteen years. The first years

were to be devoted to the development of complementeiry economies within

the colonies based primarily on the production of raw materieils needed 

in France, such as cotton and edible oils. The funds were to be invested 

■in large-sceQ.e cultivation projects such as the Niger Bend project and 

in the improvement of communications to permit the flow of production 

to the Metropole. Obviously, such an event had repercussions in the

field of colonial education.

In 1935 the French government established an interministerial 

committee to survey the results of the brief metropolitan experience in 

vocational-technical education in order to suggest applications in the 

colonies. This inquiry was a direct result of the recommendations of 

colonial chambers of commerce attending the metropolitan conference. In 

January, 1936, Minister of Colonies Eollin called for action: "The hour 

has come, it appears to me, for a new methodical effort to develop voca

tional and technical education in all the colonies."^

While noting that the metropolitan recommendations should be

adapted rather than adopted in the colonies, Rollin made some definite 

He pointed out that virtually no teachers from thesuggestions.

France, B.O.M.C Instruction Publique, January 20, 1936,• f
1936, p. 385.
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metropolitan technical education service were employed in the colonies 

and suggested that their presence^wais needed to assure economic progress.

The Minister then suggested an educational scheme designed to 

produce a vocationally oriented mass and an elite of technicians. 

According to this plan, vocational education would be integrated into

the primary curriculum; certain colonies, Rollin observed, had already

In order to render the program effective.begun such an integration, 

the Ministry would undertake the special training in vocational subjects

of p-rimary teachers destined for the colonies. Upon completion of the 

training, a special diploma would be awarded to the teachers. The 

governors were requested to inform the Ministry of their particular 

vocational needs so that this program could be developed.

From the vocationally inclined primary pupils, a selection could 

be made for secondary technical education. At this level, the colonies

Minister fiollinwovild be required to hire teachers from the Metropole. 

noted that colonial classical secondary studies were sanctioned by

diplomas equivalent to those of the Metropole, but that no such airrainge-

He reasoned that the extension ofment existed for technical education, 

such privileges to technicail education might lead to its acceptance by 

the natives and French coloniail youth eis well. Not only would it lend 

prestige to the local endeavor but access to metropolitan higher 

technical education would be opened. In 193^ the Metropole had created 

a diploma or brevet of industrial education and another in commercial 

subjects; the Minister proposed equivalent diplomats for the colonies and 

set exchange formalities for their metropolitan coimterparts. He pointed

more

r--
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’’Thus, colonisil technical educationout the significance of this act: 

would have, like the other type^of secondary education, a regular control 

from the Metropole."^

Bollin concluded his message to the governors with this appeal:

In closing, I need not remind you of the essential fact that, 
in all the colonies, economic progress will not be assured with
out a continuous perfecting of existing vocational education and 
without the development of new efforts designed to furnish indis
pensable and capable collaborators in the aireas of agriculture, 
industry, and commerce.2

The response of the Government-General of Equatorial French Africa 

to the metropolitan demand for a reorientation of native education was 

somewhat similar to that of French West Africa, Two govemors-general

of the pre-World Weir II decade attempted to revitalize and reorganize

The first, Governor-General Antonetti, condemnedthe educational system, 

the village school teachers as extremely incompetent and noted the regional 

and urban schools were too examination-conscious to undertake proper voca-

However, it remained for Governor-General Reste to take 

In January of 1937, he removed the control of education

tional education.

drastic steps.

from the Directorate of Political Affairs and established, for the first 

time in Equatorial Africa, a genuine education administration or inspec- 

More villeige schools were to be opened with an emphasis upon 

vocationcl education through the addition of faurm plots ^and manual training. 

This represented a copy of the West African rural farm schools inaugurated

A secondary course was opened in Breizzaville and 

admission to West African secondary schools was made possible, although

torate.

a few years previously.

^Ibid., p. 386. 

^Ibid., p. 387.
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this arrangement had little practical effect because of the lack of

qualified pupils in the territoi^yv'-

Restrictions on Foreign Education jn Equatorial Africa. In

comparison with West Africa, education in French Equatorial Africa was 

retarded quantitatively and qualitatively. The latter Federation had 

generally been considered as a "white elephant" and the most backward 

of French possessions by the Metropole. Although the format and policies 

for a public secular system of education had been duly prepared on paper 

within the Federation, the shortage of manpower and money hindered its 

extensive development.^ And the absence of a large Moslem element antagon

istic to Christian education in the more important southern regions of the

Federation had rendered the need for such a system less immediate.

The Act of Berlin (1885) and the Act of Brussels (I890) were

international agreements guaranteeing free access to the region to legit-

These agreements made it diffi-imate missions of all the signing powers.

cult to enforce the French national policy of native psychological

atssimilation through exclusive use of the French language. Elsewhere 

in French Sub-Saharan Africa, the foreign missions had been forced to

teach in French and institute a French curriculum or to abandon their

posts. Restrictions to this effect in French Equatorial^Africa had been 

more timid. But by 195S the Metropole was prepared to extend this policy 

to the areas covered by international agreement, as educational activity

in the region was on the incre2ise.

^Although attendanse at public schools had increaBed from 1,688 
in 1924 to 9,290 in 1938, the private school enrollment in 1958 stood
at 12,605.

r-
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Minister of Colonies Steeg explained how this could be done

He referred to thelegitimately in a foreword to the actual decree, 

small type in the wording of Article XI of the Protocol of Ssdnt-

Germain of 1919 which he quoted:

The application of the conditions of the preceding two para- 
, graphs (free access and equal protection) does not apply to other 
restrictions such as those necesseury for the maintenance of 
security, public order, or which arise from the constitutional 
rights of each occupying power in the African territories.^

In prefacing his decree, Steeg noted that it would apply without 

discrimination to all missions, French as well as non-French and thus

As suchwas a legitimate control measure over eLLl private education, 

it was merely a measure of internal security in accordance with the 

international agreement previously quoted, 

decree^ stipulated no private education or assistance to children could

The first article of the

be instituted in Equatorial Africa without the approval of the govem-

Further, all existing institutions had to comply with the remaining

These remaining rules,^ in addition to other

ment.

regulations within one year.

requirements, made it mandatory to teach the officially approved curricvilom
11

and to instruct exclusively in French. Further, all teachers recruited

after the announcement of the decree had to provide evidence of being

knowledgeable in French education.
1

^France, B.O.M.C Instruction Publique, January 31« 1958, 1958,
• I

p. 71.

^Ibid., p. 72.

^Ibid.

^A metropolitan decree a few months later made it possible to 
instruct in the indigenous tongue in certain low-level practical 
courses.
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The Actions of the Vichy Goveimment. After the fall of France

enced a series of measures to extendin 19^0, the Vichy Govemment^^mm 

its control over colonial education and to ensure the penetration of

First, it suspended aits conservative philosophy into the schools* 

requirement that colonial officials heed the advice of any local consul-

This was followed by a redefinition oftative committee on education.

the duties of the Inspector-CSoimselor of Public Education for the CJolonies, 

the top educationalist within the Ministry of (Colonies, 

himself signed a decree requiring that all books used in the colonial

This same

Then, Petain

schools be submitted to a metropolitan committee for review, 

decree granted the governors-general and the local governors authority

to ban any book temporarily, and such actions could be made permanent

A month later, in June 19^1,upon approval of the metropolitan committee, 

a metropolitan law made it mandatory to offer religious instruction in

Overseas officiails were ordered to make the neces-all colonial schools.

sary arrangements with the local Church heads to implement the new law*

A few weeks later, another law was passed stipulating that no one could 

teach in the colonies without the approval of the Secretary of State

Further, the authoriza-for the Colonies and that of National Education* 

tion could be revoked at any time without appeal and the schools closed. 

In a move to indoctrinate colonial teachers, an ordinance was issued

which required all such teachers vacationing in France to take a month's 

training course prior to returning to the colonies, 

taken to restrict the access of Jews to education and to control all

Anjong these meeuaures wau3 one which

Other moves were

religious activities overseas, 

restricted the languages to be used in any religious service to French,
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Latin, or a locaQ-ly-spoken native dialect.

But the overseas education^ influence of the short-lived Vichy-

Even prior to the volimteiry abdication of the last 

Parliament of the Third Sepublic in July, 19^i Major-General De Gaulle 

had announced from London the fonnation of a Free French regime.

August 19^t Tchad, Cameroon, Ubangi-Shari and the Middle Congo joined

Within a short time De Gaulle fOTind himself no longer a mere

regime was limited.

In

his cause.

military commander, but a political leader of significant parts of the

French Empire.

Prelude to the Postwar Period. Felix ^ou^, a Guiana-bom Negro,

as Governor of Tchad led the revolt against the Vichy regime in Equatorial

As a reward eis well as in recognition of his abilities, he was

An ardent advocate of a libersQ. 

colonial policy, Ebou^ called a conference in November 19^1 of some fifty

Africa.

named (Jovemor-Genereil of the Federation,

leading officials and natives of the territory, to develop a new native 

In his opening address, ^ou^ expressed these sentiments:policy.

I have spoken of innovation, perhaps one could employ a more 
direct term, the word revolution, in that it signifies the renuncia
tion of certain errors, of practices, of fixed prejudices. The 
revolution consists precisely of breaking with the errors and 
practices which imply stagnation and, therefore, regression, and 
to renounce the prejudices. , ,

After three days of deliberation, the conference/ approved a lengthy 

declaration of policy submitted by the Governor-General. In. the opening 

statement, ^ou^ stressed the building up of the indigenous society as

He wrote ofthe necessary condition to the emergence of prosperity.

saving French Equa-torial Africa,

^elix ihsoud, Nouvelle Politique Indigene pour I'Afrique 
Equatoriale Francaise (Paris: Office Fr^csiis d'Edition, n.d,), preface.

V
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The colony is menaced, menaced from within. 
The cause may be found in the pro-

'•save.”I did say:
like a granary emptying itself, 
longed system of the great <^cessionaires, in the disordered 
economic exploitation, in the occasionally blundering proselytism, 
in the putting to sleep of education, finally and above all, in 
the neglect, one-:could say the contempt, of the indigenous political 
and social structures. . . .^

After detailing the importance of conserving the traditional social 

and political forces, Eboul turned to the inadequacies of education, 

stressing the need for a complete system within each of the far-flung 

colonies of the Federation. Noting the educational program had improved 

considerably in the recent past, he pointed out the military mobilization 

of metropolitan teachers had slowed the trend just as it was being bom.

The Governor-General advocated and effected the return to substantial

subsidization of private education. In urging a strenuous and continuous 

effort in native education, ^Sboue wrote as follows;

We do not have one indigenous doctor or veterinarian; we lack 
a large number of skilled workers and, even more, of foremen. I 
will not speak of the non-existent engineers; or writers, but how 
many secretaries, accountants, or clerks worthy of the name do we 
have?2

^ou^ optimistically predicted it would 'take ten years before 

desirable results would commence to appear and wondered if the long and

continuous effort required had not caused his predecessors to delay the

Despite the war, he managed to substantiallyinauguration of the task. 

incresLse school enrollments in EquatorieG. Africa and, more important, to

i

inspire a new direction to Sub-Saharan native policy.

^Ibid., p. 11. 

^Ibid., p. 41.

C"-
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Summary, The first three decades of the Third Republic were

marked by the political and eci^mic consolidation of the Republic, the

emergence of metropolitan free compulsory elementary education, and the

This latter event, generally describedsudden expansion of the Empire.

as the accomplishment of a few ardent imperialists rather than as the

resxxlt of public demand, left the Metropole with extensive overseas

possessions, but with neither the popular desire nor the organization

to develop them.

A small but brilliant group of ardent imperialists inaugurated

national campedgns to popularize the cause of colonial possession based

The French were toldboth upon altruistic and self-interest argxxments.

it was their duty to export their universally valuable culture and that

, the maintenance of France as a first-rate power required an imperial

status. Through persuasion based upon idealism, economics, and national

prestige, sua expanding haird-core support was garnered for the cause.

Thus, the problems of coloniail development received increausing attention

and fi*ora the welter of ensuing conferences, debates, and opinions arose

certain firm colonial policies. Among these was the crucial principle

of financing overseaus socio-economic development through locadly pro

duced revenue. Metropolitan loans were to be available for this process.
I

but they were based upon the estimated local capacity to repay such loans.

In any case, because of the multiple needs of the colonies.

native education received only sporadic development until the pressures

of societies such as the Alliance Francaise and the Mission Laique

publicized the situation and marshalled public opinion. Of course, the 

struggle between the Church and the State over the control of education

r'-
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precipitated the planning of comprehensive public systems of education

in the colonies. In general, t^se- systems were only activated in 

colonies where considerable indigenous cultural resistance to missionary

The high costs, manpower requirements, andeducation was prevalent.

complex personnel problems of the public systems made such a priority 

For example, in Sub-Saharan Africa, French West Africa hadnecessary.

the two prerequisites for the immediate institution of public education:

Moslem resistance to Christian infiltration and sufficient local revenue

In Equatorial Africa, both of these factors were lackingfor its support.

for the most part, and hence public education remained largely on paper

for many years.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, national policy dictated the organization

of a two-track system, a metropolitan track for the French and the 

assimilated Africans and an adapted practical track for the masses. The

objectives were to create a completely assimilated elite and a Freinco-

Through time, the popular culture was 

to shift increasingly to a French orientation without losing entirely

African culture for the masses.

its African flavor.

Immediately after the First World War, native education was viewed

as a crucial factor in colonial economic development largely through the

His attention to colonial education brought 

renewed attempts to expand the public school system and increasingly to

The relative failure of

leadership of Albert Sarraut,

adapt it to environmental and economic needs, 

this adaptation and of the mass education movement in general was brought

As a result, moreto light during the worldwide economic depression, 

drastic attempts to adapt French education were inaugurated in Sub-Saharan
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Africa during the Thirties and were carried on until the conclusion of

the Second World War.

From the quantitative standpoint, total school enrollment figures^ 

jvunped considerably, particularly in the Twenties and Thirties in West

Africa and in the Thirties and early Forties in Equatorial Africa, How

ever, the percentage of the school age population in school remained

In West Africa, school attendance hadvery low throughout the period,
O T

risen from about 1,000 in I870 to 77*000 in 1938'^ and reached about 

But the statistics indicate that, in 1938, a vast107,000 in 1944.

majority of the pupils received a rudimentary primary education and a 

mere 500 students were enrolled in vocational and techniceil courses or 

schools. Only 1,855 students were in normal school courses, normal 

schools, and high schools. In Equatorial Africa during the 1938-39 

academic year, almost 9,500 pupils were listed as attending public schools 

and slightly under 11,700 were in private institutions. Of the public 

school pupils, it should be noted that only 90 were in secondary education 

and 43 in vocational-technical schools. The mandated territories, Togo

and Cameroon, had separate systems with enrollments in public and private 

institutions given as 5,000 and 6,000 for Togo and 10,600 and 96,400 for 

Cameroon, In this latter case, only 3,950 of the 96,400 private school 

pupils were in recognized institutions.

France, M.F.O.M., Annueiire Statistique de 1'Union Francaise 
d'Ontre-Mer, 1939-1949 (Paris: Imprimerie Nationals, 1950), pp. 222-227. 
All figures were taken from this source except the one for I870.

^All of these figures are rounded off.

^Of the 77,000 pupils, 65,000 were in public schools and 
12,000 in private schools.

r-
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Ftohi the qualitative standpoint, the statistics are deceiving, 

pupils received a br^f^primary education given by poorly

Both French and African commen-

Most of the

educated and trained African monitors.

taries rate this type of education as very poor. At the other extreme,

many of the small number of high school children were French,

Nevertheless, the enduring characteristics of native education

had been established in French Sub-Saharan Africa; the fundamentail policy

In West Africa, atand the basic form or organization had crystallized.

least, the production of an assimilated elite and of an indigenous

auxiliary administrative corps was viable. Popular education for the

masses and vocationail-technical education, the prime objectives continu-

cilly stressed after World Wsu* I, remained largely on paper and of doubtful 

success where in operation. The metropolitan policy remained to be

fulfilled.

i

r"
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THE MODERN PERIOD; 1944-1962

Introdaction, Before the conclusion of the Second World War,

General de Gaulle opened a conference of high Free French officials in 

Brazzaville (1944) to formulate recommendations for a new colonial

policy for Sub-Ssiharan Africa to be presented to the legal government

of metropolitan France, once it had been re-established in Paris. The

preamble of the accepted recommendations emphatically stated that the

colonies were to remain within the French Empire, and it was within this

principle that all colonial policy was conceived until the fall of the 

Fourth Republic in 1958* The advent of the Fifth French Republic, i

marked by the return to power of General de Gaulle, resulted in the

formation of the French Community and the ultimate independence of the 

Sub-Saharan territories in 1960.^

These political changes are identifiable by the change in the

names of the Ministry primarily responsible for French relations with

In 1946, the Ministry of Colonies was renamed the 

Ministry of Overseas France and, in 1961, this latter agency was replaced 

by the Ministry of Cooperation as far as Sub-Saharan Africa was concerned.

Sub-Sahairan Africa.

Under the regime of the Ministry of Overseas France, the colonies, in

turn, became known as territories.

French Guinea voted for and received independence in 1958.

!
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As the term "Overseas France" implies, the former colonies were

metr^D-titan Fraua.ce with certain politiceil 

reservations which ensured the Metropole's control over affairs within

' conceived as extensions of

the territories. During this period, the assimilated native elite began

to play an important political role and they demanded equality for the

Africans, particularly in terms of education.

As a result, the post-war period witnessed a rapid extension 

of secondary education throughout French Black Africa^ and the reform 

of primary education along metropolitan lines. With the coming of 

independence, the African leadership, believing that modernization and 

unification are largely dependent upon education, requested and received 

increased educationeG. assistance. However, the high cost of extending 

a metropolitan-type school system throughout the poor countries of French- 

speaking Sub-Saharan Africa has posed a dilemma yet to be solved.

The Restoration of France as a World Power. One of the chief

concerns of the Free French regime under General de Gaulle wais to restore

This goal was viewed as dependentFrance to the rank of a world power.

The attitude ofupon the unity of France and her overseas possessions, 

the government, in 194-51 appears to be well expressed in the following 

statement addressed to the concurrent and future members of the teaching
I

profession:

Certainly, during the- preceding war, the fidelity of our over- 
seais territories was proved to us, but we did not imagine that 
these peoples, whom we considered a little too much as eternal 
children, could put in their word, and even more, bear a decisive

French Black Africa is another designation for French Sub-
Saharan Africa.

r-
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role in the destiny of the motherland'.
... France cam still, if she manifests a continuous will 

of work and recovery, reti*i^e-an enviable position in the post
war anarchic world by depending upon these overseas territories 
and associating them intimately with our work of political and 
economic reconstruction.

It is you, members or future members of education, who are 
called to train the men of tomorrow. It behooves you to demon
strate to the French youth what a coxmtry of forty million 

' people represents, faced with the American Federation and the 
Soviet Union which have emerged even more reinforced from the 
common struggle and victory. Regardless of how glorious her 
past has been, of how old and beautiful her cultural traditions 
are, she P’ranceJ would be only a little state of Europe without 
the seventy-five million overseas Frenchmen whose yoimg force 
hais revealed itself to the world in such a remarkable manner.^

The role of the colonies and colonial troops had been an

impressive one in both the First and Second World Wars; motivated by 

both gratitude and self-interest, the French government determined to 

further cement the ties between the Metrepole and the colonies.

The Brazzaville Conference (January 30-February 8, 1944). Opened

by General de Gaulle and chaired by the Commissioner of the Colonies, 

Ren^ Pleven, the Brazzaville Conference prepared recommendations for a

new colonial policy in the realm of politicsil, economic, sind social

In a keynote address, de Gaulle spoke of raising indigenousdevelopment.

standards of life and prepairing natives for eventual pau^ticipation with 

the French in the management of locaQ. affairs.^ 

nor the Conference membership, some forty-four colonial ^vernors, high 

civil servants and delegates from the Provislonad Consultative Assembly

However, neither de Gaulle

France, Ministers de 1'Education Nationals, G^nerailites (Carnets 
de Documentation sur I'Enseignement dans la France d'Outre-Mer, Cairnet No. 1, 
n.d.), p. 7. (Hereafter, Ministire de 1'Education Nationals will be re

ferred to as M.E.N. and the Minist'fere de la France d'Outre-Mer as M.F.O.M.

^Stewart C. Easton, The Twilight of European Colonialism (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, I960), p. ~

r'-
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Theat Algiers, intended to espouse a policy leading to local autonomy, 

preamble to the adopted resolut:^ns^clearly denied such intentions:

The goals of the civilizing act accomplished by France in 
the colonies discard all ideas of autonomy, all possibility of 
evolution outside of the French Empire; the eventual constitution, 
even in the distant future, of self-government in the colonies is 
to be averted.1

The recommendations included the establishment of a colonial or

federal parliament which would guarantee "the infrangible political unity 

of the French world,increased indigenous role in local policy-making, 

increased development of the native populations through greater metropoli

tan technical assistance, modernization of administrative methods and 

extension of the powers of the colonial governors with concomitaint over

all administrative decentralization of the empire, improved labor laws, 

public works programs, economic development, and extended educational

opportunities.

Actually, the educational recommendations, consuming only three 

and one-half pages of the thirty-page conference report, amounted to a 

reaffirmation of previously enunciated principles, 

occasion, the principles emanated from a public conference of high-level 

officials rather than from a single official addressing a limited audience

However, on this

as in the paist. i

A point of disagreement centered upon the allocation of priority

While reiterating the necessityto primary or to secondary education, 

of educating an elite, the delegates favored primary education by advocat

ing the establishment of a school in every village containing a minimum

^Hardy, Histoire Sociale. . . , p. 255» 

^Ibid.
'T-
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of fifty school-age children. They also agreed that the education of

boys and girls was of equal importance, French was approved as the 

language of instruction with "the use of locally spoken dialects abso

lutely forbidden, in the private as well as in the public schools,"^ 

According to the delegates, the meams to increase teacher-training

output and the recruitment of metropolitan teachers needed to be studied

in the immediate future. But the most significant of these and other

educational resolutions was the commitment to the principle of universal

primary education.

As a followup to the Conference, a meeting was held in July, 1944 

at Dakar to detail further the resolutions adopted at Brazzaville, 

a consequence, an ambitious educational plan for French West Africa was

As

approved which called for the opening of 50»000 schools and the recruit

ment of a minimum of 50,000 teachers in order to provide primary education

throughout the tePiTitory, In addition, the plan envisaged the establish

ment of 200 upper' primary schools and 75 normeil schools. All of the 

institutions were to be operational within twenty years and universal 

primary education was to be achieved within fifty years,^

During the same month as the Dakar meeting, the Free French 

regime was preparing the way for the colonieil educational Reform by 

establishing a Direction of Education and Youth within the Commissairiat 

for the Colonies, In a decree of July 24, 1944, this agency was given 

wide responsibilities over virtually all aspects of coloniel education

^Jean de La Boche and Jean Gottmann, Federation Franead.se 
(Montreal; Editions de L'Arbre, 1945)» p. ^6,

^Ibid,
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including the development of higher education.

Major executive legislatipn-affecting colonial education was 

enacted by the re-established Ministry of Colonies during the summer 

of 1945. On May 30, 1943, a decree was issued detailing an extensive 

scholaupship system for colonial students to study in the Metropole or 

North Africa, An ordinance of August 4, 1945, provided all veterans.

including those of the colonies, with five years of free education and

a subsistence allowance according to need. These acts generated an

avrtcward situation, for it was painfully apparent that the severely

limited opportunity for secondary education in French Sub-Sadieuran 

Africa was incompatible with the enacted policy of the post-war period. 

The Instructions of August, 1945« The urgency of the problem

was reflected in the telegrams sent during the month of August, 1945, 

from the Ministry of Colonies to the govemors-general of Equatorial 

Africa, West Africa, Madagascar, and to the Governor of Cameroon, 

general, these messages requested specific information as to the number 

of native students in all secondary classes, including those eligible to 

commence the first and second cycles of secondary level education and 

those passing the colonial examination roughly equivalent to the bacca-

The minimum number of secondary level scholarships for indigen

ous students wais stipulated for each colony or territory and certain 

governors were instructed to open additional freshman secondary clausses.

The number of native students passed on to second cycle secondajy educa

tion wais to be increased by meauis of special lessons in certain cases. 

Elsewhere, junior high schools were to be converted into complete secondary

In

laureate.

r ■
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An extract from the telegram sent to Brazzaville illus-institutions.

? .trates the point;

Cable before September 10 (l) results BCC^ first session 
native candidates (2) new proposals relative to number of native 
pupils scholarships admitted to sixth Stop Plans in your report 
of June 22 very insufficient Stop Consider it is necessary to 
open liberally access to secondary education to the natives and 
in addition to places planned maintenance of twelve scholarships 
constitutes mininmm below which we should not descend without 2
breaking our promises and feeding criticism on sincerity our action.

■ In the message to Dakar, detailed information as to the number

and type of native secondary school graduates was requested as well as 

the number of metropolitan scholarships allotted to such students for

This particular telegram noted measures hadfurther study in France, 

been taken to ensure an environment for the Africans conducive to study,

particularly at the Universities of Montpellier, Toulouse, Bordeaux, and 

The immediacy of the situation was reflected in all of the cables 

by remarks such as action was expected ”as of now."

The Problems of Bureaucratic Coordination.

Paris.

These telegrams,

actually sent by the Director of Education and Youth under the Minister 

of Colonies* name, brought a reaction from the Director of Political 

Affairs, in the form of a caustic memo to the former official, 

noting that he had become aware of these messages, the Director of 

Political Affairs continued as follows:

After

i

^CC is an abbreviation for Brevet de Capacity Colonial, the 
high school-leaving certificate fonnerly issued in the French Black 
Africa in lieu of the metropolitan baccalaureate. Granted in West 
Africa shortly after the First World War, it was extended to Equatorial 
Africa by a Ministry of Colonies decree of August 23, 19^5»

^France, Archives F.O.M., Politique de l*Enseignement, 1945,

File SA 6659.

r-
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I regret that you have not thought it necessary to first 
discuss this important question with me. I consider it as 
absolutely inseparable from th^totality of the new policy 
which the department has to aavance in the overseas territories 
and the principles of which have been elaborated by the Director 
of Political Affairs.

I would therefore be particularly obliged if you would come 
and inform me, as soon as possible, of your overall program 
regarding native education.^

In a lengthy reply, the Director of Education and Youth pointed 

out that he had consulted the Direction of Political Affairs, referring

to his two memos of January 17 and July 20 and the responses to them of

March 2 and August 2. He further noted that at least one of the messages

had the stamp of the Political Affairs section prior to its departure for

Africa and added the following;

I willingly admit that your services have not kept a record 
of it (the transaction) and that,' under such circumstances, it 
was possible for them to be astonished at not having been consulted.^

To this memo, the Director of Political Affairs began an answer which was

crossed out with a blue pencil and a notation that the incident was closed.

In the incomplete message, the Director of Political Affairs emphasized

that he desired to discuss the role of education in overall colonial pol

icy, not whether a particular cablegram had been approved by his service. 

This episode not only reveals the bickering between two hi^h officials 

within the same ministry and the lack of coordination between their 

respective branches, but indicates the existence of a considerable inter- 

departmentail communication time lag if the dates cited above are represen

tative. This incident serves to illustrate how human relations and

^Ibid., Memo of September l4, 19^5*

^Ibid Memo of September 22, 19^5.• 1

r-
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bureaucratic problems enhance the difficulties of policy formulation

and implementation.

Post-War Educational Beforms in Sub-Saharan Africa. New ordi

nances, reflecting the policy of increased emphaisis upon native primeiry 

education, appeared in the colonies shortly after the end of the war.

The comprehensive ordinance, effected in West Africa on August 22, 19^5t

CJoncemed with primary and upper primary school-offers a case in point, 

ing, the training of primary teachers, and adult education, it stressed

the principle of accelerating the evolution of the native population. 

However, the expansion of the school system, it noted, was dependent

upon the availability of teaching personnel.

To meet this problem, in addition to the regular normal schools

and the normal sections attached to secondary schools, special normal

courses to produce monitors were to be activated by the Governor-General. 

These special, sub-standard courses were to be dropped as soon as the 

normal school output could meet the demands for primary teachers.^

Primary school attendance was made compulsory for all children 

of native civil servants and military personnel. The local governors

were to determine how this measure could be applied to the children of

the native chiefs.
/

All primary schools were to have six years of courses, to be 

followed by a primary school-leaving examination and certificate, 

regulations stipulated that the pupils had up to eight years to complete 

this program, allowing two extra years to repeat any of the six grade

The

levels.

Unfortunately, this supply, as of 19,62, had not cau^t up
with the demand.
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Several of the articles of the ordinance indicate the rigid

thi^system.measures of control featured in

Article 16. During the hours of work indicated in the time 
schedule, neither the teacher nor the pupils may, under any 
pretext, engage in other than their scheduled activities.

Article 19. No book, brochure, printed or handwritten 
publication unspecified in the course of study may be intro
duced in the schools without the approval of the chief of the 
service.

Article 27. Only the education administrators and the 
administrative authorities have access to the school.

No other individual is allowed in the school without author
ization of one of these authorities or the principal.^

No doubt in anticipation of the influx of metropolitan technical 

assistance personnel, the ordinance provided for the establishment of 

primary schools with a metropolitan curriculum wherever the French 

school population justified it. This distinction between native and 

metropolitan education was condemned as discriminatory by the Africans 

and became a cause c4l^bre. However, the abolition of the rural feirm

schools, tacitly accomplished by the ordinance, constituted a victory 

for the African elite. According to a variety of French sources, the 

abandonment of this vocationally oriented primary program was equally 

welcomed by many French officials because of its ineffectiveness.

Courses of study, annexed to the ordinance, contained the usual 

heavy emphasis upon French language at the primsiry level and upon French 

language and literature at the upper primary level. History, beginning 

in the third and fourth years but receiving more attention in the fifth 

and sixth years, appeared to be oriented around a simplified version of 

French history noting the French contributions to civilization. This

^France, Journal Officiel de I'Afrique Occidentals Francaise, 
Arrete No. 2976, August 22, 19^5> September 15, 19^5» P» 706.

r-'-
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included Sub-Saharan colonialization until the end of the nineteenth 

century which should, according^tp_^he text, demonstrate "what French 

West Africa owes to France."^ History in the upper primary school com

menced with Egypt, but emphasized the history of Western civilization 

dwelling chiefly upon Greece, Some, and the various stages of French

The French role in the development of West Africa received 

attention each year as well.

evolution.

Sprinkled throughout the ordinance were such qualifying phrases

" "eventually," and "within the limits of the resources;"as "in principle,

these appear to be tacit recognition of the enormous problems of eliminat-

While this gap itself was noting the gap between principle and fact, 

new, the wide public dissemination of the principles of- increased educa

tional opportunity apd the growing numerical and, political strength of 

the African elite were new factors which made increased progress in the

field of education imperative.

The Growing Political Bole of the African Elite. During the post

war period, the Sub-Saharan African elite exerted themselves politically

African deputies were elected to the Frenchthrough several channels.

Chamber and Senate and were often able to obtain concessions, despite a

lack of numerical strength, by occuKTing a crucieil position in the poli

tical balance between the Right and the left. As they gained political 

experience through participation in the French Parliament and the Assembly 

of the French Union in France, and the Territorial and Grand Councils in 

Africa, their influence increased. Even though the Councils held only 

ad-visory power with the French governors remaining the local supreme

. 1
Ibid., p. 713.
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authority with legislation enacted, as before, in France, the very

to the organization of indigen
e-

elected Gouncil^led 

ouB political parties in Sub-Saharan Africa with the Retssemblement 

democratique Africain (RDA) emerging as the dominant one.

existence of these

Not only did

these developments provide needed political and legislative experience,

but it enabled the Africans to break away from membership in metropoli-

By the 1950's, Sub-Saharan Africans were wieldingtan political parties, 

considerable influence in the metropolitan government in the roles of

assistant ministers and secretaries of state.

The African expectations for the African

ization of the colonial political and administrative structures, based 

upon the liberal policy expressions made by the French near the close of 

the Second World War,-were not liberally fulfilled in the decade from 

1946 to 1956. The weak governments of the post-war era and a resurgent 

metropolitan conservatism eliminated the possibility of strong reforms

However, in January, 1956, the new Socialist 

Premier, Guy Mollet, announced his support of an overseas reform program 

and appointed two West Africans to his Cabinet.^ 

the Minister of Overseas France,^ Gaiston Defferre, introduced the famous 

Loi-cadre (enabling act) to the Parliament.

Boigny of the Ivory Coast and other Black Africans had had a part in 

drafting, consisted of general principles which would serve as guidelines 

for executive decrees embodying specific reforms in the governmental 

stzTicture of the Overseas Territories, those colonies administered by the

The Loi-Cadre of 1956.

as desired by the Africans.

Shortly thereafter,

This bill, in which Houphouet-
i

^ouphouet-Boigny and Hammadoun Dicko. 

formerly ^e Minister of Colonies.
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Ministry of Overseas France, 

lished in the Official Journal and^-f' the Parliament took no action to 

modify or annul them within three months of their publication date,

These executive decrees were to be pub-

-4f

they would become law.

Defferre argued that this law, a method of legislation, wsis the 

only expedient way to institute the necessary reforms.^ Experience had 

shown the Parliament had taken months and even years to pass specific 

pieces of overseas legislation; parliamentary procedures were obviously 

inadequate to deal with the wide range of needed legislation in the

The war in Indochina and the revolts in North Africacoloniail realm.

might be repeated in Black Africa in time unless constructive, preventive

The logic of the arguments could not be denied;measures were taken.

both the Assembly and the Senate psissed the bill.

Thus, the Loi-cadre of 1956 may be regarded as the real turning 

point of French colonial policy;^ the general and relatively restrained 

resolutions of the Brazzaville Conference were not made by a body repre

sentative of metropolitan France and the Constitution of 19^6 was suffi

ciently vague to allow for a wide latitude of interpretation.

This fundamental decision of 1956 by the French Parliament soon 

led to a major revision of the political structure of French Black Africa, 

The Federations of French West eind Equatorieil Africa were dissolved and

Virginia Thompson and Richeurd Adloff, French West Africa 
(Stanford; Stanford University Press, 1958)t p. 78.

^Several French officials expressed this opinion during 
interviews with the author.

r-
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were designated Groups of Territories to symbolize the fact that the 

territories had become semi-respon^ble, sepaurate govenaments with the 

former advisory Territorial Coimcils becoming Territorial Assemblies 

with legislative powers and elected under imiversal adult suffrage.

The French governors wejre retitled as heads of territories and lost 

much of their power to an Executive Council chosen by each Territorial

Assembly.

Certain members of the African leadership, such as Senghor of 

Senegal, wsimed that this decentreilization would lead to the balkaniza

tion of French Black Africa while others viewed this move as a clever

French device to postpone independence through the creation of impotent

However, the pattern was set by the Frenchand dependent small states, 

government and it offered iimumerable political opportunities for the

leas established Africain politicians.

Education and Politics. During the post-war period, education 

became increasingly important as a political symbol, 

necessary for upward political and social mobility, but it represented 

an entity which could be relatively easily compared with the system in 

France. Equality had concrete meaning in terms of educational opportunity 

and a metropolitan, rather than an adapted, curriculum.

The political significance of education became evident immediately 

Through the Constitution of 19k6 the natives of the over

possessions obtained French citizenship, but imder the Electoral Law 

of October 5, 1946, the voting requirements excluded the vast majority of 

the natives. This fact obviously pointed to the inadequacy of the educa

tional system and the need for mass primary and adult education.

Not only was it

i

after the war.

sects

On the

r-
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other Imnd, Africanization of the colonial administration and the develop-

indigenous professional pe^onnel required an expansion of

This dual dilemma placed French Black Africa in a

ment of sec

ondary education.

situation somewhat parallel to that of France after the French Revolution

•'After bread, education,"when Danton is credited as having said:

The Plan for Modernization and Equipment. The development of

education, however, was limited by the old principle of colonial financial 

self-sufficiency, which implied that all internal development depended 

upon local financing. Although some loans from the Metropole had been 

made for this purpose after the formation of the Federations of West and

Equatorial Africa, it was recognized that they were insufficient to meet

Therefore, by an ordi-the needs existing after the Second World War. 

nance of April 6, 19^5, a Direction of the Plan for. the Economic and 

Social Development for the Colonies was established within the Ministry 

This agency wels to work with the other services withinof the Colonies,

the Ministry to develop specific plans for colonial economic and social 

It consisted of three bureaus;^ the first was primarilydevelopment.

concerned with the evaluation of existing and potential resources, and

The second bureau wasa study of the means for financing new projects, 

responsible for agricultural and mineral production planning 

ization, and public works while the third dealt with health, education.

, industrial-

and urbanization.

One year later, on April 30, 19^6, the French Parliament passed 

a law establishing a Plan for Modernization and Equipment for the Over-

The law stipulated that the Ministry of Overseas Franceseas Territories,

France, BOMC, Administration Centrales des Colonies, Ordinance 

of April 6, 1945* pV^357.
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(formerly the Ministry of CJolonies) would establish plans for oversesis 

economic and social development tp^cover a tenryear period and designed 

’’to transform the territories into modem countries."^ The Ministry was 

to work in coordination with the General Commissairiat of the Plan which

was responsible for the metropolitan plan. The oversesiB plans would be

approved by the French cabinet of ministers after submission by the

Minist^ of Overseais France which, in turn, would first obtain the 

opinions of the local territorial (colonial) authorities and the French

Planning Commissariat. The law further stipulated that the ten-year

plans were to be prepared within six months.
2

In addition, Article 5 of the Law established a speeded agency

Known as FILESto a;pprove and supervise the execution of the plans.

(Fonds d'Investissements pour le Deveioppement Economique et Social des

Territoires d*Outre-Mer), the organization was headed by an executive 

committee chaired by the Minister of Overseas France; other members 

included a representative each from the Ministry of Finance and Secretary 

of State for the National Economy, the directors of the Commissariat of 

the Plan (a metropolitan agency) and the Central Bank for the Overseas 

Territories, the directors of the planning and economic affairs agencies 

of the Ministry of Overseas France, four legislators, and t^o technical 

experts chosen by the Ministries of Overseas France, National Economy,

and Finance.

France, B.O.M.F.O.M., Administration Centrales des Colonies, 
Law of April 30, 1946, p. 405. (B;0.M,F.0,H. refers to the Official 
Bulletin of the Ministry of Overseas France.)

^Ibid., p. 406.
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CJontroversy over the FIDES operations began almost immediately.

The Africans maintained the progrOTMsras dominated by the French-controlled 

executive committee which approved projects favoring French business 

interests rather than those contributing to the African welfare. Subse

quently, the powerful dedsion-making body was enlarged to include ten 

legislators, but the African accusations continued. On the other hand, 

the FIDES authorities intimated that the Territorial Assemblies consist

ently underestimated the costs of the projects the Africans favored,^ 

Despite an enormous amount of criticism from both the French and the 

Africans, the very existence of the Overseas Plan and FIDES constituted 

a break with the traditionally parsimonious policies of the past. Even 

though the program was slow in getting xmderway and was progressively 

modified and limited, it definitely became a stimulant to French Sub-

Saharan development.

For example, during the initial years of operation, the program 

WEIS oriented Eiround Isirge projects in the urban areas; the omission of 

substantisil assistance to the rural areas led the territories of French

Known as FBRDESWest Africa to establish their own assistance program.

(Fonds d'Equipement Rural et de Developpement Economique et Social), the 

program was dedicated to the "huge problem of little projecl^."^ These

Virginia Thompson and Richard Adloff, op. cit., pp. 25^-255»
The program is also analyzed in a second book by the saime authors; The 
Emerging States of French Equatoristl Africa (StEinford; Stanford Univer- 
sity Press, I960). A critical ansilyBis of the organization of FIDES and 
of the Plan from 1946 to 1953 by an anonymous African author appeared in 
the December 1956-January 1957 (pp. 47-56) and February-March 1957 
pp. 142-162) issues of Presence Africaine.
French sources Eire too numerous to be mentioned here.

France, M.E.N., M.F.O.M., »'Le FERDES En A.O.F.," Bulletin de 
Liaison, No. 10, 1956, p. 19*

Both official and unofficial
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projects started at the graiss-roots level with the local villagers or

cooperatives initiating the plans a^d^ontributing one-third of the 

total cost in labor, materials, and money. One-third of the total came

from the local territorial budget and the other third from the general

or federal budget. These self-help programs were characterized by simple

procedures and rapid implementation; as a result, the total expenditures 

by the eight territories involved in the program rose fixim almost l40 

million francs C.F.A. (French African francs) in 19^9 to close to 708 

millions in 1955.^

Under the original overseas ten-year plan 

of 19^6, twenty-five per cent of FIDES allocation was assigned to social 

development projects and ten per cent of this amount was to be devoted
2

However, neither of these percentages was actually reached 

and, by a decree of June 4, 1949, the ten-year planning concept was

FIDES and Education.

to education.

replaced by four-year planning periods. Nevertheless, through FIDES 

during the first four-year plan (1949-1953)i substantial numbers of

secondary-level school plants were constinicted in French Sub-Saharan

Africa, particularly in West Africa.

Indeed, the rapid rise of secondary institutions placed a heavy

strain upon the general or federal and local territorial budgets since 

the cost of maintenance and of staffing these schools was a federal or

local responsibility. As these schools were genereilly boarding schools

In addition.staffed by French teachers, these expenses were considerable.

^Ibid
p. 22.

^Thompson and Adloff, French West Africa, p. 521. 
by a survey of official statistics.)

• f

(Confirmed
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the costs of primary education, including school construction, were

borne by the local territorial bi^gd^s with some assistance from the

The subsidization of mission schools andgeneral or federal budgets, 

of scholairships for study in the Metropole added to the financial

problems of French Sub-Saharan territories. The average expenditure 

for education in the budgets of the colonies of French West Africa rose 

from 2.851^ in 1930^ to 17% by 1953.^ The proportionate expenditures of 

the combined individual territories of French West Africa for education

in 1952 as compared to those of the federal government and of the Metro

pole, through FIDES, for that san» year are indicated below

Territories (combined) = 3i505»000,000 francs C,F,A,*
= 205,500,000 francs C,F.A.
= 725,000,000 francs C,F.A,

•excluding subsidization of mission schools

Bissatisfaction with the first four-year FIDES plan was expressed

Federal!
FIDES

in the recommendations of the Third Conference of the Directors of Educa

tion of French Black Africa and of Madagascar held at Paris (May 12-19»

1952):

That, under the first iFIDES plan, only a little more than 
haif of the planned investments for education were committed 
and that the division of these reduced credits between the 
various types of education waus accomplished to the detriment 
of primary education which, in turn, obtained only half of the 
planned percentage, i

While acknowledging that it is proper to have the local 
communities participate in the financing of education at the 
primary level, the conference members believe that the next

France, Ministbre des Colonies, Afrique Occidentale Francaise, 

1931, P. 34,
^France, M.F,0,M

^Ibid,

L*Afrique Occidentale Francaise, 1953» P« 228,
• 1
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four-year plan should uphold the promises of the first plan, 
to wit: ten per cent of the total investments devoted to 
education with fifty per cent of^-t-^located to primaiy 
education.! ^

The second four-year Plan (195^-1957) sanctioned by FIDES placed

more of an emphasis upon construction at the primary school level. As

a resxilt of the post-war African demand for equality in education, the

primary cycle had been raised to a full six-year course, necessitating

considerable additional school construction at this level. This need

for primary school construction was featured in the goals of the five-

Educational Development Plan of French West Africa (1952-1956)^

and coincided with the goals of the FIDES second four-year Plan mentioned

above which emphasized the development of the rural economy.^

The matter of school construction illustrates the dilemma of

matching factual progress in Sub-Saharaui education with the principles

enunciated in high-level political conferences such as that held at

Brazzaville in 1944. The costs of developing an extensive European-type

educational system and the accompanying facilities vastly exceed the

means available for its accomplishment. The FIDES-type primary schools

built at high cost per unit, meant that comparatively few of the schools

could be built.^ On the other hand, primary schools constructed locally

year

^France, M.F.O.M "Hecommandations de la 3e Conference des 
Directeurs de I'Enseignement d'Afrique Noire et de Madagascar," 
Enseignement Outre-Mer, No, 4, December, 1952, p. 24,

•»

^Ibid., p. 24l.

^France, B.O.M.F.O.M., Plan de ModenLzation et d'Equipement, 
Decree of May 20, 1955, 1955, p. 73ii.

^Renl Dumont, L*Afrique Noire Est Mai Partie (Paris: 

du Seuil, 1962), p. 53. Dumont claims these primary schools are luxuri- 
enough, with their attached lodgings for the teaching-principal, to

incur the jealousy oF^the regional indigenous chiefs.

Editions

ous
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of indigenous materials were frequently so poorly built that their upkeep 

absorbed from twenty to twenty-five^per“-cent of the local territorial 

budgets.^

Thus, the increase in the French Sub-Saharan school population

during the first ten years of the FIDES (1946-1956) fell substantially
2

below the rate of growth required to meet the educational goals general

ized at Brazzaville Conference (January-February, 1944) and those specified 

for French West Africa at the Dakar Conference (July, 1944),^ 

the funds from FIDES were significant in the construction of post-primairy 

facilities throughout French Black Africa, particularly within the Western

Nevertheless,

Federation,

The Problems of Technical, Secondary and Higher Education, The

post-war educational reforms in French Sub-Saheran Africa had two major

goals: a quantitative expansion to provide for educational opportunity

and a queilitative improvement to establish a parity between the systems

of the colonies and of metropolitan France, Both gosG-s were motivated

by political necessity, derived in principle from the policy declarations 

of the French government and the Constitution of 1946 and forced by the
4

demands of the African elite and their libereQ. suppoirters in the Metropole,

^Thompson and Adloff, French West Africa, p, 522,

p
The school population for West Africa stood at 5,33^ of the esti

mated school age population in 194? and 13.435 in 1956 according to official 
statistics. See France, M,F,0,M,, Afrlque Occidentals Francaise, 1956, p. 105,

^The plan for West Africa ceLLled for 50,000 primary schools, 200 
upper primary schools, and 75 normal schools by 1964 and universal primary 
education by 1994-5. See de la Eoche and Gottmann, 0£. cit,, p, 546,

4
Confirmed through inteirviews and many documents, e,g 

M.F,0,M,, op, cit,, p, 60,

s

France,• 1
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At the primary level, courses were extended to six years and

canned by a Certificat d'Etudes Primaire- (Primary School-leaving Certif-
~ r

icate) "equivalent to the same certificate in the Metropole." 

primary level courses were somewhat adapted since the curricular emphasis 

was upon the French language and the recipients were, for the most part, 

of a non-French origin.

At the secondary level, pre-war opportunities for the complete 

cycle^ were largely limited to French children and those of the assimilated 

elite. Even in 19^6, only 17^ of the 723 pupils attending the lyc^es 

(high schools) of Senegal were Africans.^ Graduates were granted colonial

The

diplomas which could be exchanged for the metropolitan baccalaureate upon

The post-war era saw a rapidevidence of good character and scholarship, 

expansion of secondary education, particularly at the.first-cycle level. 

The nature of secondary education in French West Africa was described as

follows in 1948:

Secondary education is now aligned with that of the Metropole, 
not only in regard to the duration of the studies and the constitu
tion of the curriculum, but in the realm of diplomas as well. These 

granted (Brevets for the first cycle studies and the Bacca
laureate for the second cycle studies) by juries organized by the 
University; they are rigorously equivalent to the diplomas granted 
in the Metropole and their value is recognized throughout the 
French Union.4

are

^Ibid.

^This complete cycle is divided into a first (preliminary) cycle 
of four years (6e, 5e, 4e, 3e), and a second (higher) cycle of three 
years (2e, le. Terminal).

^Thompson and Adloff, French West Africa, p. 538.

^France, M.F.O.M loc. cit.• 1
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The development of all phases of education proceeded at a much

slower pace in French Equatorial Afra^^ -Considered the most backward 

of French coloniaQ. possessions prior to the Second World War, the Federa

tion possessed only a small secondauTT course, at Brazzaville, primarily

for the benefit of French youth. Through FIDES, eight secondary schools.

including one complete lyc^e at Brazzaville, were fully operational by

1955 with a total enrollment of 1,315 African students.

However, over half of the secondary school places remained

unfilled at this time because of the inability of the Africans to pass

the secondary school entrance exaunisiations. This fact led the Africeuxs

to demand both the reformation of primary education and the temporary

easing of the entrance requirements to secondary education pending such

The French- government refused this latter request, point-a reformation.

ing out the discrepancy between this demand and the demand that local 

secondary education be identical with that in France.^

French did abeoidon the rigid metropolitan age limitation for admission 

to secondary schooling. The Africans argued that it was unfair to expect 

the native child to assimilate the French language aind the other educa-

However, the

It hadtional requirement on the same time-table as the French child.

long been claimed that the French used this device to limit the educational
i

opportunities for the natives.

Vocational and technical education in French Equatorial Africa

remained relatively undeveloped until after the Second World War, 

Through the funds from FIDES after 19^6, a few vocational institutions

^Thompson and Adloff, The Emerging States . p. 298.
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were developed along metropolitan lines, with more attention devoted to 

theory and general culture than previously. Graduates received a certif

icate (Certificat d'Aptitude Professionelle or C.A.P.) equivalent to the

This certified them as skilled workers and,same diploma in France, 

until 1947, the graduates were absorbed into the government as teachers 

for the apprenticeship and manual training classes of the territorial

schools.. Thereafter, attempts were made to place the graduates in 

private employment, but the graduates preferred white-collair positions 

and the employers preferred to hire their own native apprentices or 

French skilled laborers. Although the curriculum in the vocational 

schools was rendered more practical in 1954, apparently the position of 

both the graduates and the employers remained essentially the same.

In French West Africa, vocational and technical education was

also reformed along metropolitan lines and consisted of three levels. 

The\owest level produced skilled laborers and consisted of three years

The middle level, producing highlyof study beyond primary education, 

skilled laborers and future foremen, required two years of special study

beyond the first cycle of secondary education. The highest level developed 

technicians and the course consisted of the baccalaureate and two years 

of additional study. The technician-candidates attended the pne Higher 

Technical School of French Black Africa (technical high school) with the 

best graduates having the opportunity to study for engineering degrees 

in the Metropole. Unfortunately, the enrollment in this school in 1948 

consisted of only fifty-seven students.^

4bW., p. 269.

ance, M.F^_,MS’r Afrique Occidentale Francaise, 1948, p. 63.•»
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According to an official report,^ vocational and technical educa

tion was equal to that of the Metro^^-^dn quality, organization, and

Nevertheless, none of the secondary-level establishments was

This fact and the desire 

of many students to pursue their studies at a higher level resulted in 

a substantial demand for scholarships to study in France. The following 

official statement indicates that this demand was liberally met in the

diplomas,

equal in reputation to those of the Metiropole.^

years immediately following the war:

The efforts of the local and general budgets of French West 
Africa concerning scholarships are so great that one may say: 
whoever has the required diplomas to study at a higher level 
receives a scholarship.?

While this statement did not imply that all categories of diploma holders 

could study in France, it serves to illustrate the policy which permitted

■ 4
increasing numbers of African students to study there, 

trend led to financial and politiceil problems.

According to French officials, the cost of maintaining one African 

student in France represented the equivalent of operating a class of forty 

to fifty students in Africa.^ This cost did not include the wastage

However, this

^Ibid

^A comnwn charge, that the teachers as a group held degrees 
inferior to the comparable group in the Metropole, appears justified 
according to officiaJL statistics, e.g., see preceding reference, p. 64,

^Ibid., p. 6l.

Vor the years 1948, 1951, and 1955i the scholarships awarded or 
renewed for study in France from French West Africa were 638, 760, and 
1,272 respectively, (These figures were obtained from the Aimual Reports 
of French West Africa for the years of 1948, 1952, and 1956.)

^Thompson and Adloff, French West Africa, p. 545*

62.,, p.
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caused by the failure of a significant number of African students to 

adjust psychologically and academical^y^to metropolitan studies or to 

those who sought continued residence in France upon conclusion of their 

scholarships.^

The AfricanTo this financial burden was added a political one.

students in Paris organized a Federation of Students of Black Africa

Breaking its initial affilia-(FEANF) shortly after the close of the war. 

tion with the moderate Union of French Students, the Federation aligned

itself with the communist-oriented International Union of Students. Its 

relations with the Ministry of Overseas France deteriorated to the point 

where the latter organization denounced it as irresponsible and withdrew 

recognition of the Federation.^ While the bitter relations with the 

Black African students and the Ministry were partially resolved by time, 

the radicalism of the students remained and this, along with the other 

difficulties generated by their presence in France, apparently induced 

the French government to expedite the development of higher education 

in French Sub-Saharan Africa.

The project invoked mixed reactions from the African elite. 

Although aware of the financial problems of maintaining increasing numbers 

of scholarship holders in France, they feared the institution c^f local 

higher learning would result in another inferior educational product in 

the colonial tradition, that is, adapted to the needs and mentality of

^This problem still exists, according to French officials inter

viewed in Paris by the researcher in 196I and 1962.

^Thompson and Adloff, French West Africa, p.
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enrollment of l,8ll students.^ 

that almost one hailf of the student

However, these figures aire deceiving in

bodydn

and, during the I96I-62 academic year, they accounted for almost a third

the late 1950's were French

of the students. During the latter year, only Senegeil (587 students), 

Dahomey (227 students), Cameroon (5^ students), eind Togo (48 students) 

had substantial national representation at the University. For example, 

the countries of former French Equatorial Africa (Congo, Gabon, Hepublique

Centrafricaine, and Tchad) had a combined total of only five students in 

attendance.^ Thus, although the University is under the jurisdiction of

the French Ministry of National Education rather than that of Senegal,

the balkanization of French Sub-Saharan Africa and the superior reputation

of the metropolitan universities has frustrated the French plan to develop

the institution into the University of Central Africa,- serving all of

French Black Africa,

Assimilation and the Educational Recommendations of 1952. At the

third annual conference of the directors of education of French Sub-Saharan

Africa and of Madagascar, recommendations were made to the French govern

ment urging that the curriculum and textbooks be aligned with the consti

tutional provisions of 1946. Among these recommendations were the following;

a) That the teaching of civic history and of geography recognize 
the following facts; ^
1. That France, in the proper context, or the "French Republic" 

(Article 1 and 60 of the Constitution) comprises the over
seas departments and territories with the same rank and in 
the same manner as the metropolitan departments;

2. That the processes of forming and of unifying France into 
an establishment of national unity does not stop at the

^Students enrolled in both the University and an Institute have 
been counted twice.

^niversit^ de Dakar, Statistiques , , 4.P»r-
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metix)politan level but is particul^ly pursued in the 
overseas territories;

3, That the French people ^j^not composed exclusively (or 
essentially) of metropolitans, but of the totaO-ity of 
French citizens (Article 80 and 3 of the Constitution) 
and that it appears necessary that all the children of 
France (extended in this sense) be recognized as com
patriots and as equal,

■5. And finally, that in general, the vocabulary employed in 
the courses of study, in the textbooks, and in the class
room be made to conform with the Constitution and, particu
larly, that the geography texts and the maps cease to. 
represent the Metropole as the sole constituent of Frsuice 
but, to the contrary, that they refer or represent France 
as a totality (including all overseas departments and 
territories); and when they refer to a peirt of France 
(or represent only a part even if this part is the Metro
pole) that they stress that the reference is only to a 
part of France (such as metropolitan or of Europe, of 
Africa, of America, of Oceania, etc,), 

b) And that especially in the overseas territories, the ensemble 
of Frenchmen be enabled to know and to vinderstand that they 
have one fatherland (all of France) and that they are all 
French of the same rank without any distinction of color or 
civil statue,-I-

J

The recommendations continued stressing the need to stop making

distinctions in history, civics, and geography which created artificial 

local sentiments emd noting that local adaptation of the courses appeaired

In the con-mainly to be a matter of the presentation of the material, 

eluding psiragraph of the above section, the directors recommended:

d) That education be dispensed to all under the same conditions, 
with the same programs in the same institutions or scjiools 
without distinction of ethnic origin or civil statusf, with 
the sole resei*vation being where adaptations may be required 
—such as the legal situation of the territories (mandated 
territories) or the transition from a mother tongue other 
than French,2

France, M,F,0,M
Directeurs de I'Enseignement d'Afrique Noire et de Madagascar,'* 
Enseignement Outre-Her, December, 1952, pp, 31~52,

"Becommandations de la 3e Conference des•»

^Ibid
p. 52,• ♦
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UNESCO and Africanization. France has traditionally used cul

tural expansion as a weapon of international politics, according to 
Senator Pezet, former Vice-Chairman''of^^e Foreign Affairs Committee of 

the Senate.^ This policy brought conflicts with Islam, the English, and 

with American missionaries in Sub-Saharan Afidca in the paist, as has
\

The advent of UNESCO brought anotherbeen demonstrated in this text.

threat to the monopoly of the French language and education in French

Black Africa.

This began when UNESCO commenced to urge the worldwide develop-

Thement of baisic or fundamental education shortly after its inception.

French reaction was to establish the French Center for the Stud^ aind

Information on Basic Education. Pilot programs were developed in French 

Sub-Saharan Africa as early as 19^9 and,' in 1956, a Higher Council for 

Overseaus Basic Education was formed under the jurisdiction of the Ministry

of Overseas France. This Council was to expedite the transition from 

the stage of experimentation to that of action.^

However, the idea never beceune popular with either the French or 

the Africans. Many of the latter group believed the project was a ruse 

to substitute inexpensive education for the genuine article and preferred 

to vote funds fob the expensive French system. When some African poli

ticians suggested that UNESCO finance further experimentation^, the 

French government apparently opposed the move because they feared foreign 

propagandists would be included among the UNESCO technicians.^

Ernest Pezet, *'L'Expansion Culturelle Facteur de la Politique 
Internationale," Cahiers Francais I' information (France: Secretariat 
General du Gouverneme'nt, No. 145, December 1, 19^9) t PP» 15-20.

M.F.O.M
de Base," Bulletin de LieuLson, No. 10, 2e Trimegtre, 1956, p. 5» 

Thompson and''Adloff, French West Africa, p. 5^7.

^SSrance, M.E.N '.'Principes d'une Doctrine d'Education• t• f
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As the vogue of fundamental education declined, the apparition

of African nationalism brought a new trend, the Africanization of cul-

With the coming of independence, this move weis encouraged byture.

UNESCO, which offered printing facilities and language experts to develop 

and print the indigenous languages. This policy is generally deplored 

by high-level French officizils^ who contend that the Black Africans have 

neither the cultural heritage nor the modern languages to make such a 

policy feasible. One French official stated that this UNESCO policy is

derived from the Anglo-Saxon leadership, but that it is partially negated

at the level of implementation since the UNESCO field workers in French-

speaking Black Africa are French.

The UNESCO-sponsored Inter-African Conference held at Tananarive, 

Mada^uscar (September 3-12, 1962) and attended by forty-five experts 

representing twenty-eight countries indicates a recent exaunple of UNESCO

The theme of the conference was "The Adaptation of Generalpolicy.

Secondary-Level Courses of Study in Africa." The conference had £is an

object, according to an official French source, "a cultural emancipation
2

permitting the affirmation of the African personality." This French

report included the following paragraph:

Among the reasons evoked which render the reformation of the 
courses of study necessazT' was "the cooperation between Africans, 
the required reinforcement of African unity through a mutual under
standing. At the present, knowledge of the former colonial powers 
is more developed in each country than that of the neighboring 
African countries."3

^These high-level officials are chiefs of directions, bureaux, 
services, or institutes, within the French government, interviewed by 

the author during the I96I-I962 academic year.

^ S'rance, M.E.N., "Les Conferences de Tananarive," Cooperation 
Pe^dagogique, No. 1, January-February-March, 1963i P* 38.

^Ibid r--
p. 39.• 1
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A major problem exists in this regard since the secondary curricu

lum is closely tied to the European examination systems, 

independence (i960), the French African demand for equivalence of secondary 

education and for liberal access to French higher education has been main-

A1though, since

tained, a move to substitute African subject matter for the French, wherever

To this end, various French Black Africanpossible, has grown in strength.

nations have established national committees and, during a conference of 

French African Ministers of Education held in Paris (February 20-25i 1961),

the Ministers requested the formation of an intemationeQ. committee to 

work on the problem.^ This resulted in the creation of a French committee

titled '’The Committee for the Study of the Adaptation of the Courses of

The French committee, which had its initial meetingStudy in Africa."

on April 13, 1961, was to work independently of the various African groups

but the end results would be examined and coordinated through an inter

national conference of the various groups.^ At the secondeiry level.

course of study revisions were undertaken in the fields of natural science,
3

French, history and geography.

The obvious problem to be resolved is the extent and the direction 

The French have no objection to the adaptation of 

education on their own terms, that is, as long as it does not seriously 

interfere with keeping the Africans in the French tradition.

of this adaptation.

Indeed, in

^Tranc^, M.E.N., "La Conf^ence des Ministres de 1'Education 
Nationale des Etats Africains et Malgache d'Expression Francaise," 
Bulletin de Liaison, No. 21, n.d., p. 4.

^Ibid., "Le Comit^ d'Etudes pour 1'Adaptation des Programmes 
Scholaires en Afrique," p. 9.

^Ibid.., p. 10.

r'
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1955j the French were working on the modification of the first (prelim- 

inaiT') cycle of secondary education f^—French West Africa 

render it a complete, terminal unit for most of the Africans who would 

not continue to the second (higher) cycle.^ 

movement, if carried to extremes, could mean a progressive de-emphasis 

of French civilization in the curriculum. Only at the second or higher

in order to

However, the Africanization

cycle of secondary education are the French secure, since these three

years are firmly tied to the baccalaureate exaimination.

The Political Steps to Independence. Increasingly close ties

between the French-speaking nations of Sub-Saharan Africa and UNESCO 

became possible with the independence of these states in i960. During 

the Fourth Republic, the Loi-cadre of 1956 opened the door for extensive
Cl,

African political activity and territorial semi-responsible government.

The door was further opened in the months thereafter because of the

inability of the weak French governments to cope with the problems of

In mid-April, 1958, the French government enteredAlgeria and inflation.

its nineteenth cabinet crisis since the official inauguration of the

On May 30, 1958, de Gaulle beceimeFourth Republic in January, 19^7.

premier and received the power to act without recourse to the National 

Assembly and to submit constitutional reforms directly to the ^people. 

The Constitution of the Fifth French Republic, approved by the people 

in the referendum of September 28, 1958, removed the balance of power 

from the Parliament and concentrated it in the hands of the executive.

^G. H. Camerlynck, "L*adaptation de 1'enseignement dans le 
second degrrf (Premier Cycle)," L’Education Africaine, No. 26-27, 1955* 
pp, 7-13.
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Under the new Constitution, the French Union of the Fourth Republic 

was replaced by the French Community.^^J3?he~ concept of the French Union 

reflected the centralizing and assimilative tradition of the Third Republic

while the Community, in contrast, acknowledged the right of self-govern

ment and even of secession.^ However, affairs of common interest, such

as foreign and monetary policy, defense, inter-state communications and 

transportation, and higher education, were controlled by the Executive 

Coimcil of the Community composed of the chief executives of the various 

territories and presided over by the President of the Community who was

also the President of France.

The modification of the Constitution, permitting complete inde

pendence of the Sub-Saharan African states in I960, meant that further 

relations between France and these nations would be arranged through

Among the accords so arranged were those in thetreaties and contracts.

sireas of "the development of culture and of education" and of technicaQ. 

assistance.^

New French iiastitutions were formed to match these political

The new funding agency, replacing FIDES in April, 1959 and 

titled the Funds for Aid and Cooperation (FAC), received the authority 

to finance a much greater variety of operations than its predec^ 

possessed.^

France was replaced by the Ministry of Cooperation and the Minister of

changes.

ssor

By a decree of June 10, 1961, the Ministry of Overseas

^Gwendolen M. Carter, The Fifth French Republic (New York: 

Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1959)i P» 1^»

ance, Ministere de la Cooperation, France, Afrique, 
Madagascar, Solidarite et Cooperation, 1961, p. 5*

^Ibid., p. 14
* C''-
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this new agency became chairman of the executive committee of FAC, 

Ministry of Cooperation differed from^jjjs'forerunner in that it deals 

solely with the new states of Sub-Saharan Africa including Madagascar,^ 

French contributions for the development of these nations rose from

The

1,568 million francs in i960 to 1,7^ millions in I96I and to about 

1,900 millions in 1962,^

The establishment of the European Community brought another

source of aid to the French-speaking Sub-Sahairan countries through the 

European Development Fund for the Oversesis Countries (FEDOM), 

by the six member states for the benefit of any overseas nation sussociated 

with one of the members, the Fund receives approximately one-third of its

Maintained

support from France, a third from West Germany, eind the remaining members

However, most of the aid dispensed wascontributing the final third.

allocated to countries in the French sphere of influence, with the first

financial assistance agreement for Sub-Saharan Africa being concluded on 

April 7, 1959.^

Present French Educational Policy in Sub-Saharan Africa. In

ultimate terms, French policy in the field of education clearly remains
4

Occasionally this general policy is described as 

continuation (of assimilation) and adaptation, implying assimilation to

one of assimilation.

I

^Ibid.

^Ibid.

^European Community, The Exiropean Development Fiuid and the Asso

ciated Overseas Countries (Brussels; European Community Information 
Service, 1962), p. T.

4
Based upon interviews with high French officials close to the

ministerial level.
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the French language and culturail tradition with adaptation of specific

strategies to meet the needs and means of the Africans,
The main efforts of adaptation^ar^being conducted to ensure

the achievement of universsil primary education. Although politically

committed to this goal, the African countries generally lack the funds

to fulfill it while maintaining the complete primary cycle of six years.

As pointed out by Dumont, basing education upon models from the most 

developed nations requires expenditures beyond the means of the French

He cited the example of Upper Volta which, in I960,Sub-Saharan states.

took twenty-three per cent of its budget to educate eight per cent of

He noted it would have required three timesthe school age population, 

the actual total national budget of that year just to have universal 

primary education without any further levels and types of education,^

In addition to the cost factor, Dumont attacked the inadaptation

of primary education, remarking that, even in France, education is under-

Following a comment upon the bookish charactergoing heavy criticism.

"Thus France trainsof French education, Dumont continued his criticism:

in her schools, , , , ten-fingered cripples, without understanding that

, , cannot be complete,"^ After out-a purely cerebrail intelligence ,

lining the French failure to adapt successfully the African rural primary

"I have had much trouble getting /
school, Dumont noted the following:

the African minister to admit the inadaptation and even the insufficiency 

of our methods of education because many [of those responsible^ are

„3former teachers.

^Dumont,
P. 75.op, cit 

^Ibid,, p, 74,

• 1

^Ibid,, p, 75.
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In a review of a Social and Economic Development Plan for the 

Republic of Tchad, the Chief of the Service-of Educational Research 

for Newly-Developing Countries made this statement;

It must be acknowledged; classical French education is not 
adapted for African and Tchadian society, a society essentially 
rural with a rapidly increasing population and with 
financial capacity,^

a weak

While such statements, particularly those of Dumont, may be

questioned by some French educators, there can be little doubt that the 

need for an adapted rural primary education is recognized and advocated

by the majority of metropolitan-based French officials concerned with 

educational development in Sub-Saharan Africa. In addition to numerous

persuasive eirticles to this effect appearing in official French journals 

distributed in Africa, the French government has taken direct action to

further its viewpoint through various channels. The Africans have been 

encouraged to invite French teams of economists and educators to devise

national plans for economic and social development in which rural primary 

and vocational education strategies figure prominently.^ 

technical assistance personnel in various countries have proposed the 

establishment of a special four-year rural primary cycle in order to 

expose more of the school age population to an education which is terminail 

for the majority and not merely a first preparatory step in the academic 

Many other specific measures^ have been advocated by the French

Also, French

ladder.

1 ^ ^
Roger Gineste, *'Le Plan de Developpement Economique et Social

de la Republique du Tchad," Bulletin de Liaison, No. 20, n.d., p. 55*

^Such plans had been devised for Tchad, Upper Volta, and Dahomey 
by the summer of 1962. Only the plan for Upper Volta had been accepted 
by that time and, according to involved French officials, with some 
reluctance.

^Many of the speqific reforms are to be found in the Bulletin de 
Liaison (op. cit.), as well eis in the plans listed in the preceding footnote.
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authorities in order to make \miversal primary education both financially 

feasible and of practical value. Univepeal, exposure to the French language 

and the development of a popular Franco-African culture remain dependent

upon the expansion of the primary school.

The African elites have not, as yet, accepted these proposals

with enthusiasm since they generally are politically committed to provid

ing equal primary education to all their peoples and the reforms are

often considered ais "watered down, inexpensive" versions of education

reminiscent of the coloniail era. Dumont cites a specific example:

The Minister of Education of Senegal has accumulated a large 
number of degrees. When the preliminary report of the plan ... 
proposed a rationalization of his mral education, he instinctively 
rejected it, horrified.!

This type of reaction is occasionally supported by traditional French4-S

educators serving in high technical assistance positions in Sub-SahEiran

Africa, with the obvious result that the implementation of metropolitan

French policy is not always furthered in the field, becoming the victim

2
of French individualism or the lack of adequate communication, or both.

In a reform paralleling that in France, the French are encour

aging the strengthening of the vocational-technical educational tracks

in Black Africa, where the lack of technicians is particularly acute.

The traditional colonial-era preference for French rather than iAdigenous 

^ the weakness of French technical education, particularlytechnicians.

4
and the promotion of the few existing African technicians tooverseas.

■4)umont,

Verified through personail interviews and observations in France
P. 75.op. cit 1

and Africa,
^For example, see Roberts, op. cit Volume I, pp. 166-167,

4 V"
See Charton's article in Mumford, op. cit P. 91..»
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high-level and, often, political positions with the coming of independence, 

have resulted in a great shortage of p^sonnel in the middle-level occupa

tions. Realistically enough, the French officials of the Ministries of

Cooperation and National Education recognize that a substantial number

of the African graduates of higher technical education will prefer poli

tical positions as long as easy access to such careers is available.

This situation adversely affects the secondary-level teaching 

field, where a large majority of the teachers are French. At the primary

level, ninety-five per cent of the teachers aire African, but many promising

teachers enter the political field or accept high governmental administra

tive posts. However, a more significant problem appears to be the desire

of the primairy instructors to teach in the major cities as opposed to the

To coxmter this urge, the French officials have advocated 

a system of rural normal schools in some African states.^

rural areas.

With the rapid expansion of primary education, the quality of

instruction has suffered because of theshortage of trained teachers

and the lack of in-service education programs. According to a French

authority, this first situation is largely a financial problem because

it is possible to hire three poorly educated monitors for the salary of

one qualified teacher. He refers to this practice as "a solutioy alluring

2
for the financier, tragic for the educators.”

To meet the intricate problems of ;priorities and investments, 

the French government is encouraging the Sub-Saharan African nations to

^As in Senegal.

^Roger Gineste, "Les Probli^mes de I'Enseignement du Premier 
Degre dans les ^tats de la Communaute,” Bulletin de Liaison, No. 20, 
p. 27. r-
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train educators in national educational planning at the University of 

5aris. It is hoped they will become ^apcustomed to viewing education as 

> an integrated aspect of national economic and social development—gadning 

sophistication in planning effective educational strategies based upon 

realistic analyses of existing deficiencies in the educational system, 

well-defined needs, and the means at hand.

While increasing African access to a wider variety of metropoli

tan institutions of higher learning, including the renown Grands fcoles, 

the French are pursuing a policy of greater overseas technical assistance 

in the field of education, in spite of a teacher shortage within France. 

As of 1961, the French planned to increase the number of French educators 

in Sub-Saharan Africa by ten per cent annually for ten years while gradu

ally withdrawing other forms of technical assistance,^. For example, from 

January i960 to January 196I, French technical assistance personnel 

decreased from 10,500 to 8,701, but for the same period, the number of 

French educators increased from 2,55^ (24,2^) to 3i^^7 (39»59^)«

French efforts in the field of education in Sub- 

Saharan Africa were greatly stimulated as a result of the Second World 

War. Although the First World War had a similar effect, the greater 

sophistication of the African and his growing demands after the second 

^ war as well as the French public commitments at the Brazzaville and 

Dakar Conferences, and in the French Constitution of 19^6, made a relax

ation of the overseaus educational endeavor impossible as in the previous

Sunini3.z7«

^Baused upon interviews with French officials at the head of their 
departments or services within the Ministries of Cooperation and National 
Education.

^Fr^ce, Minist^re de la Cooperation, France, Afrique . . •.» P» 20.
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Through the operation of the Overseas Plan for Modernization 

and Equipment, the Metropole made substantial grants and loans to the 

Sub-Saharan territories which permitted the construction of many secondary-

instance.

level school buildings. Indeed, the immediate French strategy appeared

to be aimed at eliminating the flow of African secondary students to

With theFrance by providing facilities for their education at home, 

development of a university at Dakar, Senegal, it was hoped all but 

certain specialized and graduate students of French Black Africa could

be educated in Africa.

As the African elite grew in political acumen, they were able 

to exert'^nsiderable influence upon the weak and divided governments

of the Fourth He public, demanding and obtaining, in principle, the ri^b 

to education in the territories exactly the equivalent of that in France. 

This sentiment had led to the abandonment, in 1946, of the rural farm

schools in which attempts had been made to incorporate basic agricul

tural instruction with-an. adapted primary curriculum, French officials 

generally agreed with the Africans that this program had proved unsuc

cessful.

The reorganized rural primary system consisted of a six-year 

cycle of instruction which placed it theoretically on a pair with the 

city schools in Africa and with those of metropolitan France, 

the school system in the West Africam territories wais provided with the

However, the costs of 

maintaining and staffing this expanded aind equivalent system had begun 

to weigh heavily upon territorial budgets and the school construction 

program, financed by the Metropole, was cut sharply.

I

In 1950,

same administrative structure as that in France.

In spite of the

r-
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and all colonial peoples as Frenchmen in all school texts, maps, and 

in oral references by teachers, may be oi^dated, but the spirit behind 

them bums as zealously as ever.

Indeed, the present multiform efforts of the French in the field

of oversesis education constitute an effective continuation of their

historichl grand strategy of employing language and culture as an

instrument of international power and politics. In the case of Sub-

Saharan Africa, one must agree with Senator Pezet's remarks to the

effect that this instrument becomes increasingly important and active 

as more direct means of influence diminish,^

i

^Pezet, op. cit p. 15.* 1

C"-



CHAPTER

THE INTENT OF FRENCH EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES

Introduction, Educational strategies, or the planning and

directing of educational developments, are conceived and placed into

operation to achieve certain purposes. The concern in this chapter is

to render explicit the French intent and its degree of consistency

from a long-range aispect. This intent will be considered primarily in

terms of ultimate or more distant goals rather than in the form of

immediate outcomes related to specific strategies.

While the French intentions will be.presented as applicable to

their former Sub-Saheuran territories as a whole, certain distinctions

should be recalled between the former Federation of West Africa, the

mandated territories of Cameroon and Togo, and the Federation of

Equatorial Africa, Considered the most retarded of French colonies.

the latter federation received sceuat attention from the Metropole, as

compared to the other colonies, until after the Second World War. Its 

educational development was left largely in the hands of the missionaries 

and only by 19^^ had the meager school population of the public schools 

surpassed that of the piavate institutions,^ The mandated territories

The detailed comparative educational statistics of all these 
Sub-Saharan territories for the years of 1957-8, 19^4-5, 1948-9, and 
1949-50 may be found in the following source: France, Annuaire 
Statistiques de 1'Union Francaise Outre-Mer, 1959-1949, pp. 211-228.
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of Cameroon and Togo fared much better because of their imique status,

dominant role in thebut the Federation of West Africa hais played^he

French educational effort in Black Africa, Generally speaking, the

endeavor in West Africa has produced the models for public education

in the other territories.

However, this distinction in the degree, as well as some differ- 

^..gpecif^ means of educational development, does not reflectences in the

The ends remain thea significant variation in the French intentions.

even though the means and the time-tables differ.

The Ultimate Intentions of French Educational Strategies.for

same

The failures of Louis^JCVIII and of Napoleon Bonaparte 

successfully to establish French hegemony on the European continent led 

the French imperialists to seek .other means of asserting and, maintaining

Following the example of Englamd, France 

turned to other continents where military conquests met less resistance 

and which might furnish the Metropole with the raw materials and the 

markets deemed necessary for a nation entering into the industrial revo-

Sub-Saharan Africa.

France as a world power.

lution.

At the same time that Frauice, from a military standpoint, was 

being repulsed on the European continent, her language and culture were 

gaining international recognition as the highest expression of Western 

French had replaced Latin as the international language; 

French culture set the staindards for the European aristocrats, while the 

ideals of the French revolution enthralled the European liberals.

As the students of French history and their publications testify, 

impressed by this cultural ascension than the French 

C"-

civilization.

no one was more
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themselves. Under the circumstances, the constant references in French 

publications to France's "civilizing missi^"--are not surprising. Thus, 

the following quotation of the remeirks, made in 19^9 by a former vice- 

chairman of the French Senate Foreign Affairs Committee, constitutes a 

representative, rather than an isolated, expression of French opinion;

In all French assemblies, approval is unanimous when an 
orator exalts the eminent national, and human, utility of our 
cultural-expansion in the world, and this is an honor to the 
political fitt^s^e, the psychological intuition, and the 
patriotic inclination of the French, They instinctively 
understand, if they do not know by experience, . . . that the 
worldwide prestige of France has been primarily acquired, 
maintained, and restored after eclipses of glory and power, 
by the moral authority and the intellectual attraction of 
her culture,!

Since the French consider their language as a major aspect of

their culture, it represents the key to the cultural assimilation of

The French school, in turn, acts as the medium

Hence, in 1962,

less civilized peoples.

through which that language and culture are acquired.

when French officials concerned with the development and implementation 

of educational strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa, assert^ that the purpose

of their work is to continue the assimilation of the Black African, they

are confirming the central purpose maintained by their predecessors for

3
approximately 150 years.

It is important to distinguish political from cultural essiniila-

tion as a clarification of the ultimate French intent in the field of

^Pezet, op. cit,, p, 15,

2
As interviewed by the author,

^The exception to this statement may have been the first French 
lay educator sent to Sub-Saharan Africa by the French government. He 
advocated educating the natives in their indigenous tongues, at least 
in the initiail stages. r-
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Political assimilation, when carried to its logical conclu

sion, would have shifted the control of^he-French government from the 

peoples of the Metropole to those of the overseas territories by the 

weight of sheer numerical superiority, 

proceeded as far as it could in the years following the Second World 

War and then gave way to the French Community concept and, subsequently, 

to indepeadeQce^^th continuing close economic and cultural ties when 

the peoples of Overseas France demanded greater representation at the 

political level.

education.

Thus, political assimilation

The very fact of the impossibility of genuine political assimila

tion argued well for the need for cultural assimilation as an enduring 

instirument for maintaining French dominance. The statement made at the 

turn of the century, by a prime mover of French cultural imperialism, 

Pierre Foncin, bears repeating as an illustration of the above point:

If the administrative, economic, and financial autonomy of 
the colonies appears to me to be very desirable, it is perhaps 
all the more necessary to attach them to the Metropole by a 
very solid psychological bond, against the day when their 
progressive emancipation ends in a form of federation ae is
probable—that, they be, and they remain, French in language, 
thought, and spirit.1

The idea of Gallicizing the natives was obviously conceived, 

and under way, long before Foncin‘s time. After the initial naiv^ 

assumptions of the Ministry of the Navy and Colonies, that the Senegalese 

could be converted rapidly to Christianity and educated en masse by the 

monitorial system, were dispelled, a more sophisticated policy emerged.

In 1822, the idea of educating an African elite, who in turn would educate 

their fellow countrymen, led to the sending of several Africans to France.

foncin. op. cit.p, . p. 5.
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In 1823, Governor Roger reported that he was educating several young 

Senegalese to be French commercial agents^>iri;-he interior.

But only by I829 was a comprehensive plan of native education

The plan called for the ultimate eradication ofdevised and approved.

indigenous linguistic and cultural differences through the annual produc

tion of a French-educated indigenous elite which would gradually civilize 

brothejJS^^^^TMs elite was to be educated in local boarding schools 

to ensure isolation from the African environment and the acquisition of 

the French language and culture,^

their

As the French extended their influence and their educational

facilities in Sub-Saharan Africa, the principle of "disengaging the 

elite and instructing the maiss"^ became explicit. In terms of cultural

assimilation, this meant the totsQ. assimilation of an indigenous elite 

who were to become "complete Frenchmen"^ and the partial but progressive
■5r

assimilation of the masses through the development of a Franco-African

culture which, in time, would evolve ever closer to French civilization.

The former Inspector-General of Education of French West Africa, 

Albert CHiarton, stWed the problem as follows in 193^!

It is necessary to go beyond the immobile and closed indigenous 
way of life. This results in a double problem; that of a black 
elite which, due to the impotence of its original culture, cannpt 
but be directed towcird the European culture and or^red, oriented, 
and incorporated into the national ^renc^ life; then, in the second 
instance, the problem of elaborating a type of Franco-African

^These events are detailed in Chapter II,

p
Thompson and Adloff, French West Africa, p. 5l8»

^France, B.O.M.C., Instruction Publique, Report of J\me 20, 1919t 

1919, p. 941.

r"
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culture which ... will expand little by little, imder^^ 
elemental but viable forms, throughout the mass itself.

IHie Inspector continued by stressi^ the need for a constant

surveillance and readjustment of the developing civilization to ensure

In the search for the proper educational formulae, heits viability.

cautioned against the extremes of empiricism and of idealism, noting

the former lacked any direction while the latter suffered from attempts

In reference to the second situation, he wasat direct as^milation.

particularly caustic:

The systems of education of the Metix)pole have been imported 
down to the details of the hourly schedules and of the courses of 
study. The policy of the table rase has been practiced and the 
young native has been considered like a statue of Condillac, fit ^ 
to receive from the master all his ideas, perceptions, and thoughts.

On the other hand, Charton did not reject the idea of assimilation as

the ultimate goad:

Assimilation cannot be defended as a point of departure but . . 
as a result, a success which is necessary to pursue, to win, to 
consolidate. The prerequisite condition for this final assimila
tion is precisely an adaptation.5

• J

In terms of organization, the adaptation of French education

had resulted in the emergence of a two-track school system about the

a metropolitan-type education formiddle of the nineteenth century:

the children of the French colonials and of the assimilated natives as 

well as for the sons of chiefs and other native notables, and a more

In general, the formeradapted, rudimentau^r education for the mass.

^Albert Charton, Role Social . de I'Enseignement en Afrique 
Occidentale Francaise (Paris: Eibrarie Larose, 193**-) t P* 6.

^Ibid 

^Ibid. ,

p. 7.• 1
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Btrack existed in the larger urban and administrative centers while the

latter radiated out into the interior. Because of both the acute need 

and the relative ease of development, the system of educating the French 

children and an auxiliary elite evolved first.^

The Education of an Indigenous Elite. Throughout the French

1
1
1
1
Hi

Icolonial literature, reference is made to different types of colonies
aill

primarily based upon whether or not the territories were suitable for 

settlement by large numbers of French people. Frequently, lands in 

which conditions were favorable for French migration were known as

aaa
8Ia

colonies of colonization and the others were referred to as colonies S
of exploitation. t

In the case of Sub-Saharan Africa, it was rapidly discovered 

that the colonies were unsuitable for French emigration. Charton employed 

the term '’colony of natives" in pointing out that, there, the French 

constituted essentially a meuiasement group or headquarters ultimately 

dependent upon native collaborators aind auxiliaries for the execution 

of policy.^ The initial aim of primary education and that of secondary 

education, once it was developed, lay in the formation of an African 

elite which would serve as intermediaries between the French and the

S,
*

3^
i
ISI
S:

I:

I
»

I
5
Iindigenous mass. I
i

Three categories of natives were channeled into the schools

the sons of the chiefs and of other

S
I
S'under the elite-building process: ii

:i
i
I
IS

1

^The education of this elite required less adaptation of the 
school to indigenous conditions and developed in the more comfortable 
urban environment rather than in the bush.

2Caiartqn, loc. cit pp. 1 and 5.,
I

i
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native notables, the sons of the already assimilated natives employed

by the French and the mulattoes, and other^trpils demonstrating scholarly 

achievement and the proper attitude toward Frenchification. However,

only the students from the first group were exempt from taking the

entrance examinations which opened the door to secondary education.

Historically, the sons of chiefs were taken as hostages and 

educated in the French tradition regardless of their desires. As the 

French sphere of influence grew, the sons of chiefs were compelled^ to

complete primary education and were then selected for enrollment at the

secondary level based upon a report prepared by the district administra

tor and verified by the inspector of administrative affairs. A committee

of the highest colonial officials made the final selections. The report.

furnished by the district administrator to higher authorities, had to

contain the following:

. . . precise information on the parents of the candidate, on the 
authority, the politiceil prestige and influence of the family 
group, on the past history of his ancestors and on the services 
rendered by them to the French administration.^

The schools or sections for sons of chiefs were usually under

the jurisdiction of the highest political rather than the educational

For example, in French West Africa, the lieutenant-governorauthority.
I

of Senegal had direct authority over the school; the inspector of admin

istrative affairs exercised the disciplinary needs instead of the

While primary education wsis compulsory for these children, this 
is not meant to imply that they were, as a group, opposed to French 
education.

^Government-General of French West Africa, Recueil des Textes 
Officiels relatif & I'Enseignement et au Personnel de I’Enseignement,
1919, P. 24.

r--
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inspector of education, and the final decisions for promotion or release 

from the school were made by the goverr^oiC^

The graduates, if they wished, were granted positions as secre

taries of the native administration directly under the district adrainis-

After a minimum of four years' service, they could be appointed 

"canton chiefs, tenth class.

trator.

The other native students received less delicate handling from

the French authorities in that they succeeded to the ranks of the elite 

by merit through a competitive academic process. Many of these students 

came from assimilated families which, obviously, gave them an advantage

those whose backgrounds afforded less early and substantial contactover

with the French language and way of life. .

These students were usually educated as primary teachers, inter

preters, medical assistants, and as administrative aides of vaorious types. 

After the Second World War, increased opportunities for a more academic 

secondary and higher education provided greater access to professions

such as law, medicine, and engineering.

The Franco-Arabic schools, or medersas, represented a special

adaptation of elite education to coopt the Islamic portions of the Black

According to Hardy, these schools were estajslishedAfrican populations, 

upon the erroneous assumption that Islam in Sub-Saharan Africa rested on

Once it was understoodthe same strong bases as that in North Africa, 

that the Sub-§^aran Moslems had a superficial, ritualistic, rather than

^Ibid., pp. 25, 27, 30*. 

^Ibid., p. 31.
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a deep, intellectual commitment to the religion, the planned expansion

of the schools was dropped,^

The original goal of these schools was given by Hardy as follows:

... Between the Koranic schools and the French schools, the Franco- 
Arabic schools or medersas were placed, designed to make the former 
forgotten and the latter accepted.2

After noting that only three of these institutions remained in French

West Africa in 1917» Hardy explained that these three continued in

existence only because of a revision in the curriculum;

Their programs have been completely transfonned. They are 
no longer Moslem universities, but Franco-Arabic schools in which 
the French language and sciences take precedence more and more 
over the Arabic language and sciences.5

The Education of the Mass. As previously noted, the ultimate 

objective of mass or popular education was the creation of a Franco- 

African culture which would progressively evolve toward French civiliza

tion. While the French have generally considered this purpose as a 

long-range and difficult goal to achieve, they have recognized a relative 

lack of progress in this area as compared with the education of the elite.

Aside from the substantial attempts to use Christianity as a
4

medium of partial acculturation, the French have employed, to varying 

degrees, three major strategies in the education of the mass: regular 

primary schooling, adult education, and fvuidamenteil or basic education.^

. ‘r

^Hardy, Une Conquete Morale . 

^Ibid.

p. 107.• ♦I

^Ibid p. no.

^Conversion wais important in non-Islamic regions, particularly 

in the coastal states of French Equatorial Africa.

•»

^Other strategies, such as the. ordinance issued by Faidherbe 
compelling the. pupils of Koranic schools to attend French language classes 
at night, are not includ^^ because of their transitoiy nature or relative 
lack of importance.
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Neither of the latter two means has had the moral or monetary support 

of the French as compared to that devote^^o''i:he primary school system. 

Because of the perenniail scarcity of funds, the priority was continually

granted to the fonnal school system.

It is quite possible that the French considered these means as

less effective in the achievement of a Franco-African culture than the

fonnal education of the young native where French was the language of

instruction. While one of the chief activities of basic and adult educa

tion was the instruction of elementary French, the development of concepts

in such areas as sanitation and agriculture necessitated the use of the

vernacular language.

After a visit to the British Sub-Saharan territories in 1955,
Co

Senghor made this significant statement:

... We have much to learn from the English in the domain of 
economic and social development. Employing concrete methods, 
they have succeeded in provoking a veritable mystique of Social 
Welfsire and Community Development. Basic education is not only 
the teaching of reading and writing and the meisses do not expect 
everything from the administration which manages . . 
their sweat |labo]^ nor their money,^

Senghor's remarks not only indicate the French constancy in employing

. neither

all means to instruct indigenous peoples in the French language, but

suggests theTttiHute control over indigenous initiative and affairs ^madn-

tained.by French officiaddom.

Basic education did not escape from this official 

once the British and the UNESCO programs received notoriety. Organiza

tions for its control were developed within the Ministries of Overseas

.gement

^Leopold Senghor, "Report Extracts," L'Education Africaine, 
No. 37, 1956, p.. 6.
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France and National Education, at the federal or territorial group

level, and within each colony or terri^oi^.'~ To assure the scientific 

development of a bsisic or elementary French, a special ministerial 

committee was established as well as a Center for the Study of Elementary 

French at the Ecole Normals Superieure de Saint-Cloud.

However, as admitted in an official bulletin, the French have

always regarded basic vocabularies and grammars with a "certain 

suspicion, sometimes even with a strong hostility"^ since they represent

Indeed, as previouslya distortion of pure language, thought and culture, 

mentioned, the whole concept of beisic education appears to be conceived 

as ineffectual and as an xmsatisfactory solution to the education of

This opinion.Africans by many Fi^nch administrators and educators, 

echoed by the majority of the African elite, limited the extensive

development of this strategy.

On the other hand, adult education, primarily concerned with 

French language instruction and beisic arithmetic, had been sponsored by 

the French many decades prior to the advent of basic education and com

munity development. Cleusses were usually formed wherever enough adults 

could be collected and signed up for a minimum of one month's attendance. 

However, such courses were generally restricted to the urban are^s and 

large administrative centers where the advantages of speaking French 

were obvious to.the indigenous adults.^ In 1900, Foncin wrote; "Every

where there should be language schools and adult.courses, directed

^"Le Francais Elementaire," Bulletin de Liaison, No, 11, 1956, p. 1.

^In 1929-1930, 180 adult courses with 8,l60 auditors were opera

tional in French West Africa. France, Commissariat de I'Afrique Occiden- 
tale Francaise, L'Afriqu^Occidentale Franeaise, 1931» P» 2,
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mainly by monitors trained in normal courses.'*^ In his opinion, these 

were the twin betsic vehicles for educati^nr^f the native mass and they 

had the same objectives: instruction in the French language.

The language schools represented the lowest echelon of the 

formal school system and while their actual organization and official 

designation varied through the years, the major intent remeiined constant: 

"diffusion of French in the mass of the population."^ The blanketing of

r

the Sub-Saharan territories with a network of such schools represented

a goal traditionally pursued by the French.

The strategy was succinctly expressed by one governor in 1930

"In order for the

the school must go to the native."^ 

envisaging the establishment Of a school in every village, the same

in his cfiQ.1 for a new effort in mass education:

Whilenative to go to school.

governor expressed the following spirit: "We have the intention of

bringing more progress in a few decades to the native than he has
4

accomplished for himself during railleniums."

This difficult task has received priority, on paper if not in

fact, throughout most of the French presence in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Following the Second World War, this priority was reaffirmed periodically 

in French policy statements based upon the new rights accorded to phe

natives:

^Foncin, op. cit

^rauace. Commissariat de I'Afrique Occidentals Francaise,

p. 7.

p. 9.,• 1

op> cit

^Ibid
p. 5.• 1

Ibid. -
r--
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The acquired rights would be illusionary and the reeil participa
tion in the political, intellectual, and social life of the nation 
practically iniTOssible without this^iaiSWledge of the language of 
the comnnmity.^

In extending the practical arguments for the universal usage of French

rather than the indigenous languages, the same document noted as follows:

"Without the' usage of an elementary French, the African is diminished
2

and withheld from the French community,"

Access to the elite clauss, it was further argued, wais dependent

upon primary-level instimction in the French language:

There are no studies possible for the African elite, particu
larly in the sciences and the technical fields, without the usage 
of French; but this elite cannot be determined in advance due to 
the democratic character of the Constitution, It follows that, 
in order to allow equal opportunity for all pupils, it is necessary 
to permit them the usage of a common language of culture,31

Vt-j

The weaknesses sind diversity of the local languages were also

Citing the lack ofreferred to in terms of a Franco-African culture.

a fixed or written African literature, the article concluded on this

"On the other hand, a literature in French by Africans is thepoint:

point of departure of a neo-African culture.

Basically, there has been little change in the French reasoning

for the extension of French education and language in Sub-Saharan Africa

since independence. According to the present rationalization, this 

system and language now serves as a liberating channel which enables the

^France, M,F.0,M,, L’Afrique Occidentals Francaise, 1950, p, 37. 

^Ibid p. 38,• 1
^Ibid

P. 37.• 1

Ibid,, p. 38,
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Africans to develop modem and coherent nations. Fulbert Youlou, the 

former President of the Congo (Brazzavil^'p'echoed the French line 

through the following statement in I960:

In expressing myself spontaneously in French, I do not have 
the feeling of betraying the African culture. I simply provide 
an incomparable means of rendering it intelligible to the entire 
world.1

.»■

The Criterion of Utility. The paramount goal of cultural

assimilation was not without immediate utilitarian implications at

Indeed, the French feareither the elite or mass level of education.

of producing a "useless product" weus voiced consistently in the

literature.

However, only after the organization of the Federation of French

West Africa in 1905 and the formulation of the comprehensive educationalw-5

act of that year was the criterion of utility specifically and consist-

Reaching its peak in theently applied to public native education.

1920's and 1950's, this policy had to be modified after 19^ because of

the political situation which found the Africans demanding a replica of

the metropolitan school system.

In economic terms, the creation of a Franco-African culture

largely implied the eventual development of a productive rural population

I
As one explanation of the failure oforiented to a cash crop economy, 

efforts at large-scale rubber and cotton production, Roberts cited the

lack of French control over the natives, to whom the dictates of metro-
2

politan policy meant nothing.

ranee, Minist^re de la Cooperation, France Afrique, p. 56. 

^Roberts, op. cit Vol. I, p. 524.• t
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World War, a strict quantitative control over the output at this level 

was enforced to avoid the creation of unen^loyed intellectuals.

Prior to 19^5* all of the complete secondary courses for the 

whole of French Sub-Saharan Africa were located in Senegal, 

to the regular lycees, technical institutions existed there to produce ^

In addition

primary teachers, assistant doctors, marine mechanics, and a few other

The output of these schools was extremely small.^types of technicians.

This fact held true for the entire vocational-technical track

of French Black Africa, since there existed little need for skilled

labor because of the lack of industrialization and the French practice

of employing metropolitan personnel in positions which other colonial 

powers reserved for natives, Dumont develops the former point under

2
"Industry sacrificed; Colonial'Pact prolonged." 

After noting that, through 1961, the French development funds of FIDES 

and FAC included no assistance for industrialization, he made the follow-

this provocative heading:

ing comment:

The absence of any title relative to industrialization was 
reveal^g. Thus, the aid to development leads to the prolonga
tion of the primary character of the tropical African economy, 
based upon agriculture and the extraction of raw materials,3

When Dumont proposed a revision of the principles of fund allocations 

to the chairman of the FAC committee in 1961, the reply pointed out that

These studies, accordingsuch a reorientation would require long studies, 

to Dumont, should have commenced in 19^7.

^The total enrollment of the normal schools and courses in French 
West Africa for the 1937-1938 academic year stood at 146 students. France, 
Annuaire Statistique de 1'Union Francaise d*Outre-Her, 1939-1949, p. 225.

^Dumont, op. cit 

^Ibid.

p. 37.♦ 1
4
Ibid.r"
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Thus, the absence of a strong vocational-technical education 

track constituted a reflection of the ch^raoter of the French Sub-

The demands for semi-skilled andSaharan economy to some extent, 

skilled native manpower were sufficiently low and spotty to permit a 

reliance upon a method of informal apprenticeship training. However, 

after the war, the shortage of skilled labor and technicians was cited 

as one of the principal obstacles to the modernization of French Black 

Africa,^ and the abandonment of the "empirical method of vocational 

training" in French West Africa was officially announced in 1951*^ A 

metropolitan system of accelerated training was to be instaO-led until 

the output of the formal vocational-technical track reached substantial

proportions.

While the French educational system in Sub-Saharan Africa proved 

to be woefully inadequate in meeting post-war needs, it should be kept 

in mind that the phenomena of accelerated development and Africanization 

of the civil service were outcomes of the Second World War. Prior to 

that time, despite periodic ambitious policy statements, educationeuL 

output in French Black Africa was largely geared to, or below, the 

immediate absorptive capacity of the local public and private sectors. 

This criterion of utility, stemming fjrom pre-war concepts of ecoiujmic 

and social development growth rates, left the colonies with vast educa

tional nee€s after the war.

The Implication of Adaptation. The installation of a European 

system of education in Black Africa obviously required some form of

France, L'Afrique Oecidentale Francaise, 1951» P» l8l. 

^France, L«Afrique'Oecidentale Francaise. 1950« Education
Annex, p. 1.
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adaptation. However, as Professor Gourou pointed out, the word "adapta-

connotations.^ First,tion" is sufficiently vague to carry at le^t'4:wo 

it may imply the creation of a virtually new and distinct system based
i!

Fundamentalupon a disinterested response to local conditions and needs. 3

education might be considered an example of this type of adaptation.

Second, adaptation may be viewed as an imposition of a foreign system

with a minimum of nwdification, initiated primarily by motives of self-

interest.

The adaptation of French education to the needs of the natives

implied that the indigenous requirements consisted of progressive

As conceived by the French, adaptation at the levelFrenchification.

of mass education W2ls particularly crucial because the native required

partial acculturation without de-racialization. Theoretically, adapta

tion consisted of a delicately balanced process which would bring care

fully controlled change.

The management of the dynamics of change was seen to involve a 

continuous evaluation of the school system to avoid both under- and

This was conceived as a long-term process of correlatingover-education.

pedagogical sophistication with cultural change. The progressive reorienta

tion of the indigenous culture to a European-type civilization would 

require the consistent re-adaptation of popular education to continue and 

to further the orderly shift in values, skills, and institutions. In 

short, adapted education wbls to be geared to produce the evolution of

the mass and to avoid mass revolution.

^M. Gourou, "L'Adaptation de I'Enseignement dans les Colonies," 
Rapport GenereJ. (Paris: Congres Intercolonial de I'Enseignement dans 
les Colonies et les Pays d'Outre-Mer, September 25-27t 1931)t P» 308.
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Since the French themselves could be little more than the

directors of this evolution, the assimilated'^ite were to be prepared 

as the implementors of the program, or the active agents of change.

This again involved a delicate task of acculturation without culturailly

isolating the Gallicized intermediaries fjrom the mass. Periodically, 

the French policy-makers and pedagogues voiced fears of forming a modern

native leadership completely divorced from their traditional culture.

Prior to the Second World War, the problem of adapting secondary

education was partially resolved by restricting the availability of the

For example, only thirty-two lyc^e students infull classical program.

French Black Africa passed both pairts of the baccalaureate examinations 

during the 19^5-19^6 academic year and the statistics do not indicate how 

many of these candidates were African rather than French.^ Those few

Africans gaining access to secondary education usually received the first 

cycle of secondary education, normal school training, or other forms of 

technical training.^

After the Second World War, the stress upon adaptation gave way

before new politicsQ. pressures and it came to be regarded as a matter of 

methodology to be applied at the teacher's discretion rather them aa a 

system of curricular and organizational modification. The theory of ^ 

controlled change, denounced by the Africans as a tool of colonialism 

and paternalism, was replaced by the theory of equality or identity.^

^France, Annuaire Statistiques de 1'Union Francaise Outre-Mer, 
1939-19^9. p. 224.

^In addition, small numbers of Africans received secondary and 
higher education in France between the two World Wars.

^Identity implied the right for all territorial units of the 
French Union to have identical institutions to those of the Metropole.
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The metropolitein system was endorsed and the school populations of the 

territories increased by IOO56 to 30^C^^etween 194.6 and 1956.^

At the present time, the French and African purposes for educa

tional adaptation appear to be somewhat in conflict. In general, the 

Africans seem desirous of Africanizing the curriculum; the French appear 

anxious to modify the rural primary school organization in order to 

make it econontLcaaly feasible to achieve universal primary education and, 

thereby, to extend the usage of the French language.

Conclusion. As so clearly stated by Senator Pezet in 1949,

French have instinctively and deliberately employed cultural expansion 

as an instrument of foreign and colonial policy. Hence, it is not unduly 

surprising that the history of French educational strategies for Sub- 

Saharan Africa at the intentional or policy level reveals a remarkable 

consistency of purposes, particularly after the metropolitan inquiry 

into the status and potential of Senegal in I829.

At that time, the necessity of restructuring the native society 

and of reorienting the indigenous mentality through French education

The report of the board of inquiry into education called 

for the exclusive use of French in the schools and the establishment of 

boarding schools as a requisite for the creation of a modem elite 

through isolation from the indigenous way of life. After completing 

their studies, the newly created elite were to become the secular mission

aries to promote the French presence and the auxiliaries to the colonial 

administration.

various

more

was enunciated.

i

■4)uring the ten-yeair period (1946-1956), the percentage of the 
school age populations receiving someeducation increased as follows; 
Equatorial Africa—5.3?^ to 21.5^; West Africa—4.4?6 tof 11.6S6; Cameroon— 
27.156 to 54.1?S; Togo—12.29i io 40.4^. France, M.F.O.M., Enseignement 

. Outre-Mer, No. 8, December, 1956, p. 19*
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As Senegal evolved from a colony of trading settlements to one 

of exploitation around the middle of th^-^hifeteenth century, the educa

tion of the mass was begun as the second step in the promotion of a 

Pranco-African culture.^ This became particularly necessary after the 

failure of Governor Roger's experiment with the plantation system in the 

1820's. It demonstrated that the development of West African agriculture 

would be dependent upon the mass of the indigenous peasants without the

immediate supervision of a French overseer. Since communication had to 

precede effective innovation on a massive scale, the rural primary school

was viewed as a major instrument to effect native collaboration.

From these early beginnings, the French developed a series of

strategies for the education of both the elite and the mass. At the 

elite level, measures were taken to ensure the cooptation of the tradi

tional native leadership while, at the same time, a modern elite was 

being developed through the regular chaimels of competition and selection. 

In the former instance, French primary schooling became compulsory for 

the sons of chiefs and influential families and admission to secondary

education was based upon political considerations rather than on entrance 

Indeed, when and where such programs were put in operation, 

the local French administrative authorities superseded the education

Representing a special strategy for the Moslem- 

dominated regions of northern West Africa, the Franco-Arabic schools were 

instituted to produce a French-acculturated Moslem religious and legal

examinations.

officials as supervisors.

leadership.

^A colony of exploitation was a territory designated to be 
extensively developed within the empirical economic scheme.

r--'
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The modem elite, eirising through academic competition, were 

absorbed into the French administration, ^jefe^primary school teaching 

offered the most opportunity and considerable prestige prior to the 

Loi-cadre of 1956.^ Their role was to serve the colonial administrative

?-needs and to collaborate in the development of a new popular culture.

As primary teachers, they were placed in a position to fulfill both of

these purposes.

The primeiry school system was devised as a selective mechanism

for the modern elite and as a long-rsmge instrument for the creation of

Until 19^6, the system actually consisteda Franco-African civilization.

of rural and urban components, with the former having an adapted organiza

tion and curriculum and the latter resembling the metropolitan schools.

It should be remembered that France did not intend to pay for

Africain human resource development from metropolitan funds, and this 

principle forestalled the rapid expansion of public education until 19^6, 

In fact, outside of French West Africa, public education remained largely

Eeligious orders, initially solic-a system on paper prior to that time, 

ited by the metropolitan government and subsidized through local colonial 

revenue, were relied upon to conduct the educational endeavor in accord-
These regul^ations, enj^uring 

French as the language of instruction and the adherence to a prescribed

ance with regulations provided by the state.

curriculum, were aimed against the employment of indigenous languages in 

the mission schools and of English by the foreign missionaries in those

zones where international agreement permitted their presence.

^The Loi-cadre of 1956 marked the beginning of widespread opportun

ities for advancement of native personnel in civil service and politics.
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The consequences of the Second World War forced an acceleration

of the French educational efforts, and this^^Heavor has been maintained 

and extended in order to further the psychological assimilation of the 

The dictum of one of the chief architects of French overseas

Through

Africans.

education, Pierre Foncin, is more pertinent today than in 1900.

French learning, an indelible French presence is maintained irrespective

The philosophy behind the metropolitan Sub-Saharanof political events, 

educational strategies might be summarized in the following words:

To think in French is to be French.

}
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Zeitgeist (literally, "the spirit of the times'')^ couldbe defined as an 

inclusive term covering several of the other phenomena. Conversely, the 

concept of Zeitgeist might be considered as a vague generalization which 

should be replaced by an analysis of its specific components. The employ

ment of the concept here represents a compromise between these two extremesr 

It is used as the most convenient and adequate means of describing the 

climate of opinion of a specific era. But certain of its constituent 

elements are treated separately because of their special importance in 

the formulation of given educational strategies.

The assimilative goals of French educa

tional strategies may be accounted for partially by the intensity and

National myths in France probably have 

been more overtly rationalized and explicitly defined than in, Anglo-

Ethnocentric Ideailism.

nature of French ethnocentricity.

Saxon countries.

In essence, the national myth established France as the standard- 

bearer of western civilization, a role inherited from Greece and Rome.

In this myth, French culture as the exemplar of western achievement is 

considered to have a universal quality which renders it applicable every

where. This assumption of incontestable superiority and universality 

appears somewhat akin to expressions made on behalf of communism, 

its ardent advocates regard communism as a limited philosophy and a

A Franco-American

Indeed,
i

transient force inferior to French universalism. 

historian exhibited this quality in the following quotation:

^Zeitgeist is a conceptual term derived from German philosophy, 
adopted into English and for which there is no adequate equivalent in 
French. Since this study is written in English, the use of the term 
seems acceptable. In French literature and' philosophy the terra 
"le ZeitgeiM" is a relatively common one.
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France is a traditional attitude of mind, a psychological entity:. 
. . . It (the French smile) expresses the joy of Understanding, 
the pride of not being duped, bitter though the truth may be. . . 
That smile* is deadly to pretenses and^pricks every metapl^sical 
bubble. It is a challenge to the absolute, and to all forms of 
absolutism; Leon Blum was a marxian—but with a smile.^

In this concept, France is seen, not as a race or nation, but as

ii^'a mature world of being and a sophisticated way of thought and action

Rejecting such contemporary forces ajs Russianopen to the world at large.

communism and American materialism ais transitory extremes, this state of

mind reflects a critical but open attitude which sifts the imiversal from

the parochial in the Socratic tradition. This lack of parochialism has

provided France with a unique role in the world, according to one inter

pretation of French history:

. . . The highest achievement of the national spirit, in France, 
is the cosmopolitan. Geography has made lier a meeting ground; 
history has made her a common denominator. That is why people 
throughout the world enjoy France not as a land of strange 
exotic charm, but as an extension of their home.^

Prior to citing the search for the universal which has character

ized French history since the Middle Ages, the same historian offered an

explanation for the phenomenon noted above:

The fundamental reason for the privileged position of France 
was the renunciation of privilege. At their best, the French did 
not divorce nationality from humanity.3

Regardless of the validity of French claims to universalism, the fac^t 

remains that the acceptance of this theory has influenced French colonial

policy, particularly in the field of education;

^Albert Guerard, France—A Short History (New York: W. W. Norton 
Inc., 19^6), p. 49.

^Ibid., p. 24.

^Ibid 26.,•) P»
r"
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Frenchification was never a brutal process. It was an opportunity, 
so the French see no reason why the same method should not be 
extended to their vast colonial; empire. ... We shall see that 
one of the main assets of greater France,,^^^hin the colonial 
empire and beyond, is the French laiigua^. Whoever reads French 
anywhere in the world, whatever his race or flag may be, becomes 
in some degree a part of the French culture group,^

m

H

In this context, the French language is often conceived as an i»
outstanding instnunent of precise thought and expression and as the neces

sary condition for the initiation to the universal spirit and tradition of

The saying, "What is not clear is not French," refers to both ofFrance.

these values. II

This cultural tradition has made it difficult for many French

educators concerned with Sub-Saharan Africa to support revision in

basic or elementary French and any adaptation of the curriculum. For

.example, efforts to include the publications of'modern authors, either 

African or French, whose works related to the African environment, have
£aAfter a brief discussion ofbeen resisted on the grounds of mediocrity.

this latter problem in 1956, one educator expressed hh attitude which is

2
still prevalent today.

4

The sentiments expressed by our great writers, particularly 
by our classical ones, are valid for all time and all places and 
it is the French authors who distort thought the least.5

In a footnote attached to the above sentence, the writer substantiated

a
a

I
his thesis: mm

li
4bid., p. 48.

^Based upon the author's experience in France and Senegal,

•^Marcel Barral, "De la Recitation %. I'Ecole primaire,"
L'Education Africaine, No. 37, 1956, p, 34.

i

i
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of the French psyche or world of mind, should be considered as real and 

• motivating forces significant in the formulatmii^and implementation of

French policy.

Hayes, in his study of French national psychology and its deriva

tion, claimed that the common consciousness of national being is nowhere 

more deeply rooted thain in France, and he emphasized the belief in the 

uniqueness of the French position: "All Frenchmen take it equally for 

granted that France is the leader and champion of the world's civiliza-

He noted how this assumption makes it possible for French writerstion.

to reject nationalism as descriptive of general French national psychology:

They {^the French]! are so certain of meriting foreign praise that 
they can comfortably refrain from praising themselves. They can 
likewise be sincere and eager internationalists, for they assume 
that a whole world of nations must revolve around France.^

In his comprehensive analysis of the derivations of French patri

otism, Hayes gave considerable attention to the far-reaching effects of 

the role of the State in all areas of the national economic and social

Convinced that thelife including the control of culture and education, 

schools constitute a major factor in the formation of the rather unique

atttitudes of the French, Hayes conducted a detailed study of various types 

and levels of curriculum and of the content of many of the textbooks. His

research findings reveal a degree of indoctrination of nationalism unknown 

in the United States. Patriotic content monopolizes every subject in the 

curriculum which lends itself to interpretation and this content is

^Carlton J. H. Hayes, France, A Nation of Patriots (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1950), pp. 1-2.

^Ibid.

C
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studied and res^^ed until the French child may literally conceive of

France in the terms which have been previouslynpjbed.^

After a study of textbooks, classified as Catholic, non-Catholic,

militaristic, and pacifist, Hayes concluded that the texts in general

were even more nationalistic than the courses of study. After discussion

of the differences in the themes of the various types of texts, Hayes

made this observation:

The means are different, but the end is the same. It is French 
genius which is discussed, French civilization which is extolled.2

The author was also impressed by the strong moralizing tendency

of the textbooks in history, reading, and civics. Following a descrip

tion of the variations in the moral themes, he continued:

. . . But itost often present is a moralizing about the pre
eminent services of France to the world and the paramount 
duties of Frenchmen to France. We gather from these textbooks 
that the preeminent services of France to the world are personal 
liberty, equality, national solidarity, democracy, manners, art, 
learning, religion, morals, and science. V/e note conspicuously 
among the services of France its excellent, unselfish colonial 
undertakings and among the duties of Frenchmen, their obligation 
to know and prize the French colonial empire.3

Hayes further found that the books invariably represented France

as right in all international disputes, but, of course, this practice is

not limited to France. More important perhaps was what the books did

inot say:

^While Hayes' book was published in 1950, its thesis is accepted 
by this writer as still substantially valid today.

^Hayes, op. cit.

^Ibid
p. 53.• 1
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By their omission they make it difficult for a French 
youth to he critical of French institutions or conduct, or 
to know of any services rendered to the worldj^ modern 
foreign nations, or to understand how or wh/a^oreign 
people should love its fatherland and serve its national 
government,^

The indoctrination is continued by other governmental and quasi-

public agencies after the Frenchman completes his formal education. The 

armed forces were among the examples of such institutions studied by 

Hayes and he quoted the following text from an official handbook (1927) 

for soldiers and non-commissioned officers as an illustration of the type

of direct propaganda they received:

The love of the Fatherland is the source of all virtue, , , ,
This love is iimate in every Frenchman who feels the heartbeat in 
his breast. One must, however, have crossed the frontiers, lived 
in other climates, and followed roads which are not those of 
France in order really to know*'what attaches us to our native 

■ leind. We suffer when far from our fatherland, and when we return 
to it we are like an invalid who has been restored to health.
Our enemies themselves know how sweet it is to live here, how 
beautiful, fertile and attractive it is,

A famous foreigner could say: every man has two father- 
lands, his own and France, We should be proud of the French 
fatherland, which has always been the leader of human conscience 
and dignity. It has sponsored the noblest ideas and has poured 
out without measure its gold and its blood for altruistic causes.
Its brilliant genius, so attractive and seductive, the true home 
of intelligence and feelings, radiates over the whole world the 
glory of the French narae,^

The pervasive and intense nature of this national message appears 

to account for the French assumptions of cultural superiority, 

dence indicates that, among many Frenchmen, the spirit of universalism, 

Gallic style, reaches a degree of evangelism which manifests itself in 

an urge to assimilate peoples of other cultures wherever the opportunity

/

The evi-{

presents itself.

-^Ibid,, p. 55.

^Ibid., p. 77.
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While this may be considered as an ethnocentric pursuit of a

narrowly conceived type of uriiversalism by non-French peoples, it should

be recognized that it is pairtially motivated by a spirit of idealism

transcending self-interest. This spirit of conviction lends a force to

French cultural imperialism which an insincere motive could not provide. r

But it should also be noted how successful the French have been in

creating an idealistic rationale which coincides with, or affirms.

national interests.

Culture as an Instrument of Foreign Policy. The documents over 

the years consistently stress the national advantage of educating foreign

peoples in the French tradition. In fact, the metropolitan government

has partially subsidized French schools all over the world, including the

United States, in the conviction that the creation of a group of Franco

philes among the upper classes of any country would be of service to the

French cause.

Thus, the French have consciously employed their education system

and language as an instrument of foreign and colonial policy. They have

waged a persistent campaign to capture men's minds as the most enduring

and complete means of ensuring the French presence, regardless of economic.

Indeed, as early as 1900> psychologicalpolitical, and military events.
/

assimilation through French education was viewed as the ultimate weapon

to continue French influence in the colonies as they moved toward an

. Shifts in the general coloni^^policy 

tion to association had little effect upon the fundamental objectives of

from assimila-autonomous status

French educational strategies in Sub-Saharan Africa. Prior to the second

World War, association implied a decentralization of power and responsi-
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bility from the Paris ministries to the local colonial authorities in

order to provide for a flexibility of action at^rding to the situation 

in a given colony or group of colonies. In the field of education, it

had real significance only in those regions of the Empire where strong

P"'ethnic traditions forced modifications in the mode and intensity of

French cultural imperialism.

It will be recalled that the French, according to their own testi

mony, felt relatively little or no cultural resistance in Black Africa

and were able to develop a system of education based entirely upon their

.y It is interesting to note that only France, among theown rationale.

colonieil powers in Sub-Saharan Africa, insisted upon the universal employ

ment of the metropolitan tongue as the language of instruction at the

In defense of- this decision, the French haveprimary school level.

periodically provided lengthy pedagogical and practical explanations for

indigenous and foreign consumption. However, as pointed out by Professor

Gourou at the 1931 Conference on Colonial Education, the choice of language 

was actually a political rather than a pedagogical decision.^ In his

report upon education in French West Africa at the same conference, the

primary inspector for that territory concluded his arguments for the use

of French as follows:
I

Finally let us add that France thus (by using the native 
languages) would deprive herself of one of the most justified 
means of extending her influence in the world. Whatever fate 
the future holds for our colonies, it is proper that, in Black 
Africa, the French leinguage be firmly enough implanted to be 
able to resist eventualities.^

"m. p. 309. 

p. 106.

Gourou, op. cit 

Davesne, op. cit • 1
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This often-echoed theme of the long-range political value of

imposing the French language and education was reififorced by the early 

recognition that the usefulness of Black Africa was dependent upon the 

collaboration of the native, since large-scale French migration was

?■
impossible:

The civilizing of the native through the school was an idea 
familiar to the first and great pioneers of French Africa: 
Faidherbe, Gallieni, Lyautey. The conquest, the political domina
tion, is transformed into a kind of moral annexation. The problem 
of this moral conquest is first of all a task of education.!

This moral and mental annexation or assimilation of the African

was viewed not only as a device to strengthen the ties between France 

and the colonies, but also as a weapon to increase the prestige of France

\,

After the death of Louis XIV and the downfall ofas a world power.

Napoleon Bonaparte, the Gallic leadership recognized that French hegemony 

in Europe could not be maintained through direct military action on the 

Following the lead of England, France sought to fashion a 

colonial empire which would provide her with the qualifications to play 

the gaune of international power politics on a par with countries possessing

continent.

greater intra-national strength.

From the French point of view, these qualifications required the

production of indigenous colonial populations which would identify

As the enormity of this task in Sub-Saharan

I

psychologically with France,

Africa became apparent, the development of a Frenchified elite assumed 

an initial priority which was to be followed by the progressive assimila-
!

Hence, the political motivation for a Greater 

France reinforced the assimilation tendencies generated by the idealistic 

faith in French universalism.

tion of the native mass.

^Albert Gharton, op. cit., p. 4.
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The Zeitgeist.^ The Zeitgeist, or prevailing climate of opinion, 

the indirect effecter of several Sub;^gh 

strategies. For example, at the time the initial decision was taken to 

invest in the development of Senegal (l8l5“l8l6) the monitorial system

constituted aran educational

of Lancaster and Bell was receiving worldwide notoriety as the ultimate ?

solution to the education of the masses. The Ministry of the Navy

accepted the validity of this system without question and decided.

Hence^ the first educa-a priori, on its applicability to the colonies.

tional strategy for Senegal consisted of the employment of the monitorial

system, and it operated for many years before being discarded.

The metropolitan climate of opinion prevailing around the turn

of the nineteenth century certainly stimulated the institution of public
. ^
education in French Sub-Saharan Africa. Following the final political 

defeat of the conservatives in I879, the trend toward secularization in

France gained momentum and the Dreyfus scandal, occurring during the last

decade of the nineteenth century, served to arouse the national anti-

On January 22, 19031 theclerical sentiment to unprecedented heights.

Chamber of Deputies passed a resolution calling for the secularization

Interestingly enough, the first presidentof the schools in the colonies.

of the Mission Laique, the organization founded for that very purpose.
/

was Pierre Foncin, the leading policy adviser on overseas education, and 

the second president was none other than Gaston Doumergue, the Minister 

of Colonies. Hence, it is no surprise that the first comprehensive and

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, Zeitgeist may be 
translated as "the spirit of the times." While "the prevailing climate 
of opinion" may have a slightly different connotation, the terms are 
used interchangeably in this study.

r-
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successful plan for public education in French Sub-Saharan'Africa went 

into effect in November, 1903 and that over thi^^ty^ay teachers arrived 

in West Africa during that same month to implement the new policy. 

Earlier attempts to establish public secular education in' West Africa

had ultimately failed because of the lack of consistent, vigorous raetro- 

These endeavors had proved premature in terms of the

?

politan support.

Zeitgeist.

Another era of importance in terms of this rather nebulous but 

historically important factor was the period following the second World 

War. The sequence of events prior to the conclusion of that struggle 

impressed the Free French with the loyalty of the Black Africans and of 

the importance of the colonial empire in salvaging the grandeur of France.
^■7

Thus, the aura of post-weir metropolitan goodwill toward Sub-Saharan Africa, 

as well as the attempt to coopt the colonies into a Greater France capable 

of vying with the United States and the Soviet Union, created a climate 

of opinion receptive to changes in colonial policy. At the same time.

the events of the war caused the growing French Black African elite to

Thus, the coincidence of these developments indemand policy changes.

France and Africa, as well as the worldwide climate of opinion, made pos

sible the emergence of a new educational goal in French Tropical Africa. 

In essence this new goal, constituting a reversal of the previous-stress 

upon the adaptation of education, granted the principle of equivalence

The post-war strategies in the field of education

I

to Black Africans.

were designed to meet this target.

From the preceding discussion it is 

apparent that political and economic factors contributed largely to the

Politics and Economics.
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Hence, suchdevelopment and nature of the Zeitgeist of a given era.

.^/^ors constituted causes, of change in educationa^strategies. For 

example, it has been demonstrated that the political ascendancy of the

fa

metropolitan liberal forces, within one decade after the establishment 

of the Third Republic, led to the inauguration of a genuine system of

This major strategy, along withpublic education in French West Africa, 

its antecedent causation, marked the beginning of what has been designated

in this study as the Formative Period (1870-1944) in French Sub-Saharan

education.

In like manner, the strategy of developing French Tropical African 

education in the metropolitan image, a distinguishing feature of the Mod- 

Period (1944-1962), was a result of the political situation generated 

Indeed, the prevailing political climate in France

ern

by World War II.

consistently affected the status of French Sub-Saharan education.

Similarly, metropolitan economic factors palyed a significant 

role in the initiation and development of French education in Tropical 

Africa. The first development plan, devised for Senegal in the second 

decade of the nineteenth century, was based upon an assumption that a 

cooperative and partially westernized labor market could be formed through 

apprenticeship training in a cash crop economy, Christianization, and 

formal education.

The metropolitan inquiry of 1829, motivated by the lack of agri

cultural production anticipated by the plan, led to a significant new 

and lasting educational strategy in French Sub-Saharan Africa, 

to the chief investigator, Jubelin, social change constituted a major 

task of local colonialization and such a change,’ he reported, could only

/

According
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be brought about through introducing the natives to the French language 
aad^^w^ of life.^

This, in turn, could only be a^omplished through 

assimilation of an indigenous elite .whpf would gradually civilize their

Jubelin‘s commission on native education reported that

the

fellow Africans.

the formation of such an elite depended upon three conditions: the use

of French as the medium of instruction, the isolation of the students 

from the native way of life through the institution of school boarding

facilities, and the recruitment of a distinguished metr&politan educator

to direct the needed reforms.

Almost one hxmdred years later, when the coordinated economic

development of France and the Empire was viewed as of primordial impor- 

taince by the technicians and economists dominating the governments 

following the first World War, overseas education was rejuvenated .and 

given a practical., vocational orientation.

development through education was a prerequisite to overseas economic

The fact that hurnsm resource

development was cleaurly perceived by one minister of colonies after 

The practical orientation of formal education was further

In French Sub-Saharan Africa, a serious

another.

stimulated by the depression, 

attempt to integrate agricultural training into the curriculum of the 

rural primary schools was inaugurated in 1930 and was only abandoned at 

the close of the second World War when the political situation demanded
I

the reversal of this strategy.

Thus, the interaction of politics and economics greatly influ-
o

enced the initiation, pursuit, and status of French educational strategies

^It will be recalled that previously instruction had been given 
in the indigenous language.

r--
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in Black Africa. A dramatic, compact example of this process occurred

iaTosis co]J.-apse of the Constitu

tional Monarchy. The revolt, largely generated by the Parisian working

following the revolution signaling the

class, led to the formation of the liberal Provisional Government of the 

Second Republic, which almost immediately abolished slavery in the over-

Believing that this act would release thousands of 

slaves without skills or jobs, the government ordered the establishment

t

seas possessions.

of a large trade school in every colony.

In Senegal, the central mission school reacted by forming a small 

vocational section. However, the metropolitan government insisted upon

a Isirge secular establishment, but by the time the governor of Senegal 

submitted the detailed plans for such an institution to Paris, a resur-
■w*

gence of French conservatism had forqed the resignation of the Provisional- 

Government, and the projected trade school was promptly forgotten.

Inspired by one political situation, it became a victim of einother.

The Influence of Non-Govemmental Organizations. The nature of

the educational strategies devised for Sub-Saharan Africa was partially 

determined by non-govemmental organizations, which may be categorized 

as religious, professional, and commercial.

Up until the last two decades of the nineteenth century, the 

Catholic Church and the French State worked closely together in the 

matter of colonialization. The government utilized the French branch 

of the Church to civilize native populations who, as Christians, were 

much more cooperative with French authority than were the non-Christian 

elements. The Church, in turn, sponsored by the metropolitan government 

and subsidized to a large extent by local colonial revenue, was provided

I
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the means of extending Christianity throughout the world. Even the split 

between the Church and the State during the Third,^public did not com

pletely destroy this mutually beneficial relationship in Sub-Saharan ' 

Africa. The metropolitan government continued to finance the training 

of.those novices who were destined for overseas instructors' posts, and

the local colonies continued subsidies to mission schools.

Pov/erful secular organizations which greatly influenced the nature

and extension of French overseas education were the Alliance Francaise,

Both bodiesfounded in I883, and the Mission Laique, established in 1902.

were organized by influential educators, other intellectuals, and politi

cians who were dissatisfied with the official efforts in French overseas

\

education. The Alliance membership included Church officiads, but the 

Mission Laique was founded to encourage the development of secular over- - 

seas education. Both of these agencies sent funds, teachers, and text

books to support the endeavor in Tropical Africa. Further, they publicized 

throughout France the lamentable state of French education in the area, 

and pressured the metropolitan government to give more attention to the 

problem. Indeed, since many of the leaders of the government and Parlia

ment were included in the membership, the organizations rapidly assumed 

a quasi-official status. There is no doubt that the Mission Laique had 

a direct influence in the establishment of the comprehensive public 

education system of French West Africa in 1903, for Pierre Foncin, Minister 

of Colonies Doumergue and Governor-General fioume, the chief architects of 

the plan, were all leading members of the organization.

/

French commercial and industrial groups had a less discernible

However, the Chambers of Commerceeffect upon the educational strategies.
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of the leadingsport and industrial cities were frequently consulted by 
the^'ln^ropolitan go-^emmehts concerning colonial ^a^fairs 

firms occasionally provided vocational-technical training for the Black

Officials dealing with commercial and agricultural affairs were

and various

Africans.

appointed to the Superior Committee for Public Instruction of the Colonies 

during the second year of its operation and, subsequently, businessmen

t

represented directly on the Committee. The effect of these groupswere

upon education was a practical one in that they were concerned with 

colonial economic development and favored an emphasis upon vocational

and agricultural training.

The Role of Individuals. To determine precisely the role of

identified individuals as causal agents or originators of any specific 

- educational strategy would require numerous narrow studies in depth.

" However, the research conducted for this study has revealed certain 

individuals who appear-to have played such roles or who, at least, were 

partially instrumental in the activation of certain strategies. Generally 

speaking, such personages stand out during the earlier decades of the 

history because of a simplicity of organization and the involvement of 

relatively few individuals. With the passage of time, the progressive 

increase in organizational complexity renders such identifications more
I

difficult and tenuous.

Baron Portal, head of the General Direction for the Colonies, 

and subsequently. Minister of the Navy, and Colonel Schmaltz, first 

Governor of Senegal for the five years following the French reoccupation 

of the colony in I815, appear to have been responsible for the initial 

educational strategies inaugurated in French Sub-Saharan Africa. Portal,
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architect of the development plan for Senegeil, sent a professional 

edupa"tor to the territory to prepare an educationalprpgram based upon

According to Portal'sthe monitorial system of Lancaster and Bell.

original scheme, the institution of formal education was to be preceded

by the partial acculturation of the natives through a labor apprentice-
»

ship program and a widespread, 'intensive campaign of Christianization.

However, Governor Schmaltz, with extensive overseas experience

in the East Indies, induced Portal to abandon this latter strategy 

because of the Moslem presence in Senegal. Thus, from the planning 

standpoint, formal education replaced evangelization as an initial major

instrument of social transformation.

Mr. Dard, the first French educator sent to the West African
kI-J

colony to develop the educational progr^, proved to be an unusual man

Hence, he employedwith an affinity for the local indigenous culture.

Wolof, instead of French, as the language of instruction for the elemen

tary school. After creating a written form for Wolof, Dard proposed a 

rapid expansion of elementary education as soon as textbooks in the 

indigenous language were published. Although this strategy was ultimately 

rejected by the metropolitan government upon the advice of Governors Roger 

and Gerbidon, the system of elementary education initiated by Dard in 

Senegal continued until I83O.

Governor Roger (182I-I826) attempted to institute a limited system 

of on-the-job training in agricultural education, but according to his 

successor, these efforts failed to produce satisfactory results. During 

his tenure of office, Roger also weighed the feasibility pf opening a 

teacher-training school in Senegal, but dismissed -the idea as too

{

expensive.
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R. M. JahOuvey, General Superior of the Sisters of Saint-Joseph, 
eicer^d considerable influence upon the educatio^^'T^Africans for several 

decades. In l8l6, the Ministry of the Navy negotiated for the services 

of the Order in the field of native education and nursing. Two years 

later the first Sisters arrived in Senegal, but it took a personal visit 

of R. M. Jahouvey to the colony before the first girls* school was opened 

in 1826. Prior to that time the local government had been content to 

limit the Sisters' activities to nursing.

The Mother Superior appears to have had considerable contact with 

the highest echelons of the metropolitan government, for her recommendation 

instrumental in the appointment of Roger as Governor of Senegal in 

1821. In addition, she persuaded the metropolitan ^vernment and Governor 

Roger to initiate a program of secondary education for selected Senegalese^ 

at the Order's school in France. Governor Roger remained sceptical of

was

the value of this program and, in terms of the outcomes, his scepticism 

The Governor was more enthusiastic over a proposal,was justified,

emanating from the Ministry of the Navy in 1822, to train four Senegalese

This latter strategyat the Roy?l School of Arts and Trades at Toulouse, 

constituted the first of a series of sporadic efforts during the nine

teenth century to train small groups of Black Africans at metropolitan 

vocationeil-technical schools and through on-the-job apprenticeship

I

programs.

The metropolitan inquiry of 1829 into the economic potential of

Senegal marked a decisive turning-point in the character of French eJuca-

The key figure in this eyenttional strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa.

Assistant Director Jubelin of the Colonial Administration within the
■ i '■

was
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Appointed as Governor of Senegal on a temporaryMinistry of the Navy,

basi^^^^onduct the survey, Jubelin initiated a thorough investigation

into the status of native education. Concluding that a transformation

of the native way of life constituted a major task of colonialization in

Senegal, he envisioned formal education as instrumental in the accoraplish- ?■

Consequently, strong recommendations were made to thement of this goal.

Ministry, leading to the reversal of the strategies of Card, French

9-
became the medium of instruction as well as the core of the elementary

school curriculum. Boarding facilities were accepted as indispensable

for the isolation of the students from the influence derived from a

daily contact with the indigenous culture.

Louis Faidherbe, Governor of Senegal from 1854 to 1865, emerged 

as the next important figure influencing native education, although.his 

role as an innovator in this area of endeavor has been exaggerated.
1

Almost forty years of French thought and effort in the field of Senegalese 

education had occurred prior to Faidherbe's governorship, and virtually 

every educational strategy which he developed had a precedent in theory 

or fact. Nevertheless, his intense interest and persistent activity in 

the field of native education set an example in terms of implementation.

He demonstrated how initiative and organizational ability could offset 

many of the limitations imposed by meager financial and human resources. 

His development of secular education serves as a case in point, 

as several of his gubernatorial predecessors had been, that only a lay 

system of education could successfully penetrate the Islamic population, 

Faidherbe organized an extensive and viable secular school system. To 

overcome the perennial personnel problem, he employed selected French

S

Convinced,

r-
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soldiers as classroom teachers. The use of arny personnel itself was

but the scope and .organization of the system established ano

pattern which was copied by later enthusiasts of native education such 

as Galieni and de Trentinian. Indeed, through demonstrating the advan

tages and feasibility of a public secular education system in French t

West Africa, Faidherbe unknowingly paved the way for the Education Act

of 1905.

That act consisted of the legalization of a plan devised in Paris

by the leading proponents of public overseas education. The most note

worthy of these leaders was Pierre Foncin, a professional educator who

stands as a giant in the history of French cultural imperialism, A

founder, first Secretary-General, and second president of the world- !.

renoTOied Alliance Francaise, Foncin was also the first president of. the

At the same time, he served as Inspector General ofMission Laique.

Public Instruction of the Colonies. Foreseeing the day when the colonies

would be at least semi-autonomous, Foncin impressed,the metropolitan

leadership with the need to assimilate the indigenous populations psycho

logically prior to such autonon^. Exhibiting a keen insight into the

needs and problems of education in" the colonies, he proposed a system of 

colonial secondary education, omitting the dead languages of the metro-
I

politan classical track and the literary character of the modem track.

The curricular* emphasis was to be on agriculture, management, and engineer

ing, but even the esteemed Foncin was unable to overcome the force of

traditionalism in this case

Any discussion of individuals prominent in the derivation of Sub- 

Saharan educational strategies must include Albert Snrraut, master planner
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of colonial economic development following World War I. Sarraut not 

only-^sociated human resource development with his economic planning, 

but he instituted a system of teacher recruitment to overcome the peren

nial personnel shortage. Emphasizing the economic utility of educating

the general populace, he -demanded that priority be given to primary, 

vocational and technical studies and that the curriculum be adapted to

This orientation dominated French Sublocal needs and mentalities.

Saharan education until the close of World War II.

Felix Eboue, appointed Governor-General of Equatorial Africa for 

his leadership in swinging that Federation to the Free French regime, 

inaugurated the drive for increased and better native education in Sub- 

Saharan Africa in 19^1. Believing the reinforcement of the indigenous

society constituted a prerequisite to the emergence of prosperity in . 

Black Africa, Eboue called for the establishment of complete systems of

His sudden death ended aeducation in each of the French colonies.

personal campaign for an enlightened native policy.

Behind the recent figures more immediately concerned with the

adveincement of French education in Sub-Saharan Africa in the period fol

lowing World V/ar II and subsequently to 1958, the presence of General

His determination to estab-de Gaulle must be taken into consideration.
i

lish a third world force iinder French leadership has had an obvious 

effect upon the policy governing overseas education, 

policy has been to give a priority to overseas education even at the

For example, at a Paris meeting

In brief,- that

expense of the metropolitan system, 

of high officials in April 1962, Lucien Paye, former Rector of the 

University ' of Dakar and then Minister of National. Education, ordered

r--
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an intensive national effort to recruit teachers for overseas schools 

despite the existence of an acute teacher shortage in France, 

range strategy for the continuation and extension of French education in 

Sub-Saharan Africa calls for the annual increase in number of metropolitan 

teachers employed in that region by ten per cent for ten years (1961-2— 

I97O-I), while other forms of French technical assistance are to be 

progressively reduced,^

The long-

To pursue such a policy, and to complement it

with considerable effort in overseas school construction at a time when

scarcity of teachers and lack of school facilities in the Metropole caused 

continuing and mounting criticism at home, requires the resolute leader

ship which at present only General de Gaulle can provide.^

Conclusion. Attempts to trace the derivation of the identified 

educational strategies generally lead to .the causally related sources, 

which have been presented above. The evidence indicates that endeavors
S

derived largely from a unique source were not sustained over any long

period of time because of lack of broad bases of metropolitan support. 

Thus, those strategies devised by individuals such as Dard and Faidherbe 

flourished only during their terms of office. This same generalization 

holds true in the case of short-lived regimes such as the Provisional

Its ambitious plan for native voca-Govemment of the Second Republic.
i

tional education was never implemented.

^Reported to the author by a high-level French Ministry of 
Education official.

delated to the writer by a senior official of the Ministry
of Cooperation.

^Based on interviews with senior officials of the Ministries of 
Foreign Affairs, National Education auid Cooperation'.

r-
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In Pard's case, his employment of Wolof instead of French as 
ther^lt^guage of instruction and his other proposals constituted a contra

diction of French ethnocentric idealism. His concept of native education

was more compatible with the English philosophy of colonialization than

that of the French,

Faidherbe, a political liberal, launched a system of secular

education which was premature in terms of the metropolitan political

The system began to deteriorate as soon as he left Senegalclimate.

in 1865.

Conversely, strategies derived from a multiplicity of the sources

presented above received more substantial and sustained implementation.

The institution of a West African public sbhool system in 1903 and the 

quasi-vocational orientation given to native education after World-War I

have been cited as notable examples. These strategies were compatible

with the Zeitgeist, which is a convenient- way of stating that a complex

of factors led to their emergence during a specific era and created

conditions favorable to their implementation.

Because of Moslem opposition to mission schools, several colonial

governors attempted to establish a secular school system in West Africa,

and other governors advised the metropolitan government of the necessity

Yet, until the crisis between the Church and State
/

for such a program.

in France near the end of the nineteenth century prompted the metropolitan

government to plan and implement such a strategy, the colonial governors'

The validity of .the rationale for thisefforts and appeals were negated.

endeavor was less of a determinant for its initiation and support than

the politicaQ. factors active in France,
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Thus, a correlation existed between the derivation and the 

implementation of the educational strategies. Educational plans for 

Sub-Saharan Africa generated from metropolitan sources usually consti- 

tuted more of a timely response to the psychological, political,, and 

economic conditions prevalent in Fraince than those emanating from

This was particularly the case during the nineteenth 

century when the technology of communications permitted the coloniail 

administrators more autonomy, but less knowledge of concurrent develop-

colonial sources.

ments in the Metropole.

While it is true that recommendations for a-renewed emphasis on 

native education emanated from the conferences at Brazzaville and Dakar 

the close of the second World War, the form and substance of this 

policy was developed in Paris following .the reoccupation of France by

Thus, with few exceptions, the search for 

causality and derivations has led to the metropolitan scene, where

near

the Free French regime.

generating personalities and organizations reflected the popular attitu-

This conclusion is not surprising indinal trends of the given era. 

view of the French tendency toward the centralization of initiative and

authority.

i

r-



CHAPTER VII

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FRENCH EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES

Introduction. This chapter sketches the development of the

French educational strategies including those factors, related to the

involved mechanics, which tended to abort the achievement of policy

ThiiB, it deals with the nature of the policy process, definedgoals.

as the formulation and implementation of policy, and those obstacles 

to implementation which may be characterized as bureaucratic in nature.

The topics include the nature of the policy process, the develop

ment of the metropolitan colonial services, problems of the central 

administration, bureaucratic centralization and control, criticisms 

of the bureaucracy at the colonial level, sind conclusions.

The lack of research into theThe Nature of the Policy Process.

metropolitam policy process concerning overseas education as well as the 

relative abundance of limited studies concerning French schooling in 

Sub-Saharan Africa itself ^ve created the impression that the central 

government in Paris played little or no role in the development of educa-

This impression was enhanced by the procedure for 

the dissemination of metropolitan-initiated laws, decrees, ordinances,

As the agent of the central goveni- 

ment, the colonial governor-general or governor promulgated these regula

tions under his own nafte.

tion in Black Africa.
I

and instructions in the colonies.

237
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historical chapters of this study demonstrate to the contraoryTh(

that the metropolitan regimes were engaged in the formulation of educa

tional policy for Sub-Saharan Africa with the intensity of activity

In general, the process consisted of policyfluctuating from era to era.
'V

formulation in the Metropole with the implementation being the responsi

bility of the highest colonial administrator. Obviously, both the metro

politan and the colonial agencies became involved in the entire range of 

the policy process with the vigorous governors contributing significantly 

to the formulation of policy, particularly during the period of primitive

communications and organization, and with the metropolitan regimes

usually assnming more control over the implementation of policy as these 

impediments were removed,^

From the legal standpoint, three systems of legislation existed

The first was the system offor the regulation of the French Empire, 

rule by laws enacted by the Parliaunent; the second consisted of the rule

of decree by the executive branch of the metropolitan government; the 

third was the rule through gubernatorial ordinances and local colonial 

legislation.^ While most French political regimes tended to employ all 

three of these systems, rule by metropolitan executive decree proved to 

be the dominant practice,^ Although this tradition developed prior to I

^The exceptional conditions during the Second World War made it 
possible for Governor-General £boue to assume the position of a dominant 
policy-maker.

^George H. Kelly, The Political Development of the French Over- 
Empire (unpublished dissertation, Stanford University, Stanford, 

n.d.). Part I, p. 38^.
seas

^or a concise history of the French colonial legislative system 
through the Fourth Republic, see Kelly, pp. 384-399. '
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1854, the ^us Senate Law of the third of May of that year served as

the fundeunentaJ. legal justification for the colonial rule by the executive

In essence, the bill granted the executivefor over one hundred years.

the power to decree all matters not legislated by the Parliament; since
a

the latter body passed relatively few laws concerning colonial affairs.

this gave the French executive, usually in the form of a prime minister

and the cabinet ministers designated by him, significant power in the

realm of colonial policy-making. The minister responsible for the

administration of the colonies was the pivotal point for the formulation

and the direction of colonial policy, although this official was subject

to the pressures and the concurrence of governmental and non-governmental

The cumbersome mechanics of legislation, and the disinclina-o rgaaarg^fia^s. ^

tion of the legislators as a body to become preoccupied with colonial

affairs, meant that the Parliament took little initiative in the direct

Its chief means of indirectlyformulation of foreign and colonial policy, 

influencing executive actions was financial, since the budget was voted 

by the Peirliament,^

The Development of the Metropolitan Colonial Services. The

regularization of the policy process for overseas education roughly 

paurailleled similar developments in the field of genersil colonial policy. 

With the marshalling of public opinion behind the colonial endeavor during 

the first three decades of the Third Republic (187O-I9OO), the government 

was" able to establish the legal means and the bureaucratic apparatus

S

^France, B.O.A.C., Loi portant creation d*un Ministfere des 
Colonies, March 20, 1894, pp. 395-6*

^John E. Howard, Peirliament and Foreign Policy in France 
(London: The Cresset Press, 1948), pp. tl'5-lST ^
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necessELT^f for the systematization of the colonied operation.

Prior to that period, the responsibility for colonial affairs

had been shvinted about from one ministry to another, each with other

primary preoccupations. The recruitment of personnel for colonial service 

was haphazard and ineffective; officials in the field were attached to 

different ministries and subject to a confusing variety of regulations 

and salary schedules.

During the l880's and l890’s, a whole series of decrees and laws 

were enacted to establish an autonomous colonial service. For example.

r

in 1882 a semi-autonoraous Under-Secretariat of State for the Colonies

was established and by 1894, the Ministry of Colonies was created. A 

decree of January 3, 188? regularized the civil service, status of the 

employees of the central administration of the colonies and organized

the agency into three divisions and seven bureaus. Another decree of
)

September 2, I887 instituted a special corps of colonial administrators. 

Dxxring the same jear, a decree aimed at eliminating the confusion 

concerning the duties and authority of high-level officials in the 

colonies themselves was published. The colonial financial structure 

was undergoing scrutiny and revision at the same time. This process 

culminated in the famous Law of April 15» 1900 which fixed all civil 

and intemeO. security expenses as the responsibility of the colonial,

i

rather than the metropolitan, budgets.

The same type of activity' wets taking place in the realm of over- 

Beginning in I881, a series of executive decrees and 

ordinances appeared on personnel problems, the courses of study, examina-v 

tions, and policy direction began to appear with increasing regularity.

seas education.

r-
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A few the more important ones established an Educatiohal Inspectorate- 

General of Public Instruction for the Colonies (I895), a Higher Committee 

for Public Instruction in the Colonies (1894), a comprehensive system of

detaching metropolitan elementary and vocational teachers from the Ministry 

of Public Instruction to the Ministry of Colonies (1899)« and a similar 

system for secondary teachers and school administrators (1902),

Internal organization within the ministries responsible for

French Sub-Saharan education also evolved over a period of time. During

the later decades of the nineteenth century* overseas education was

administered by a bureau of two or three officials responsible for other

In the twentieth century,affairs, such as justice and religion, as well.

there was set up a special department for overseais education under the 

Ministry of Colonies and the Ministry of Overseas-France, With the 

establishment of national independence in French tropical Africa in I960, 

the Ministry of Cooperation was organized to administer French economic 

and cultural assistance for these new nations. The Department of Tech

nical and Cultural Cooperation includes a large Education and Training

Service with a central bureau and a desk officer for every two or three

countries.

Within the Ministry of Education, a special liaison department 

was organized to recruit teachers for overseas service and to reintegrate 

them into the metropolitan system upon their return to France,^ 

agency, presently known as the Department of Cooperation with the Community

I

This

^There were 17,915 teachers serving overseas in i960, including 
2,809 in Sub-Saharan Africa, These figures do not include those in 
Algeria, Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Cooperation,
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X.

and Foreign Nations, worics directly with overseas professors of higher 
educS^i^, since the latter do not fall within the jurisdiction of the 

Ministry of Cooperation,^

Beginning with the turn of the century, attention was ailso

being given to "colonial education," the term employed by the French

With the advent of a specialfor metropolitan studies of the colonies, 

corps of colonial administrators, a National Colonial School was estab

lished in 1889 to prepare a cadre of such personnel. In 1902, a National

Higher School of Colonial Agriculture was created,

French universities were encouraged to develop a variety of courses on

In addition, the

the colonies.

Despite the large number of educators being sent abroad, no

satisfactory preparatory training course has been devised for this

^ A pre-seiwice training school established in Senegal in thegroup.

nineteenth century was closed after a year or two of operation because

The school sponsored by the Mission Laique in Paris 

around the turn of the century soon peissed out of existence for the same

of lack of funds.

At the present time, about half of the teachers annually sent 

to Sub-Saharan Africa attend a week's orientation course at the Dniver-

reason.

sity of Bordeaux, j

According to a Ministry of Cooperation officieil, French profes
sors of higher education are noted for their freedom of thought and 
action and theyiprefersworiting . directlytirlth the' Ministary of Education,

^o French official interviewed thought a satisfactory solution 
to the problem had been devised. The establishment of an orientation 
school for teachers at Dakar has been proposed.
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On the other hand, a smaill group of educators being groomed

for roles ais educational advisers receive excellent training in

national educational planning at the University of Paris, where the

emphasis is placed upon education as an integral part of national

economic development.

Problems of the CentraJ. Administration. Though these develop

ments facilitated the colonial policy process, they did not resolve all

of the problems inherent in such a complicated endeavor. For example,

the Ministry of Colonies was reorganized at least twenty-six times 

during its first thirty-six years of existence.^ Apparently there

existed a relatively consistent, if naive, conviction that the basic 

difficulties of the colonial operation could be resolve,d through

reorganizations of the central bureaus.

Further, during its first sixteen years of life, the agency had 

thirteen changes of Ministers, and an excessive rate of turnover became 

the established pattern. Regismanset illustrated the extremes of this 

practice by referring to the enthusiasm generated by the appointment of 

the young and capable Maginot as Minister of Colonies and the subsequent 

frustration when he left the position after a total of five weeks in 

office.^ This continual turnover of ministers and governments gave rise 1

•'Governments change, the administration remains." Accordingto the maxim:

^Char^es Regismanset, Questio^ Coloniales, 1912"1919 (Paris: 
Emile Layose, 1923)i Vol. I, pp. 155-6.

' ^Pierre Ma, "L'Organization du Ministfere des Colonies," 
Questions Diplomatiques et Coloniales, 1910i Vol. XXX, p. 299*

^Regismanset p« 78., ££. cit • I



to numerous students of the French bureaucracy, the preceding factors 

gave the elite class of French civil servants an unusual degree of

control over the policy process.

Inter-ministerial relations aJ.so left the Ministry of Colonies

at a disadvantage.' One administrator referred to the agency as "a dying 

ministry" because it lacked the traditions and prestige of the older 

ministries which constantly undercut it.^ The process was made easier

by the Ministry's dependence upon other agencies for its technical 

services. The Ministry of Finance could be cited as an outstanding 

example of such an organization, although the Ministries of Foreign 

Affairs, War, Na-vy, and Education should not be omitted.

c. Another problem which plagued the conduct of colonial policy was 

the separation of responsibility for the colonial territories between 

the Ministries of the Interior, Foreign Affairs, and the Colonies. In

French Africa, these three Ministries had control over three adjoining 

territories, Algeria, Morocco, and West Africa, 

coordination between these agencies often resulted in conflicting policies 

to the extent that one prominent legislator compsored the ministries to

"There is only 

absurd."^

Friction and lack of

opposing snipers, concluding his criticism as follows: 

one word to define our administrative situation in Africa;

This bureaucratic divergence had been periodically criticized 

for many years previous to the above statement, which was made in 191^.

i

\

^Ibid p. 154. The Ministry of Cooperation .is also subject to 
this problem, as described above.

• 1

^Maurice Besson, "Un Ministers de I'Afrique et des Colonies," 
Revue Bblitique et Parlementaire, December 1917, Vdl. 95» P* 333»

r''
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pointed out that, in 1898, a decree authorized the Governor- 

General of Algeria (Ministry of the Interior) to correspond directly 

with his counterpart in Morocco (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs), but that

Brouilli

Neither coul<i communicate directly with the Governor-General of French 

West Africa (Ministry of Colonies), even thou^ the three territories

In the same article, Brouillet providedhad common borders and problems.

another example of inter-rorganizational rivalry by citing the fate of a

special inter-ministerial organization attached to the office of the 

Prime Minister and designed to centreilize information about Islaun and

to direct a uniform Moslem policy:

The authority of its inventor (Ejutgene Etienne) led to the 
successful establishment of the institution; the utility of its 
role did not succeed in making it live, 
us ‘the story about its life and death which he should know about 
first hand: "At the Ministry of Interior suspicion was shown 
toward the head of a new service which sought relationships 
with other administrations; at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
they wished to ignore it; at the Ministry of Colonies, in order 
to assure its success, they ended up by monopolizing it com
pletely." In this manner, the organization ran out of gas— 
another example of what can be expected from interministerial 
services.!

The operations within the Ministry of Colonies was confused by 

the extensive use of consultative bodies. At one time, thirty-three of 

these committees existed, with some having a membership of forty individ

uals drawn from numerous organizations in the public and private sector. 

According to one critic, this system resulted in the perpetual and slow 

circulation o^ huge amounts of paperwork and in confusion as to the point 

of responsibility for various actions. Included in this cumbersome

M. Albert Duchene told

i

^Hen/ Brouillet, "L'Algerie au Ministire des Colonies," Revue 
Politique et Parlementaire, 1904, Vol. 41-2, pp. 500-1.

p. 13$-.^Regismanset, op. cit
.• 1
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operati^a^was the Higher Consultative Cominittee for Public Instruction 

for the Colonies. First established in 1894 under a slightly different 

title, the committee went through periods of activity and inactivity and

becaune a favorite target for reorganization by ministers desiring to

modify the policy process for overseas education. Occasionally, the

committee waus eriao’ged to give it more prestige and a membership with 

a broad spectirum of skills; at other times, it was reduced in size to

endow it with more operational efficiency.

As previously noted, the internal organization of the Ministry

proper was also subject to constant modification. Arguments persisted

as to whether the central administration should be organized by technical

—7 divisions such as political affairs, economic affairs, justice, education.

and religious affairs, or by geographical areas. Reorganizations were

made as one argument prevailed over the other.

The Ministry of Overseas France (1946-1960) and the Ministry of 

Cooperation (196O- 

Saharan Africa, did not escape from these problems of structure and

As a consequence of the war and the loss of a goodly number

), succeeding agencies responsible for French Sub

function.

of bureaucrats because of their service with the Vichy regime, the govern

ment agencies of the post-war period suffered from a serious shortage of

In addition, the Fourth Republic (1945-1958) was

I

experienced personnel, 

plagued with an excessively high rate of governmental failures.

This situation tended to increase the difficulties arising out

of the impleB»ntation of the accelerated educational development program 

formulated for Sub-Saharan Africa in 1944 and 1945. , The inter-departmental

friction and the lack of coordination between the Director of Education
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and the/Director of Political Affairs in the Ministry of Colonies,

shortly before it became the Ministry of Overseas France, serves as a- 

specific example of this problem.^

In replacing the Ministry of Overseas France in I960, the 

Ministry of Cooperation has suffered from organizational troubles 

derived from its hasty formation during the period when the French

Sub-Saharan territories opted for independence. Suddenly detached

from other ministries, key officials in the new organization found

themselves with neither the experience nor the staff effectively to

carry out their tasks. Even such mundane requirements as office equip

ment could not be obtained in adequate amounts after a year of opera- 

^ Because of these handicaps and the tendency to depreciate new 

agencies, the Ministry of Cooperation has acquired a widespread reputa

tion for inefficiency,^

tion.

f
Its prestige undoubtedly suffered further then one of its three 

original departments, that of political affairs, was taken over by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, In addition, the Ministry of Cooperation 

has to compete with that of Foreign Affairs for teachers and fimds, as

^This situation is detailed in Ch, IV,

Established through interviews with Ministry of Cooperation 
officials. According to them, a considerable amount of the work, which 
should have been done within the Ministry, had to be contracted out to 
other agencies because of these deficiencies,

Volunteered by French officisils in various agencies of other 
ministries. The writer was interviewing one such official when the 
latter received a call from the Ministry of Cooperation for certain 
information. The interviewee informed the caller that the information 
was available at his own ministry and, after the conclusion of the 
conversation, volunteered that the Ministry of Cooperation had a poor 
reputation. . * •

i
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both of these agencies operate overseais education programs. Since the
\

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the more established and prestigious agency,

is responsible for relations-virith, and operations in, former colonies of

more importance to France than those in Sub-Saharan Africa, the officials

in the Ministry of Cooperation find themselves handicapped in this com

petition. They question the wisdom of having two independent agencies

operating similar programs of foreign aid but for a different set of 

countries.^ These situations, derived from a traditional division of

bureaucratic responsibilities, illustrates how organizational complexities

add to the problems of the policy process.

Within another area of interministerisil relations, the Ministry

of Cooperation officials have noted the tendency of French educators 

serving in Africa, as well as their African counterparts, to bypeuss the

agency and to conduct their affairs directly with the Ministry of Educa

tion.^ To correct this situation, the Ministry of Cooperation has

resorted to the practice of returning proposals and dossiers to the 

originating source to be re-submitted through the local Cooperation 

mission, which screens such proposals prior to forwarding them to the 

parent agency in Paris for action.^ Attempts to bypass the proper channels, 

on one hand, and the resultant delay on the other, disturb the harmonious i

and effective operation of the policy process.

^Based ^lpon interviews with Ministry of Cooperation officials.

^Institutions of higher education are not under the jurisdiction 
of the Ministry of Cooperation and deal directly with the Ministry of 
Education.

^Based upon interviews with Ministry of Cooperation officials.
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Bxireaucratic Centralization and Control. A constant character

istic of the French bureaucratic system which has affected the policy 

process is the extreme centralization of intra-ministerial authority

A study of past colonial admihis-and the elaborate measures of control.

trative and financial directives reveals that tendencies to relax the

central control in order to encourage local colonial initiative were 

invariably followed by new restrictive measures which could only curtail 

Every action in recognition of the desirability of increased local 

autonomy appears to have provoked a reaction based upon an urge to exer

cise greater control at the central ministerial administrative level.

it.

This phenomenon often resulted from a newly appointed minister's desire 

to stimulate greater progress within the colonies, followed by a counter

urge on the part of the civil servants in the central bureaus to control

Because of thethe local activities in their area of responsibilities, 

rapid turnover of governments and ministers as well as the relatively 

permanent presence of the bureaucrats, the end result appears to have 

consisted of a great deal of lip service to the principle of local 

initiative without a corresponding degree of practical implementation.

Many students of the French colonial policy process have noted

Roberts, in his study published in 1950,and criticized this phenomenon, 

commented as follows:

The bureaux (of the Ministry of Colonies) determine and enforce 
policy, the^only check coming from parliament which is extremely 
averse to touching colonial questions. ... The French system 
comes to mean a centralized, peimianent bureaucracy, resisting both 
the institution of lesser services in Paris and any delegation of 
its powers to the colonies themselves. ... The central body 
seeks, not to coordinate, but to control, and views every conces
sion wrested by the colonies as a backward step. • Though the critics 
of many schools have demonstrated the weakness of this situation.

'T'-
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everything goes on as before, Messimy and Viollette showed how 
there
the Machinery of control to changing circumstances: Jules Harmand 
pleaded for a CJolonial Constitution, with the Ministry superintend
ing instead of executing details: Lucien Hubert deplored the lack 
of vitality in the central French organizations; and Regismanset 
showed how the Ministry interrupted colonial development.^

never been a consistent policy in the sense of adapting

Regismanset, in his study of ministeriatl operations, stated that 

the system discouraged all initiative and sense of responsibility, citing 

the constant shift of ministers, the cumbersome committee-work, the veist

amount of paperwork, and the "forests" of laws, decrees, ordinances, and 

administrative regulations and circulars.^ This combination of circum

stances, according to mainy of the authorities cited above, as well as

others, permitted a small core of bureaucrats covertly to dominate the 

The impact of policy innovations was reduced, delayed, 

or diverted unless the minister exercised strong and consistent super

policy process.

vision over the administrative procedure. The evidence gained through

this study indicates few ministers were able, or inclined, to take 

effective follow-up measures to ensure the full implementation of their 

policies in the field of overseas education,^

turnover of ministers greatly impeded their capacity to control the

Of course, the rapid

implemental process.

Control of another type was more than adequate; France has

Roberts, op. cit

^Regismanset, op. cit

^Based on a study of ministerial policy declarations, and the 
subsequent impact on French Sub-Saharan education in so far as this 
could be determined from metropolitan and colonial official reports, 
professional literature, and interviews.

pp. 154-155.

Vol. II, p. 19.• 1
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maintained an elaborate system of inspection which, according to 

Regismanset, is derived from the natural French tendency to be suspi

cious and critical of the public administration,^ 

tors are not only quantitatively excessive, but that they are not held 

sufficiently accountable for their work which, typically, exerted nega

tive influence upon the policy process,^ 

types of colonial inspectors, Roberts condemned French inspection and 

control practices as being characteristic of Latin officialdom and as a 

phenomenon which works against individual initiative.^

Noting that the institution of the government-general was 

established because of the recognition that direct metropolitan control 

and administration of the colonies was not feasible, Regismanset stated

that the pressures to reassert metropolitan control soon led to the
4

undermining of the autonomy of the govemors-general, 

to this same situation as the defeat of decentralization,^

Three decrees of March 22, 1907, applying to the government

He claimed the inspec-

Following a review of the

Roberts referred

general of West Africa, Indo-China and Madagascar, specifically illus-

Previous to these executive laws, the Director oftrate this tendency.

Control, responsible for the supervision of financial matters within the 

government-general, submitted a monthly report to Paris through the

Part of the text concerning these decrees is illumi-Govemor-General.

nating;

^Regismanset,

^Ibid., p. 223.

^Roberts, 0£. cit., Vol. I,, pp. l44-l45, 

^Regismanset, loc. cit., p.’ 2l8, 

^Roberts, loc. cit., p. 136.

Vol. I, p. 222.op. cit • 1
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The present organization of the services, which place the 
financial controller imder the immediate orders of the governor- 
general, does not permit him sufficient independence vis-k-vis 
the chief of the colony; it appears necessary to return, in 
this regard, to the principle which inspired the decree of 
June 26, 1895 and under which the financial controller serves 
as a direct agent tmder the direct authority of the metropolitan 
government.^

A decree of March 24, 1920 affirmed the merits of the above 

arrangement by specifying that experience since 1907 had demonstrated 

the necessity of the local controllers maintaining direct aind close 

relations with the Ministries of Finance and Ctolonies. This decree 

granted the right of local controllers to go to Paris for consultation 

upon their own request.^ Further, the controllers were appointed 

directly by the Ministry of Finance.^ Hence, not only were the govemors- 

general bypassed but the Ministry of Finance regained and maintained its 

own control mechanism over the operations of the Ministry of Colonies 

which, in turn, had another completely internal inspection system.

Criticisms of the Bureaucracy at the Colonial Level. The struc

ture and function of the local colonial governments was the object of as

Scholars andmuch criticism as the central administration in Paris.

former administrators attacked the high rate of gubernatorial turnover 

as well as a host of other characteristics. The ministry frequently 

chided the colonial regimes for their inadequate response to metropolitan 

regulations; the governors complained of their lack of control over 

certain colonial sectors such as finances and the military, and, more

^France, B.O.M.C.; Budgets Locaux, Decrees of March 22, 1907» 

1907. pp. 184-185.

^Ibid.. 1920, pp. 784-785.

Ibid., 1920, pp. 414-415.. 3 r-
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pertinent to this study, certain educators complained of the local

bureaucratic resistance to native education.

Delavignette, former director of the i^cole Nationale de la France 

d'Outre-Mer and Director of Political Affairs within the Ministry of

Overseas-France when he first published his book on French West Africa

in 19^t indicted bureaucratic indifference as follows:

We have reached a point.where the administrative mind, that 
is to say, the bureaucratic mind, heis lost sight of human beings.
It is unable to coordinate and harmonize its rigid and fragmentary 
notions; it lacks courage and loses its grip whenever human neces
sities encroach on its routine of paper work. Thanks to excessive 
regulations it has become incapable of independent thought; it is 
to all intents and purposes already mummified. Faced with a demand 
for reforms which everyone admits to be necessary, it can only 
propose a rearrangement of regulations.^

Referring to the educational policy process in West Africa, 

Hardy commented as follows in 191?!

A long and perilous voyage exists for the governor-general's 
ordinance or circular designed at educational reform; when the 
poor text arrives at the end of its journey, it has been jostled 
by so many hands, sequestered by so many bureaus that it is often 
diminished, distorted, and unusable,^

While remarking that the personnel making up the French West 

African educational inspectorate system had been vastly improved since

1913, Hardy stated that he did not expect the general colonial adminis-

This operation, according. trative operation to change for a long time.

to Hardy, was detrimental to the educational program because of excessive 

red tape, slowness in the transmission of orders, and the distortion of

More important, certain administrators.the original instructions.

^Robert Delavignette, Freedom and Authority in French West 
Africa (London: Oxford University Press, 1950), p. 151•

^Hardy, Une Conqu^te Morale . , p. 20,•5

r-?•
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jiative education and domination were antinomic, actually- 

impeded the development of education,^

Included in Hardy's colorful description of what he termed the

convinced th;

enemies and paratsites of native education was the following;

Mr. Lebureau: He is everywhere, this tragic person, this 
traitor to modem administration. He delays, and bungles 
everything. He barricades himself behind the paperwork, 
basely destroys initiative and petrifies regulations in order 
to make them into weapons.2

After listing a series of such stereotypes, including one of 

the color-prejudiced French colonial. Hardy arrived at this conclusion;

Such are the principal enemies and parasites of our 
educational expansion, one hundred times more redoubtable 
than the so-called Islamic peril, than the climate, than 
all the causes of delay ordinarily invoked.5

After completing his service in French West Africa, Hardy became 

recognized as a leading authority on French overseas education; as such, 

in 1955 he was asked to respond to criticism of this education based on

its severely limited quantitative results. Among the points made in the 

reply was the essential need for a resolute bureaucratic decentralization

While noting thatwith a corresponding development of local initiative, 

certain administrative heads resisted progress by juggling specific 

problems with a thousand imaginary ones. Hardy particularly criticized 

the persistent centralizing habit and the concurrent reluctance of

^Ibid., p. 20, 

^Ibid., p. 37. 

^Ibid.

r-
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\
officials to divide authority with those at lower levels and of other

services.

He stated that the development of mass education required a

deep knowledge of the indigenous milieu, persevering initiative, prompt

decisions, and constant recourse to the ’’means at hand” which could be
2

effected only through a thoroughly decentralized system. A second pre

requisite was the abandonment of the metropolitan system as the model

Louis Vignon had decried this copying of thefor overseas education.

French model some three decades earlier. Denouncing the tendency to

"faire grand,” "digne de la France,” Vignon claimed that educational 

policy was derived from political rather than pedagogical considerations.^

Referring to the governors and the colonial directors of education, he

stated:

Looking to Paris, they are worried about what the legis
lators are thinking instead of only considering the true ^ 
intellectual capacities and the real needs of the natives.

On the other hand, some of these former colonial educaition

administrators, presently serving as advisers in Sub-Saharan Africa, are

resisting attempts by the Ministry of Cooperation to develop special 

educational strategies which deviate from the traditional French pattern. 

These traditionalists, supporters of high standards and the classical

^Georges Hardy, "Une Solution paresseuse sous^des dehors 
eunbitieux; L'expansion scolaire outre-mer sur le modele de 1’Europe,” 
Marches Goloniaux du Monde, March 12, 1955» P» 696.

^Ibid
p. 695.

^Louis Vignon, Un Programme de Politique Goloniale. Les 
Questions Indigenes (Paris: Libraire Plon, 1919), P« 502.

4
Ibid.
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a, app^ently are unaware of or unconcerned about the need to 

relate human resource development to manpower requirements and cultural

curriculum

realities. In certain Black African countries their presence at the

level of implementation has tended to abort the emerging metropolitan 

concern to develop a financially feasible system of mass elementary 

education related to national economic development.^

Thus, from the real initiation of French education in Sub- 

Saharan Africa in l8l6 until the present day, difficulties related to 

colonial organizational structure and function have beset the educa- 

If one accepts Hardy’s thesis, officials opposed or 

indifferent to given policies for native education, as well as the weak

nesses of the centralized bureaucracy, have hampered the development of

tional endeavor.

education as much as the natural impediments imposed by the environment 

and financial limitations.^

Conclusion. A review of the history of French Sub-Saharan 

educational strategies indicates that, in general, policy fdrnrulation 

was a metropolitan function with the implementation of policy being the 

responsibility of the authorities at the colonial level. For about 

eighty-five years (l8l5-1900), neither the metropolitan nor the colonial 

governments had substantial, formal organizations specifically designed 

to initiate and implement educational policy. This lack of mechanism 

was not a widely recognized hindrance as long as the operation remained 

limited; but with the conclusion of the military conquest and pacification

Ministry of Cooperation officials, aware of this problem, 
speak of the systematic replacement of the "old-type" French education 
advisers.

^Hardy, "Une Solution paresseuse .," pp. 695-696.
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phases of Sub-Sahairan colonialism, the void became so obvious that pro- 

colonial intellectuals and politicians formed pressure groups to influ

ence public opinion and to force the government into action.^

As a result, the metropolitan specialized agencies began to take 

form in the l880»s and 1890's and the formal organization of French West

African public education was instituted shortly after the turn of the 

century. These structures made possible the transfer of large numbers 

of metropolitan educators to overseas positions with a minimum of profes

sional dislocation. It also made it practical for the metropolitan 

government to supervise overseas education more closely than previously.

However, the central administration in Paris had maintained an 

interest and a degree of control over the development of Sub-S^aran
■ U-.

education from the post-Napoleonic era. Without repeating the details 

of this involvement, the following events are worthy of mention in this 

regard. In I816, it was the unilateral action of the central adminis

tration which led to the employment of a lay educator to formulate the 

initial system of education in West Africa and to the subsequent estab

lishment of contracts with teaching religious orders for service in that 

The first major reform of French Sub-Saharan education was a 

direct result of the metropolitan-initiated inquiry of 1829 and the Pro

visional Government of l848 forced the inauguration of vocational

area.

training in West Africa,

^The Alliance Francaise and the Mission Laique.

^As noted in Ch. Ill, the organization of the education services 
of the Ministry of Colonies was strengthened in 190? and after the First 
World War.

r'
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The expei^ience of Governor Faidherbe demonstrated the difficulties 
of creating di^maintaining a secular system of education through measures 

In his role as governor and as military commander, 

Faidherbe was able to ensure a consistent and active participation by

of expediency.

However, with his departurethe military in the field of native education, 

in 1865 and the coincidental decay of the metropolitan regime of Louis

Napoleon, the secular schools, which had quantitatively surpassed the 

missionary institutions, either were disbanded or turned over to the

religious orders.

To overcome the deficiency of systematic metropolitan support

for French Sub-Saharan education, two prerequisites were necessary:

the generation of public support for colonialism and, subsequently, 

the establishment of the necessary official financial and structural 

These prerequisites were achieved through the emergence of 

private organizations which fought successfully for both of these 

causes, aided by such events as the increased nationalism following 

the defeat of I87O and the clash between the State and the Church 

around the turn of the century,^

The firm establishment of public education in French Sub-Saharan

Africa definitely was plaimed in detail at the metropolitan level,

although Governor-General Roume subsequently promulgated the plan as

2
ordinances of the French West African Federation in 1903«

means.

The next

^The private organizations in the forefront of the campaign for 
French overseas education, L*Alliance Francaise and the Mission Laique, 
were
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

detailed in Ch. III.

assimilated into the government and still exist as agencies within

r-
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major educationaj. reform was initiated by Ministers of Colonies Simon 

and Sarraut following the first World V/ar, when serious attempts v;ere 

made to relate French overseas education to economic development, 

subsequent major shift in educational policy for Sub-Saharan Africa,

The

based upon the principle of the colonies* right to immodified French 

education, had its roots in the colonies because the Free French regime

This shift, however, was based onv/as based outside the Metropole.

de Gaulle's strategy to reassert the grandeur of the Metropole through 

coopting the colonies into a Greater France.

France, the implementation of this policy was controlled in the Metropole

With the reoccupation of

directly by the Ministry of Overseas-France and through the funding 

agency for the overseas development plan, FIDES.

With the advent of independence, France reoriented a part of 

its policy and encouraged the new nations to extend the French language 

by adopting modified systems of elementary education as devised by 

specialists of the Ministries of Cooperation and National Education. 

Through two existing funding agencies, FAC of the Ministry of Coopera

tion and FEDOM of the European Economic Community, France is able to 

exercise a substantial degree of influence over the educational strategies 

of the many French-speaking Black African countries.

However, the development of educational strategies according to 

the dictates of metropolitan policy has left much to be desired. Although 

this will be discussed further in the concluding chapter, it is pertinent 

to emphasize in the context of this chapter that bureaucratic dissonance 

has handicapped the execution of the policy process.

-
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As mentioned previously, that process generally consisted of
■

policy planning "by metropolitan politicians at the ministerial level 

and of the planning and supervision of policy-implementing actions at 

the level of the govemments-general. In this procedure, both the

quantitative and qualitative implementation of major policy objectives

In addition to themet v;ith considerable bureaucratic resistance.

inherent delays and limitations imposed by the bureaucratic distance 

between policy conception and grass-root implementation, civil servants, 

particularly at the colonial level, deliberately frustrated policy

intentions.

For example, many French colonial administrators opposed the

quantitative expansion of native education on the grounds that education

Further, consideringwould lead to a revolt against French authority.

the perennial limitations of funds, they preferred to grant priorities 

to infrastmcture projects related to communications, transportation.

Since colonial and social developmentand agricultural production, 

had to be financed by local revenue, they possessed the means to place

Thus, the financiallimitations upon the expansion of native education, 

aspects of French colonial policy severely limited the pursuit of the

social objectives of that same policy.

In turn, many Frenflh educators in the colonial service resisted 

policy aimed at the modification of the metropolitan curriculum and

There is no doubt that over the years a significant number 

of these educators have viewed the adaptation of the French system as 

undesirable distortion and an unnecessary destruction of quality educa- 

Even today, as previously indicated, the educational strategies

organization.

tion.
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drawn up by teams of economists and educators within the Ministry of 

Cooperation are "^eing resisted by tradition-minded French education 

advisers in Sub-Saharan Africa,

Thus, the development of educational strategies has been 

subject to significant organizational problems involving poor communi

cation, inter-agency friction and jealousy, and the constant turnover 

of the policy-makers at the ministerial level which has placed power 

in the hands of the permanent bureaucracy and weakened the implementa

tion of policy innovations.

In short, these characteristics, as well as others to be discussed

in the concluding chapter, have tended to frustrate the development of

Hence, theeducational strategies in accordance with policy objectives,
.1--.

discrepancy between metropolitan policy and colonial' grass-root implementa

tion has been caused in part by the mechanics of the policy process and

the attitudes and actions of the officials staffing the structures and

executing the functions.

C'-
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CHAPTEB VIII

CONCLUSIONS

Introduction, Despite the title of this chapter, no effort

has been made to repeat all of the findings revealed in the previous

In this sense, the preceding three chapters, eus well aschapters,

this final one, constitute the conclusion because they represent the

analysis of the historical material.

The first topic dealt with below is the important one of

emphasizing, in a summary fashion, the quantitative and queilitative

discrepancies bejbween goals and outcomes previously detailed. In the

same general approach, reasons are suggested for these discrepancies.

However, in keeping with the orientation of this research, these

comments pertain more to the problems generated by the French them

selves than to those derived from the African cultural and physical

environment. A third section reviews the ultimate intent behind the

French educational strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa and refers to 

the present status of the fulfillment of these objectives, 

section presents a synopsis of the findings of the study, and the 

following one lists seven generalizations derived from the study and

The fourth

The chapter concludes with ajudged to be of universal pertinence.

brief indication of the areas needing further study.

The Discrepancies Between Goals and Outcomes. The con5)ai*ison

of policy objectives with actual outcomes reveals a significant

262
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variance between the two. This fact holds tnxe whether one employs

;ated goals or those detailed in the annual reports ofmetropolitan- 

the French Sub-Saharan governments.

From the quantitative point of view, the small percentages of 

school attendees in relation to the school age population have been 

noted by numerous authors.^ Of less common knowledge is the fact that 

the rapid expansion of primary education has been a high priority target 

in French Black Africa for at least the past forty-three years (1919- 

1962). Indeed, through the entire period under study (I816-I962), 

generalized policy statements refer to the urgency of developing extensive 

systems of mass and vocational education. Even if one discounts many of 

the esirlier statements of objectives ais being ambitious, long-range goals 

without definite tairget dates, and focuses on relatively recent develop

ment plans, the quantitative achievements have not measured up to pro

jected outcomes. For example, as late as 19^ the education development 

plan, incorporated in the General Plan for Modernization and Equipment

for the Overseas Territories, called for the enrollment of 303^ of the

2
total school-age population of Sub-Saharan Africa within ten years.

Yet, at the end of ten years, in December 1956, the figure for Equatorial 

Africa stood at 21.33^^ and the eight territories comprising French West 

Africa had a school population of 13.^3^ of the estimated school-age

^or exsinqjle, Thompson and Adloff, French West Africa, p. 5I8. 

%’rance, Annuaire Statistique de l*Union Francaise Outre-Mer,

1959-1949. p. 211.
France, M.F.O.M Enaeignement Outre-Mer, No. 8, p. 19.

• t
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population,^ Also, at the end of the ten-year plan, French West Africa 

have 509" of the school-age population completing sixwas supposed

years of primary education and this goal has not been achieved even 

today.^ From 1938 to 1956t the school population as con^jared to the

school-age population in French West Africa rose from 3*29^ to only 

13In Senegal, where French education was initiated in l8l6, only 

28^ of the school-age population was enrolled in school by 1960,^ A 

target of the first four-year plan of Senegal aimed at passing the 505^ 

mark in 1964 as far as primary-age pupils are concerned,^

A second major area of discrepancy between objectives and out

comes is found in the qualitative adaptation of French education to local

realities and needs. Except for brief instances during the Primitive
;

France, L'Afrique Occidenteile Francaise, 1956, p. 105* 
figure of 13»^9^ nay be too high, since the total population may have 
been underestimated and only 15^ of the total figure were estimated as 
being of school age. The source cited in the preceding footnote places 
the figure at 11.696.

The

^France, loc. cit., 1948, p, 69. The 1961-62 figures were 
obtained throng the Ministry of Cooperation and the University of Paris.

France, loc. cit., 1956, p. I05. Enseignement Outre-Mer, No. 8, 
places the 1956 figure at 11.696.

^Hepublique du Senegal, Plan Quadriennal de Diveloppement

1961-1964. 1961, p. 2.

^Based upon interviews with Ministry of Education officials, 
Kepublic of Senegal. Statistics for some nations of Equatorial Africa 
such as Gabon have shown spectacular increases within the past few 
years; however, these questionable statistics do not reflect the qual
ity of such education where from 75 to I50 pupils may be found in one 
first-grade classroom, with enormous dropout rates after the second 
grade. (Based upon I96I-62 unpublished research reports. Seminar of 
Educational Planning, Institute for the Study of Economic and Social 
Development, University of Paris.)

r-
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Period (1816-I870) and the era from the Second World War to i960, 

metropolitan poM^ supported the theory of adaptation.

Despite this emphasis at the level of theory or policy, and 

the special structural organization of the French Black African rural 

school system, the curriculiun, methodology, and examinations progres

sively assumed the characteristics of the metropolitan system. Oddly 

enough, many significant officials including ministers of colonies, 

colonial governors, and hi^ echelon educators were aware of this 

tendency, condemned it, and attempted to counteract it. 

at least sixteen of such officials have been cited between 1900 and 

1962,^ Nevertheless, as the historical record has revealed, their 

efforts, even when backed by formal policy doctrine, generally did not 

prevail against the forces of tradition.

Suggested Reasons for Discrepancies Between Theory and Fact.

When one compares the texts of the major policy declarations and of the 

comprehensive French Sub-Saharan education acts with the educational 

statistics, the commentaries of critics, and the results of personal, 

on-the-spot inspection, the discrepancies between theory and fact become 

very appairent.

tendency to place theory before reality.^ 

employing the rational rather than the empirical method naturally leads 

to a gap between the expressed ideal and the accomplished fact.

In this study

Among the reasoiis for this distinction lies the French

The characteiistic of

If one

^The following list is representative but by no means exhaustive: 
1900-1910—Foncin, Guy, Eoume, Cllmentel; 1910-1920—Hardy; 1920r.l930— 
Sarraut, Perrier, Garde, Bollin; 1930-19^—Br^vi^, Gourou, Davesne, 
Charton; 1955—Hardy; I96O-I962—Gineste, Dumont.

^aul Giran, De l»Educatioa des Haces—Etude de Sociolbgie 
Colon-je (Paris: Augustin Challamel, 1913)» P»^09.
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accepts the following thesis as vaQ.id, the French are unconcerned with 

"Prinbiples and ideals are the heart and soul of our poli

tics, but their eventual application often remains a matter of quasi- 

indifference.”^ (Author's italics.)

such gaps:

This gap is further widened under a highly centralized system

in which the ideational innovators are far removed from the operational

Further, when the policy-madcers aire subject to frequentimplementors.

displacements, the chances of obtaining a successful implementation are

reduced because the permanent bureaucracy exerts an tmusual control over

the policy implementation process in that those most concerned with

translating plans into action, the policy forraulators, do not remain in

the position of authority long enough to supervise the execution of
' u-

policy. Siegfried observed that the civil servant wins over the minister

in the end because only the former knows the technique and routine. He

claimed that the ministerial influence is greatly reduced in actual 
2

practice. This enables the bureaucracy, a composite of groups-of

human beings, effectively to resist policy to which it is opposed.

In this study, the evidence indicates that significant numbers

of colonial administrators opposed the extensive development of native 

education because they believed it constituted a threat to the continued 

dominance by France, as well as to their own job security. On the other 

hand, the French educators, as a group, tended to resist educational

^Andre Siegfried, France, A Stu^ in Nationality (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1930), p. 25.

^Ibid. , p. 107. The author was referaring to practices of the 
Third fiepublic and earlier. This generalization probably remained valid 
during the Fourth Republic and, to a lesser degree, in the Fifth Republic.
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changes running counter to their traditional training and rigid concept

of quality edncfation.

The French colonial financial policy was a formidable ally of

the first group, in the retardation of native education. As previously 

noted, this policy, finalized in 1900, obligated each colony to pay for 

all its own expenses other than those arising from the presence of 

militairy forces designed to resist external military invasions. In 

brief, the colonies were self-supporting and, in addition, had to con

tribute to metropolitan expenses incurred in connection with colonial 

affairs such as the training of French colonial administrators,^

Further, through metropolitan decrees, certain types of expendi

tures were ruled as obligatory categories of the colonial budgets and
■ W>

had to be financed before non-obligatory categories could be supported. 

Since native education fell under the latter classification, it not only 

suffered from being classified aus an optional expenditure, but it had to 

compete with similarly categorized activities which were often more 

appealing to colonial administrators.

The education of the mass was the hardest hit as a result of

^Siegfried remaiiced that the Frenchman may wear his heart on the 
left but his pocket is always on the ri^t. He likes to keep his money 
and his children at home. Ibid., pp. 42 , 49,

^The salaries of the European administrators were obligatory 
and constituted a heavy load for the colonial budgets, Hoberts (1930)» 
op. cit., p, 167, noted that Prance had an estimated three European 
officials employed where England had one and, as a consequence, no less 
than a thiard of the general (federail) budget and a half of the local 
budgets were allotted for remuneration of such officials. He cited 
'Messiah's SELTcastic comment on this situation in a 1910 address to the 
Parliament: "It would appear from the budget that one was concerned 

* more with discovering work for the officials to do than in finding 
suitable officials for the work."
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this policy, because the support for elementary education was derived 

coiohies' budgets. Head teixes constituted the major 

source of revenue for these budgets, already inadequate to meet the 

multiple requirements imposed upon them.

Thus, colonial financial policy conflicted with the colonial 

social policy. Ministers of colonies issued eloquent declarations 

related to the development of education, but seldom became so specific 

or persistent in their statements and follow-up procedures as to force 

signficant upward revisions in local colonial expenditures for native 

education. Obviously, the French colonial administrators had to respond 

to metropolitan policy and, while it should be recognized that many 

significant changes resulted from this stimulus, frequently the responses
■ -wt

took the form of modifications which, if requiring substantial additional 

funding, were set up for long-term implementation without definite dead- 

The important exceptions to this pattern occurred following 

major upheavals or events in the Metropole when new, or renewed, policies 

were pursued with a vigor emanating from the_preceding period of turbu

lence and the resultant forces of change.^

The implemental difficulties encountered by the policy-makers 

in the adaptation of metropolitan education to Sub-Saharan cultural., 

realities and socio-economic needs, as interpreted by the French, came

The most potent of these was the colonial cadre 

of French educators who tended to transmit the metropolitan educational 

tradition despite formal policy and the adaptation of the organizational

from the local

lines.

"N

from other sources.

^Such as in l848, 1903, 1919-1920, and 1944-1946.
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structure of the French Sub-Saharan school system outside of the city 

centers.^

The teachers, as a group, opposed the principle of adaptation

on several grounds. By and large, they represented the politically 

liberal French faction which tended to advocate equal ri^ts for the

colonial indigenous peoples. Obviously, this implied the right to an

equal, or metropolitan, education. Further, accepting the right of the 

native to be educated, the French teacher saw little or no value in 

diluting the quality of metropolitan education through the inclusion

of elements of an inferior culture.

In this regard Giran noted that, eilthough the French were willing

to socialize with the native, they would not learn their languages or 

•'From this point of view, we are often in the most complete 

ignorance; in those countries where we are established, we remain 

veritable strangers,"^ Delavignette also decried the fact that the 

French colonial society of West Africa had failed to understand the

"Consequently it has not known how to reorganize the 

masses to whom it has brought disintegration,"^

customs:

African culture:

^The Primary Inspector of French West Africa's remarks, made 
in 1932, bear repeating a second time in this regard: "Nevertheless, 
for the past several year^ while remaining dominated in theory by 
these same preoccupations[^adaptatioiQ , education has, in fact, 
evolved with increased acceleration towards an imitation of metropoli-

p, 95, and the following;tan education, ..." Davesne, 0£. cit 
"But the courses of study eure worth only slb much as the teachers 
responsible for their application and one would risk being deceived 
if one hoped to find the constant concern for adaptation in the class
rooms that existed during the preparation of the instructions and 
courses of study now prevailing in French West Africa," Ibid p. 90.•»

^Qiran, o£. cit 

■^lavignette,

248.., p.

p. 24.op. cit ♦ »
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Referring specifically to the metropolitan teachers, Professor 

Gourou sagely concluded that there could not be an adapted system of 

education without adapted teachers.^ Concerning the special training 

of teachers for overseas education, Hardy reached the same conclusions 

in 1917 as do many high officials presently concerned with French Sub- 

Saharan education:

The colonial normal schools in the Metropole will never 
render but poor results; it is important that our colonies 
possess, at the side of their normal school for indigenous 
teachers, a normal class reserved for European teachers; thus 
put under the real conditions of the milieu, the professional 
training of the teaching personnel will become both more 
rapid and more serious.^

However, even the indigenous normal schools suffered from the

lack of adaptation, according to other officials cited earlier.^ Along

with this problem of the reorientation of teachers lay the crucial
if

obstacle of the examination system, 

to introduce this system in French Sub-Saharan Africa, they automatically 

brought to the curriculum a rigidity resistant to the innovations of

When the French educators began

^Gourou, ojo. cit

^Hardy, Une Conquete Morale . .

^or exeimple. Inspector Davesne and Gtovemor-General Garde.

^In tbiB regard, one official text noted as follows; "Criticism 
derives from the fact that most of the teachers do not take into account 
what constitutes a course of study. Generally it is too complete, too 
full. Certain teachers, incapable of grasping the spirit, can only see 
the letter of it. They wish to employ it in its entirety and omit 
nothing, as woodcutters who indiscriminately cut down all the trees to 
exploit the forest. Others, excessively scrupulous or haunted by the 
Ayami Tiat.i otir , also refuse to auLlow any portion of the curriculum to 
escape. They cram their pupils with an indigestible nourishment while 
not daring to give the latter certain lessons which they judge to be 
useful, under the pretext that such lessons are not prescribed." 
(Government-General of French West Africa, Receuil des Textes . .
p. 181.)

p. 510..•»

16.., p.

r-
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adaptation. Obviously, there could be little or mo curricular modifica
tion without a prxor^limination, or substantive modification, of the 

examination system.

The application of the principle of adaptation was also hindered 

by the lack of textbooks written specifically for Tropical Africa.

Since French educational methodology demands a relatively close adherence 

to the textbook, the average classroom teacher was unlikely to be con

cerned with innovation except in the absence of textbooks.

The greatest degree of innovation was required in relating 

French overseas education to colonieil economic development. Despite 

the recognition of this need by the metropolitan governments as gauged 

by their policy statements, the actual quantitative and qualitative 

outcomes in Sub-Saharan Africa indicate that their attempts to convert 

principle into fact met with very limited success. One of the major 

reasons for this lack of achievement stems from the anti-technical bias 

of French education,^ Qiran deplored this fact in his book on overseas

education:

But it is always necessary to avoid falling in the error of 
giving a too literary education, 
our most serious shortcoming.
"Our secondary education is excellent to produce lawyers, men of 
letters, and also civil servants. It is insufficient to train 
men capalsle of assuring the physiceO. health of the country, Hy 
colleague, Ghebgart, said that he would give forty Masters in

I would not

For we French, therein lies 
Mr, Raymond Baincard' said one day;

Letters or in Law for one good traveling salesman, 
give, without regret, forty Masters in Letters but would gladly 
give one hundred Masters in Law,"2

^Since the end of the Second World War, the French Government 
baa waged a consistent campaign to improve the quality and prestige 
of technical education.

^Ibid.. p, 219. The Master’s Degree is equated here with 

the French License.
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Giran ftirther claimed that the French state of mind tends to

conceive of innovations as the eirtificial product of reason rather than

as the outcome of esqierience. 2MS tendency, according to this writer,

has been applied to the instruction of science and technology which the

French teach by the book and the memory, not by experience and judgment. 

Given decried the fact that this bookish method was employed in the

vocational and technical schools of the colonies as well as in those 

of the Metropole.^

Thus, the French educational system lacked the flexibility to

adapt to the needs and realities of Sub-Saharan Africa, even as deter

mined by the French themselves. Of course, the subject of educational^

adaptation is one which lends itself much more readily to generalization

than to practical application, A review of the literature concerning

the problem suggests a schizoid tendency on the part of the French

alternately to espouse and reject the principle. On one hand, the

French atten^jt to guasimilate the indigenous peoples into what they

consider the most universal of cultures, argued against much of a

curricular adaptation. On the other hand, the French concern not to 

sow the seeds of indigenous discontent through an inappropriate educa

tion argued for such an adaptation,^

For example, one aspect of this conflict is reflected in discus

sions concerning the teaching of history. The study weis viewed as a

^Ibid.. p, 309.

^Actually the strategy of assimilating an elite and of instruct

ing the mass permitted the concurrent application of both of these ten
dencies, but within the framework of each of these tracks, there, still 
remained the question of the degree of adaptation.
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key iastmment in rendering the Africans better subjects: "It is an
oif^^ucing this natural vanity for which he Jthe nativ^

excellent means

is reproached, to render him more modest while, at the same time, inciiL- 

cating a solid and reasoned loyalty in him."^ 

certain historical episodes was persistently questioned as being poten-

A hint of this concern was revealed in the following

let, the instruction of

tially dangerous.

official text:

We allay the anxiety of those who fear that the story of the 
revolutionists storming the Bastille will inspire the natives 
with the idea of seizing the military posts through the use of 
force. There is no longer any question of relating confusing 
accounts of European and civil wars, although, very often, the 
wars sustained by France have that privilege of being presentable ^ 
as beneficent struggles against war itself in favor of civilization.

The policy of assimilation, re-established after World War II as
43.

the means of creating a Greater France capable of vying on equal terms 

with the United States and Russia, temporarily ameliorated the complex-

The Black African, whoseities involved in the adaptation-^f education, 

grandfather probably had resisted the idea of a French education,-demanded

and received, in so iar as it weis possible, the equivalence of the metro

politan school system.

However, with the advent of the independence of the Sub-Saharan 

states, the French reverted to the policy, and hence to the problems, 

of adaptation because of the impossibility of extending education, and 

the French language, to the Black African masses via the high-cost 

metropolitan system. But the problems of adaptation—of funding, and

^Government-General of French West Africa, Reeuell des textes. . •»

p. 217.
^Ibid., p. 219.
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of obtaining in generai^a better conrelation between centralized planning 

and graas-root implementation, among the most significant reasons for 

the discrepancies between planned objectives and actual outcomes->-remain

to be solved.

The Achievement of the Ultimate Intent. It will be recalled that

the ultimate intent of French educational strategies for Sub-Saharan

Africa has been to assure the psychologiceil or cultural assimilation of

the Black African in order to maintain French influence and prestige

regardless of political and economic eventualities. The object has been

to create a Gallicized world which will provide France with the means

to participate in international politics on equal terras with the other 

great powers of the world, and to project the image and prestige of 

France as the torch-bearer of universal civilization.

Whether progress towaurd the implementation of this intent has 

been sufficient to predict a successful final outcome is a matter of 

conjectui*e. Certainly, the fact of independence has preceded the 

completion of the task of Frenchification, but the evidence gathered 

in this study indicates the metropolitan leadership remains optimistic 

concerning the ultimate outcomes.^ Attempts at the Africanization of 

culture eire viewed as a natural consequence of independence, but as an 

impossibility beyond a superficial degree. The real interest of the 

Black African leadership is interpreted as finding expression in their 

atteo^ts to unify and indoctrinate the masses and to develop viable.

^Based upon interviews and observation in Paris and Senegal
in 1961-62.
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nsjdern economies. The extension of French as the national language 
ahe^^S^states serves these interests as much as it

of the new Sub-S 

does that of the. French policy.

Nevertheless, the French are not complacent in tenus of their 

pursuit of the \xltimate goal. They have planned the long-term expan

sion of technical assistance in the field of education, and the efforts 

Of DHESOO to encourage the development of indigenous languages as the 

medium of mass literacy programs are opposed covertly.

A Synopsis of Findings. One of the most obvious conclusions 

emerging from the study is the consistent effort of the French to employ 

culture and language ais a subtle means of permanent imperialism. In 

thi« context, the most formidable enemy has been the English-speaking 

The current manifestation of disengagement from England and 

the United States appears to be a natural outcome of the present position 

of French strength which permits her openly to pursue an independent 

policy of aggrandizement based upon the third world power theme. _

This theme in itself has a foundation in the French belief in

nations.

the universality of their culture, which is viewed as presently offering 

a haven for those peoples seeking refuge from the dictates of the Ameri-

However, this belief hasand Russian international power struggle.can

been accompanied by more ulterior motives, such as the struggle for

For example, in I889international political power and economic gain.

Pierre Foncin, describing the utility role of the Alliance Francaise,

"But it is directed, at the same time, to Frenchmade this statement:

, of which it is the natural ally because the propagation ofcommerce
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the French-speaking Black Africans from extensive contact with cultures 

other than their own.

In this last regard, it can be expected that the French will 

oppose, overtly in specific instances but covertly in most cases, the 

intrusions of English-speaking powers in former French colonies, parti

cularly in the realm of cultural projects. The French policy in this 

matter has a lengthy and consistent history which cannot be ignored.^

The policy of psychological or cultural assimilation must be 

differentiated from the concept of assimilation as generally employed 

in connection with French colonial policy. The latter principle 

remained impossible to implement because, carried to its logical conclu

sion, it implied the complete socio-economic assimilation of the colonies 

into a Greater France, which meant that the colonies in fact would control 

the Metropole throu^ a numerically superior political representation 

in a common government. The impausse of ultimate political assimilation 

argued for the vigomus pursuit of psychological or cultural assimila

tion, peirticularly in Black Africa where the resistance derived from 

the indigenous cultural tradition was virtually non-existent as compared 

to that of North Africa or the Far East.

As viewed by the French, the major problem of assimilation in 

Sub-Baharan Africa lay in the uprooting of the masses from the land and 

in the unintentional creation of a revolutioneiry leadership throu^ the 

overproduction of an intellectual elite for which no employment could be 

guaranteed. Although the fear is expressed frequently in the documentation,

^TSie sole exception might be instances in which these powers offer 
financial aid without significant implications for cultural deviation.
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the point of overproduction of an intellectual elite was not reached

1
in Sub-SaHea*an Africa as a whole.

In similar fashion, the problem of uprooting the mass through 

an eSqxssure to education never reached the dangerous stage during the 

French rule because of the limited educational opportunities available 

to the rural youth,^ Nevertheless, the French policy-makers stressed 

the adaptation of education and in fact, prior to 19^5, the French 

Sub-Saharan schools were oirganized into a rural and an urban track,
4

with the latter subdivided into indigenous and metropolitan subdivisions.

However, this structural adaptation was not complemented by a 

successful curricular and n»thodological adaptation, Hhough there 

appear to be many contributing causes for this latter failure, the

Hased on the writer’s interpretations of the statistical 
documentation, and on Dumont, op. cit., p. 72.

^Apparently the French were less concerned about other types 
of uprooting: "On the basis of official figures, we can say that 
between 1920 and 1930 nearly 189,000 able-bodied men in the prime of 
life, representing the best twentieth of the population, have been 
tom from meirrlage, from the villages, and from the fields. Those heads 
of subdivisions, comntandants of cercles, acid governors who wanted to 
arrest this flowing away of the peasantry, were suspected of disloyalty 
and deprived of means of action. They were compelled to look on help
lessly while the territories, in their charge were bled white. They saw 
the msurgence, in modem form, of the serfdom and slavery which they 
thou^t to have cured. The temporary governor of the Ivory Ck>ast, 
Richard Brunot, who denounced forced labour and organized voluntary work, 
was recadled and disgraced. Apjjaurently he weis asked if he thou^t he 
was Jesus CJhrist," Delavignette, op. cit

^Dumont gives an example of this problem by citing the 75?^ 
enrollment of the school-age population in Bamako, the capital city of 
Mali, as compaired with in the distant bush country. Dumont, op. cit 
p. 76.

p. 113.♦ »

,• f

^Wherever there were enough French children to warrant the 

establishment of a purely metropolitan curriculum.
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non-adaptability of the^rench educator and his African counterpart 

seem to have constituted a major factoro

bility appears derived from the omission or inadequacy of specialized 

training for overseas education as well as from a natural inclination 

to resist innovation.

The policy of educational adaptation was abruptly abandoned 

after the Second World War for political reasons—the creation of a 

Greater France through assimilation. With the advent of Sub-Saharan 

independence in I960, the metropolitan policy-makers renewed the policy 

of adaptation because it is obvious that the African nations could not 

attain their quantitative educational goals if they retain replicas of 

the metropolitan system with its high per-pupil cost ratio.
L

The present French strategy, based upon a more rapid Frenchifica- 

tion of the mass and a closer relationship between education and economic 

development, stresses a four-year rather than a six-year primary educa

tion, a special literacy-agricultujreil program for the adolescent illiter

ate rutal youth, and the training of educators and economists in the 

skills of educational planning in order to assure a school system more 

responsive to the national development needs of emerging nations.

, major reforms of the curriculum, of the teaching methodology, and 

of the training of teachers would seem to be indicated if the French are 

to reverse their pattern of paper reforms without significant local change.

One of the most notorious failures of the adaptation of the 

cunriLculum resulted frem the attempt between the two World Wars to ihtre—

In turn, this lack of flexi-

. How

ever

duce rudimentary agricultural education in the rural schools at the

In terms of both the plans as stated in metropolitanelementary level.
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policy declarations^a^the analyses of French critics, vocational and 

technical training should be included in those educationaQ. endeavors in

French Sub-Saharan Africa which failed to produce adequate results from

either quantitative or qualitative standpoints.

A major cause of these qqantitative and qualitative failures in 

primary, vocational, and technical education was the failure to implement

metropolitan policy with metropolitan funds. Although the policy was 

defined in clear and remarkably consistent terms between 1903 and 19^»

and the derived strategies planned in logical detail, the gioss-root

implementation lagged because of lack of funds in the colonies to pursue

the policy and fulfill the plans.

Kie assignation of the funding of native education as a financiad 

responsibility of the colonies placed a weapon in the hands of colonial 

administrators who, as a group, sided with the French colon or petit 

blanc in opposition to the education of the Africans because,this 

threatened the continued domination of France and their own job security.

These bureaucrats were able to maintain an unusual influence over

the Implementation of policy because of the consistently rapid turaover 

of governments, ministers, and governors. Through a knowledge of the 

jungle of regulations, the control of the administration of the implemen- 

tal services, and the realization that the rapid displacement of policy

makers allowed the latter little means of supervising the policy process.

the bureaucrat remained a serious obstacle to be overcome by policy

innovators.

Both the innovation of policy and metropolitan insistence upon <■
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the implementation of^^ch policy occurred in a cyclic fashion. After 

a major upheaval and the ensuing resolution of the crisis in the Metro- 

pole, a fresh Impetus to overseas education often was imparted. But 

each period of vigor was followed by a stage of progressive stagnation

or inactivity.

In concluding this review of findings, the following comments 

summarize the above discussion. The French educational endeavor in

Sub-Saheupan Africa had many positive aspects; a firm ultimate purpose,

guidance from time to time by perceptive planners of grand strategy.

and a continuing organization based on logical educational plans from

1905 on. These constructive factors were counterposed by a serious

lack of financial support for the education program in the colonies, ,
■ Cr,

miserably inadequate implementation at the grass-root level, and rapid

Until the past few years.turnover in the top administrative echelons.

the net effect was that of a paper phantom, possibly best described by

Bismarck's blimt and crude analysis of the government of Louis Napoleon: 

"From a distance, it appears to be something; from up close, it is 

nothing.

Generalizations. It should be pointed out that the following 

statements might be referred to more accurately as hypotheses abstracted 

from the French experience and requiring further verification in compar

able studies. Farther, these generalizations, derived largely from 

historical colonial experiences, are expressed in terms of current 

events. In this attempt to relate the past to the present, it is recog

nized that a difference exists in the variables.

^Duchene, op. cit p. 252. r-.•»
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1, Overseas e4ttpation serves as a significant weaTwa in the

intematioT<f*T power struggle te influence foreign peoples, 

refers to the colonial edacStion of the past or the overseas develop-

Uhether one

ment education of the present, this activity constitutes an instnnnent

The investment in such educationalof foreign pr colonial policy, 

endeavors is proportionate to the calculated return to the donor nation

rather to the needs of the recipient, although clearly the latter

factor may he closely relatdd to the former.

2. Foreign assistance is subject to cyclic fluctuation. The

amount of foreign assistance granted by a nation is determined largely 

by its internal political and economic Zeitgeist, although this internal 

condition is affectfd significantly by external events. Donor nations 

tend to render assistance in cyclic patterns, with surges of quantitative 

increases after periods of major upheavals being followed by progressive 

declines during periods of relative national and international tranquillity. 

3. Foreign assistance agencies suffer from the reorganization

syndrome. Foreign assistance is inherently a controversial activity 

because it expends national funds internationally, usually-without the

Therefore,concrete, measurable retunns expected by the general public, 

the administering agencies are subject to periodic reorganizations in

order to institute reforms and meet criticisms.

4. Bureaucratic resistance 1:ends to abort the implementation

Policy-makers at the head of complex bureaucracies frequently 

lack the ability or the means to control the implementation of policy. 

Policy innovations may be partially or wholly negated if they threaten 

the security of the bureaucrats or require a substantial adaptation on

of policy.

I'
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the part of the latter. Policy-makers are subject to frequent displace
ment and lack the powers^f reward and punishment as well as the degree 

of supervision necessary to ensure vigorous implemental action.

5. Centralized planning has tended to fix targets but not to

Centralized national or hi^-echelon planning has 

suffered from a priori rationalistic or highly statistical approaches 

which have tended to neglect the resolution of the problems of implemen-

assure outcomes.

tation.

6, Education for economic development has emphasized structural.

but not curricular and teachdr training, modification. The adaptation

of education to meet the needs of economic development in the emerging 

countries have consisted largely of organizational modifications. For 

example, in general the conversion of the core of the elementary school 

curriculum from a clsussical language arts to a socio-economic emphasis 

haw not occurred, nor has the tradLning of teachers been modified suffi

ciently to enable them to deviate from the literary tradition.

7. Educational systems in emerging countries require technical

To trainschools with a flexible curriculum and polyvalent instructors.

skilled technicians in a variety of specialities such as electro-mechanics 

and telecommunications, emerging nations need to supplement the outdated 

classical technical school, with its annual- production of the same type 

of specialists, with well-equipped schools capable of enough flexibility 

to ohsinge from one course to amother according to the piriorities emanating 

from manpower requirement forecasts.

Recommendations for Further Study. By the nature of its scope, 

the present study has been limited to exposing the ‘problems and complexities
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related to the French educational policy process for Sub-Saiharan Africa.

There is a need to research, in greater depth, certain periods and

programs briefly mentioned in this presentation.

A study of educational development in Black Africa under the

impetus of the FIBES and jrtihBES programs follondng the Second World War

should reveal a host of insights pertinent to current educational problems

in the region. For example, if it is true that the FIDES school construc

tion program had to be halted because the African territories could not

pay for their operation and maintenance, how will the new nations be

able to assume the financial burden imposed by the rash of elaborate

educational institutions now being constructed through foreign grants

or long-term, low-interest loans and staffed through technical assistance?

Obviously, a study of this type mi^t be conducted by a financial

expert; however, there is a need for severaO. varieties of specialists to

conduct research in the field. Historical research into the grass-root

implementation in the colonies is required. According to Hardy, the study

should focus upon the following:

While looking at the noble perseverance and clear-sighted 
initiative, it should place the spotlight upon those responsible 
for all the retreats, for all of the discouragements. It should 
explain, without reticence, the irregular pregress made in 
recruitment, the sabotage of the programs, the blundering divi
sion of schools in certain regions, the absence of principles 
for the enrollment of classes, the false experiences, the abuse 
of paperworic, the lack of unity of, the lie and instability 
behind appearances, the poor utilization of personnel, the abuse 
of power, the unnecessary complications and all sorts of 
absurdities.!

^Hardy, Une Conqnete Morale . . p. 38.

r--
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The purpose of^si^ch a focus would not be to vilify the French 

but to comprehend the sociological and educational problems involved in 

the obviously difficult task of adapting a school system to a competely 

foreign cultural and physical milieu. Related to this topic is the 

effect of this schooling upon the students and their families from the 

psychological and sociological point of view. Although progress has been 

made in this type of research, more comprehensive and sophisticated 

studies need to be conducted. The same verity applies to the sociology 

of formal organization; the unanticipated consequences of organized 

action and the discrepancies between policy and outcomes noted in this 

study require an analysis in depth if sufficiently detailed and accurate 

findings are to be made available for comparative studies.

Further explorations in the relationship between education and

The evidence indicates that French politicalpolitics also are pertinent, 

factors-and events greatly influenced the development and the initiation

of many of the significant strategies described in this study.

Manifestly, the relationship between economic development and 

education needs to be studied in Sub—Saharaui Africa. The techniques of

forecasting manpower requirements and of educational planning to schedule 

training according to these srequireraents have been introduced in the 

region, but results of this introduction should be evaluated.
o

Studies are needed also in many other phsuses of the current

The reasons foreducational endeavors in French-speaking Black Africa.

the extremely high dropout rate should be determined in order that a

The same need applies to the high per-capita costremedy may be foimd.
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of Franco-African school: which frustrates the best intentions to

extend education to the indigenous peoples. Besearch into the effec

tiveness and adaptation of the curriculum would be of significant

value as well.

Indeed, if there is one safe conclusion to be drawn from this

present study, it is that the research has raised many more questions

Education is a complex process; when appliedthan it has answered.

croBS-culturally, the increased complexities offer innumerable

significant research opportunities which have yet to be explored.

■ in
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